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Chapter 1
Notation
Excuse me, I’m making perfect sense. You’re
just not keeping up.
The Eleventh Doctor.
Notation Name
@ x P X : P pxq Universal set quantification
D x P X : P pxq Existential set quantification
 P pxq Logical negation
ñ Logical implication
ô Logical equivalence
^ Logical conjunction
_ Logical disjunction
fi Definition
‘ Additive law
b Multiplicative law
0 Zero element
1 Unit element
‘ Square matrix additive law
b Square matrix multiplicative law
O Zero matrix
I Unit matrix
ď‘ Natural order relation
‖‘ Natural incomparability relation
` Integer addition
ˆ Integer multiplication
Y Set union
X Set intersection
∅ Empty set
Ď Subprefix relation
| Path alternative
˛ Path concatenation
À Pre-order relation
~ˆ Lexicographic order
A,B, . . . , Y, Z Sets of elements
A,B, . . . ,Y,Z Square matrices over a semiring
listpXq Set of all lists with elements taken from set X
Àlength Preference relation on lists based on their lengths
„length Equality of lists based on their length
V Set of vertices in a graph
A Set of arcs between vertices in a graph
ďV Preference relation on vertices in a graph
PermpXq Set of permutations of the elements of a set
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Chapter 2
Introduction
A beginning is the time for taking the most
delicate care that the balances are correct.
Manual of Muad’Dib, Princess Irulan
Corrino-Atreides.
Over the decades that followed its inception, the Internet evolved in a strongly organic but loosely-
engineered way. The nexuses that formed at its top level, known today as Autonomous System (AS), are
managed mostly by commercially-driven organizations and are thus governed by relationships where all
information does not flow freely to the rest of the world for the establishment of the routes throughout
the Internet. This evolution has given rise to a plethora of protocols which were designed and adapted on
an as-needed basis, resulting in monolithic entities that require highly qualified administrators for their
daily management. Certain specific configurations, colloquially known as configuration errors, can result
in route oscillations or disruptions on a global scale with a potential to affect communications beyond
the local scope. Furthermore, an intimate knowledge of the inner workings of various protocols is not
sufficient to solve the problems that can arise due to the concomitance of various conditions distributed
across several domains managed by different organisations.
The complexity and problems that arise through the use of protocols such as BGP [47], IS-IS [42],
OSPF [40], RIPv2 [37] or EIGRP [51] stir several questions, both for the understanding of the origin
of the problems that are observed in real-world situations and for the design of the protocols that will
supersede them. An important guideline cherished by computing scientists is modularity of a solution
to a complex problem; its construction being based on the assembly of well understood building blocks.
While the longing for such modularity has often been voiced by the networking community as an increas-
ingly pressing necessity [13], it seems to be still missing from the vast literature of its research field. To
make things worse, no comprehensive theory of routing and forwarding exists as of today to synthesize
the compiled list of protocols and their associated problems.
Over the past decades, the problem of identifying the best paths in a graph has been an object of
study from an algebraic perspective [9, 4, 24, 38, 55]. This approach was always somehow limited to
metrics and was never fully applied to real-world routing protocols to attempt capturing as many aspects
as possible. This changed in the recent years, with attempts to reduce the distance between the alge-
braic theory of path finding and various mechanisms which can be found in protocols in use nowadays.
Metarouting [27, 29, 26, 8, 54] has emerged as a promising approach embracing Dijkstra’s separation
of concerns [17] by looking at routing protocols from an algebraic perspective. Instead of adopting the
radical viewpoint of throwing away the entire corpus of routing protocols and starting from scratch, an
approach doomed to fail in the real-world, Griffin and Sobrinho proposed to deconstruct existing routing
protocols and study how their common building blocks fit together. A guiding principle behind this
approach is the Algorithm-to-Algebra Method [19], whereby aspects that were thought to be algorithmic
in nature are progressively transferred to an algebraic dimension of the central problem that routing
protocols are solving. The application of this method started with [27], where metrics were captured into
structures formed by a total order for path-ranking together with a binary law for producing weights
of paths out of those of their constituent links. Later work progressively shifted the interest towards
ideas borrowed from operations research as presented by Gondran and Minoux in [25]. The total order
was replaced by a binary law, giving rise to a structure known as a semiring in universal algebra. This
9
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different formalism focused on a pair of linear recurrence equations to capture the solutions produced
by link-state and distance-vectoring approaches upon which routing protocols are based. Other concerns
such as local versus global optimality [54, 28], Route Redistribution and Administrative Distance [2], Hot
and Cold Potato forwarding [8] were progressively studied from this algebraic perspective. Recent work
[19] has made explicit the paths associated with the weights manipulated by this framework, thus shifting
away from a purely algorithmic perception.
The goal of this thesis is to transfer two related mechanisms in use on the Internet into an algebraic
form. The first one, known as Route Aggregation (RA) [36], was introduced as a means of alleviating the
load incurred on infrastructure routers by the use of the classful addressing scheme[45] and the associ-
ated forwarding scheme. This approach required one entry in every forwarding table for every destination
which lied in a shallow hierarchical structure. In this context, a destination typically meant the network
of an organisation to which a range of IP addresses was allocated. Route aggregation was enabled by a
prior restructuring of the addressing scheme and a rethinking of the allocation method for addresses. In
the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR), not only are end-system addresses grouped into prefixes but
prefixes themselves can be regrouped into increasingly more general prefixes. By virtue of the concept of
an IP prefix, it became possible to factor common attributes (e.g. next-hop, route length) shared by the
routes towards various destinations having IPs falling within the same prefix.
The second mechanism is known as Longest-Match Prefix rule and alters the way forwarding decisions
are performed. Among the potentially multiple routes that can be matched against a given address, the
one with the most specific prefix (i.e. greatest number of identical most significant bits covered by the
network mask) is selected. This means that from the perspective of two physical entities (a source and
a destination), the route established between them can be labelled by the most specific prefix in the
forwarding table of the source that matches the destination, with the possibility of several other physical
destinations being matched by that particular entry.
Figure 2.1 presents the infrastructure which we will be using for the design of a route aggregation
model. It involves three ISPs interconnected together, each having various customers to which they are
providing connectivity to the rest of the network. The prefixes allocated to a corresponding entity are
given next to it. For example, ISP 2 has been allocated the prefix 10.2.0.0/16 with the possibility to
sub-allocate it further, as it did for Customer 6. The inter-connected group of ISPs forms the backbone
of the infrastructure and provides connectivity between the various customers. In order to be reachable
in the global routing infrastructure, an end-system must have an address assigned to it; for example host
H4 has been assigned address 10.2.8.4 which belongs to the prefix allocated to Customer 8. Customer
7 has been allocated prefixes 10.2.7.0/24 from ISP 2 and 10.3.7.0/24 from ISP 3 and represents a
case of multi-homing through both of its providers. The internal network of Customer 8 is detailed on
Figure 2.1 and represents the case of a re-homed domain which has kept its allocated prefix (a sub-prefix
of 10.2.0.0/16 allocated by ISP 2) when it changed its connectivity provider to ISP 3. For any of its
host to be reachable from the other customers, that host has to be assigned an IP within the prefix
10.2.8.0/24.
Destination Next-hop Hop count
10.2.8.1 R1 2
10.2.8.2 R1 3
10.2.8.3 R0 3
10.2.8.4 R0 2
Figure 2.2: Routing table of router B0 of Customer 8.
In practice, the border router B0 needs to keep track of how to reach the individual hosts within
its internal network in its routing table (see Figure 2.2). With respect to the outside, it need only to
advertise it is able to reach any address in the prefix 10.2.8.0/24. This means that the border router B1
of ISP 3 receives one route advertisement from router B0 of Customer 8 for prefix 10.2.8.0/24 which
will result in a unique entry in its forwarding table (Figure 2.3). The forwarding table of B1 without
route aggregation would contain 4 entries, for destinations 10.2.8.1 through 10.2.8.4, all pointing to
C8.B0 as the next-hop. The use of route aggregation enables to merge all those entries into a single one,
covering the 256 possible addresses contained in the prefix 10.2.8.0/24 allocated to Customer 8.
At a higher level, prefixes influence how connectivity is established between physically connected enti-
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8
Figure 2.1: High-level view of a networking infrastructure with a detailed view of the internals of ISP
3 and Customer 8. Ellipses represent the domains taking part in the RA process while circles represent
end-systems or routers.
ties. For example, ISP 1 will have an alternative to reach Customer 7; a route for the prefix 10.2.0.0/16
(going through ISP 2) and another for the prefix 10.3.0.0/16 (going through ISP 3).
We will present in Chapter 3 how the interplay of the interior and exterior protocols result in the
forwarding tables that are used to transmit traffic through the infrastructure in order to reach the desti-
nations intended by the destination address used. We will present the way route information is exchanged
and transformed as it traverses multiple domains. The route aggregation mechanism is introduced in this
process along with the way routers perform the merging of multiple routes. This method can introduce
reachability issues and we will illustrated some of them.
Chapter 4 will cover the theoretical foundations surrounding the constructs relevant for algebraic
routing; the study of shortest-paths problems where shortest is understood in the sense of optimal. The
exposition will be limited to the elements which are relevant for our needs, a more thorough and wider
treatment of this vast topic can be found in [25].
In Chapter 5 we will describe how the tools and results from algebra can be used to model the metrics
that are used in real-world scenarios to rank the paths that are progressively identified by routing pro-
tocols throughout their execution, an aspect which is relevant for the routing perspective, but also the
path-related information which somehow implements the actual paths that are found by those routing
12 CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION
Destination Next-hop Distance
10.1.0.0/16 R1 3
10.2.0.0/16 R1 5
10.2.8.0/24 C7.B0 3
10.3.0.0/16 R1 3
Figure 2.3: Forwarding table used by router B1 of ISP 3.
protocols, an aspect relevant from a forwarding perspective. We will relate the standard Dijkstra and
Bellman-Ford algorithms to the linear recurrence equations introduced in Chapter 4 by proving that these
algorithms are computing fixpoints to such equations.
The two inter-related mechanism, route aggregation and longest-match prefix, described above will
be modelled within a unique construct in Chapter 6. We will first design a model of route aggregation as
it is performed by external peers by removing the internal details of the domains. In this context, routers
use admistrator-configured aggregation rules in order to merge routes and provide them consistently to
all their neighbors. We will illustrate how re-homing and multi-homing are captured in our model. This
attempt will endeavour to reduce the computation of forwarding tables to the same framework which can
express the computation of shortest paths, the fixpoints to linear recurrence equations. We will conclude
this chapter by showing how reachability issues can be identified by making explicit the relationship
between the fixpoints obtained and the routes effectively used. The second part will cover how route
aggregation as it is performed internally to a domain can be expressed. In this case, we will discuss the
ability of our approach to capture the formation of forwarding loops in the produced solutions.
Chapter 3
An overview of Route Aggregation
Ever since its humble beginnings as a network connecting a dozen of hosts together, the Internet has
evolved into the biggest routing infrastructure known today. In order to be able to provide connectivity
to its ever-increasing number of hosts, a variety of architectural considerations have been incorporated
into its inner workings. Over the decades of evolution and growth it has undergone, Autonomous Systems
emerged as the top-level entities in charge of establishing and maintaining the routes to its ever-growing
number of destinations.
An Autonomous System, also referred to as a domain, is a network managed by an organisation
through which traffic can transit. Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of a domain where routers are
distinguished based on whether they lie at the edge of the domain (border routers), or inside it (internal
routers). A domain with a single border router is a customer which only requires it to connect with its
provider while a domain with multiple border routers serves as a transit domain. The establishement of
routes is performed at two levels, with the interplay of two processes giving rise to the routes that are
used to forward traffic. At the intra-domain level, all routers are running an Interior Gateway Protocol
(IGP) in order to construct and maintain routing tables describing the best paths towards all the other
routers belonging to the same domain but also to the border routers from neighboring domains directly
connected to its own. At the inter-domain level, the border routers are running an Exterior Gateway
Protocol (EGP) through which they can be engaged in peering sessions with each other in order to ex-
change information that allows them to maintain forwarding tables describing all the best routes they
know. In reaction to the route advertisements it receives, a border router can introduce or retract entries
in its forwarding table to maintain connectivity in the context of a changing topology. Aside from the
advertisements, border routers can be configured with static routes to originate routes to destinations. A
distinction is made between internal and external peering. External peering involves border routers from
distinct domains. In this case, various attributes of the routes such as the number of domains traversed
to reach the destination are taken into consideration in the process by which the best routes are selected.
In the case of internal peering, border routers which belong to the same domain are involved. As such,
the attributes of the routes are complemented by the information contained within the routing tables
to play a role in the selection of the best routes. For example, if a border router receives a route to
the same destination from two different internal peers, the interior cost to reach these peers through the
infrastructure may be used in the selection process.
This means that the network administrator can perform traffic engineering [3] within its domain and
decide how the load is distributed across its infrastructure by choosing the policy to be applied on the
links. Furthermore, the IGP used can incorporate those considerations to choose the paths based on
dynamic aspects such as load, delay or reliability. To some extent, the administrator can also influence
how traffic flows into the domain by the use of the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute or multi-homing.
Two pieces of information have to be obtained by the organisation managing a network to be able to
act as an AS and participate in the global infrastructure; an AS number (ASN) and a network prefix.
An ASN [47, 60] is a number which uniquely identifies an AS in the global infrastructure and is assigned
by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)[30]. A network prefix is a set of addresses that are
managed by an organisation who is allowed to either assign them to hosts within its network or allocate
a subset to another organisation, typically one of its customers. At the root of this hierarchy, the IANA
is in charge of managing the prefix 0.0.0.0/0 which contains all IPv4 addresses. The IANA allocates
13
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ISP 3
AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
B0
B1B2
B3 R0 R1
2
2
21 1
1
Figure 3.1: Internal structure of an Autonomous System.
subprefixes of important size (/8) to five Regional Internet Registries (RIR), each of which is tasked
with the allocation for a vast geographical region1. Below the RIRs are Local Internet Registries (LIR)
which are typically Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or other organisations who assign most of the block
they obtain to their customers. The AS on Figure 3.1 has been allocated ASN 65003 with the network
prefix 10.3.0.0/16 which means that it can manage the IP addresses ranging from 10.3.0.0 through
10.3.255.255 as it sees fit.
The process by which a packet is handled by routers is a destination-based hop-by-hop forwarding [41].
Whenever a packet is received by a border router, a lookup is performed within its forwarding table to
identify the most suitable matching entry based on the destination address. Conceptually, the next-hop
represents the next domain along the way when the destination lies outside the current domain and
is represented by the external peer of the next domain along the way. In the case where this peer is
connected to another border router than the one who received the packet, the routing table provides the
information to get the packet through the current domain to that border router. The repetition of this
process by the border routers of the successive domains eventually brings the packet to its final destina-
tion. Similarly, within a domain, the routers perform a process that brings the packet from the border
router where it entered to the one that is connected to the external peer. The routing tables inside the
domains complement the forwarding tables at the AS level in order to fully implement the routes that
packets are expected to follow towards their destination.
Instead of keeping track of a route for each destination network, routers can aggregate them together
when they are compatible in some way. A domain that provides connectivity to multiple customers can
choose to conceal the routes to their specific network prefixes behind the one it has been allocated and
take care of forwarding any packet to any of them according to the effective routes that it knows. By
keeping the details of how to reach several destination to itself, a domain can advertise a route to a
more general destination that covers all of the child routes, thus reducing the amount of routes that it
advertises to its neighbors. This mecanism was originally introduced as a means to slow down the growth
rate of the global forwarding table by limiting the amount of information that needs to be advertised to
other domains to a strict minimum. Another issue that route aggregation mitigates is known as route
flapping [59], where changes to routes in a portion of the infrastructure that is being aggregated remain
concealed thus preventing unecessary processing and communications in other routers.
In this chapter, we will describe how route aggregation works. We will start by presenting what
destinations represent and how they relate to hosts or networks. We will be focusing on IPv4 [45] coupled
with the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) scheme [23]. We will briefly present how an IGP
constructs routing tables within a domain. The routing tables play a role in completing the information
that is discovered by an EGP in order to accept only routes that are usable through its domain. The de
facto standard EGP in use today is known as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP-4). We will describe
the process of route advertisement, how the best routes are selected based on their attributes and how
border routers update those attributes upon exchanging their routes with their peers. We will conclude
this chapter by presenting the route aggregation mecanism. The aggregation can happen in multiple
places and under various conditions. Our focus will be on the aggregation mecanism at the BGP-4
1As of 2011, all /8 prefixes have been allocated by the IANA to the RIRs
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level between external peers and within a simplified IGP. The separation between the forwarding table
and the advertised routes is the means by which it is implemented. Each border router maintains the
effective routes that it uses for forwarding purposes and the set of routes that it advertises to its peers
separate. By advertising aggregate routes but forwarding according to its effective routes, the border
routers can maintain reachability towards destinations while helping its external peers reduce the size of
their forwarding tables. The specifications of EGP and IGP leaves some freedom for the implementation
with the consequence that routers from different manufacturers behave in different ways. From the
perspective of BGP, the problem lies in how the attributes of an aggregate route are obtained from
the child routes. In [36], Le & al. covered many subtle differences observed in hardware from different
manufacturers. We will conclude this chapter by looking at how the default mecanism in Cisco routers
can result in reachability issues.
3.1 Addressing schemes
An addressing scheme works by attaching some information to physical vertices that allows them to be
reachable through the construction of routing and forwarding tables. In [45], IPv4 addresses are 32-bit
identifiers that are used to label packets so that routers can use their tables to forward traffic towards the
hosts using them. Other schemes have been proposed over the years to provide more features. IPv6 [15]
was introduced to expand the size of the address space by using 64 bits identifiers. An ongoing effort is
the Locator-Identifier Separation Protocol [50] which separates the location of a router from its identifica-
tion, two functionalities currently conflated in IP addresses. Another one is the Compact Routing [34, 58]
which studies how routing schemes capture a trade-off between the size of the routing tables produced
with respect to the stretch of the routes they encode. The stretch refers to a factor that exists between
the route found and the shortest one that exists.
In this work, we will be considering the coupling of IPv4 with the CIDR addressing scheme. A CIDR
prefix is a concise representation of a range of addresses which can be expressed in a binary format. In
the case of IPv4, both IP addresses and network masks are encoded as 32-bit words; for example the
prefix 10.1.4.0/24 can be represented as follows
10.1.4.0 00001010000000010000010000000000 (address)
{24 11111111111111111111111100000000 (mask)
The idea that a given CIDR prefix is a subprefix of another is central to the aggregation mecanism;
whenever an AS is managing a prefix and receives a route advertisement for a prefix covered by its own,
the covering prefix should be advertised instead. Consider the following two prefixes
10.1.0.0 00001010.00000001.00000000.00000000
{16 11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000
10.1.5.0 00001010.00000001.00000101.00000000
{24 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000
The two prefixes 10.1.4.0/24 and 10.1.5.0/24 are subprefixes of 10.1.0.0/16 but are disjoint with
each other. Given two prefixes pa1, m1q and pa2, m2q, we can define the subprefix relation Ď by
pa1, m1q Ď pa2, m2q fi m2 ď m1 ^ a1 & m2 “ a2 & m2 (3.1)
where the & operator stands for the pointwise combination of the two operands by the binary AND
operation (a.k.a. bitwise AND [31]). In other words, a prefix is a subprefix of another if-and-only-if the
length of the mask of the latter is greater than that of the former and the bits covered by the mask of
the latter are identical in both prefixes.
3.2 Interior Gateway Protocol
Despite the diversity of routing protocols designed to run within a domain, all share the common goal of
establishing paths between the routers within its boundaries along with the external peers connected to
its border routers. The inclusion of the external peers in this process is due to the fact that they are used
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Figure 3.2: Internal structure of ISP 3 with the cost metric.
as the next-hops for route advertisements at the EGP level. Once the decision has to be made as to which
route to accept for a destination, the external peer associated with it has to be reachable for the route
to be usable by a border router. In practice there are interactions from EGP to IGP, with the possibility
for route advertisements to result in the insertion of entries into the routing tables of internal routers
regarding the associated destinations. For the sake of clarity, we choose to separate the two concerns but
these interactions will be discussed once we have covered EGP. The purpose of this section is to present
how an IGP works to produce and maintain the routing tables throughout its execution. We will start by
discussing the algorithms underlying the two approaches to routing protocols; Dijkstra’s Algorithm[16]
for the link-state approach and Bellman-Ford’s Algorithm[5] for the distance-vectoring method. We will
illustrate a run of both algorithms in ISP 3 as shown on Figure 3.2. In a real-world network, the routers
are assigned IP addresses but we omit them for conciseness. The problems that can arise from the use
of one or the other will be exposed and discussed. The cost associated with the links are attached to
them on the graph and each undirected link is bidirectional. We use undirected links as shorthand for
two directed arcs going in both directions with identical costs. In some contexts, it is common for the
label to be different for each direction, with complex metrics typically exhibiting an asymmetry in the
labelling of the graph. The process by which the routing tables are derived from the solutions produced
by those algorithms will be presented along with the forwarding mecanism. For more details about a
specific IGP, we point the reader to the corresponding specifications and technical literature.
3.2.1 Link-State Routing Protocol (LSRP)
All the routing protocols falling in the link-state class somehow rely on Dijkstra’s Algorithm [16, 11],
presented here as Algorithm 1, for the computation of a shortest-path tree from which the routing table
can be derived. The process that link-state protocols use is structured in three phases; link-state flooding
to allow all routers to build a complete representation of the network’s topology, execution of Dijkstra’s
Algorithm to produce a shortest-path tree and finally construction of the routing table based on that
shortest-path tree. This algorithm can be easily modified to produce the contents of the routing table di-
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rectly. In the remainder of this section, the words router and vertex are considered to be synonymous. A
prerequisite for the execution of Dijkstra’s Algorithm is a complete knowledge of the connectivity within
the network by the source router running it. The link-state flooding phase is used to disseminate the
topological information from every router to every other. Each entry of the resulting link-state database,
Ai,j , encodes the cost of the direct link that goes from vertex i to vertex j. A special value 8 is used to
denote the absence of a direct link between the corresponding vertices. At the beginning of the execu-
tion, all destinations d P V are considered unreachable except the source, which is the router running the
algorithm. The termination of the execution is guaranteed by the fact that a set of relaxed vertices R
increases in size at every iteration by inclusion of a relaxation vertex selected at each iteration. Because
the source router has a complete knowledge of the topology, it can compare its current knowledge of the
cost (ω) towards the direct neighbors of the relaxation vertex q with the current knowledge of the cost to
q before using the direct link from q to its direct neighbors. The strategy to choose the relaxation vertex
is to pick the closest unrelaxed vertex, a greedy choice that does not prevent the final value of ω for all
destinations to be optimal. It is possible to demonstrate that the cost associated with the relaxed vertices
is minimal and will not be updated by any later iteration, which is why only unrelaxed destinations are
considered on Line (9).
Algorithm 1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm for the cost metric
1: for all d P V do
2: ωrds Ð 8
3: end for
4: ωrss Ð 0
5: RÐ ∅
6: while R ‰ V do
7: pick q P V ´R such that @ q1 P V ´R : ωrqs ď ωrq1s
8: RÐ RY tqu
9: for all d P V ´R do
10: if ωrds ą ωrqs `Aq,d then
11: ωrds Ð ωrqs `Aq,d
12: end if
13: end for
14: end while
The link-state database for Figure 3.2 is given as Table 3.3 with all the internal links. As a comple-
ment, the links towards external peers are included with a cost of 0 associated with them. The reason
we omit the direction coming from the external peers of the other domains is simply because they do not
participate in the IGP within ISP 3 and as such do not provide link-states for their connectivity. In this
example, we associate the cost 0 to the external links. This means that the cost to reach an external peer
will be given directly by the cost of traversing the domain to the border router it is connected to. When
considering the interaction between IGP and EGP, the metric for the external link is not the same as
the internal metric. In the presence of multiple independent connections between two domains, the net-
work administrator might decide either to favour the internal cost over the external metric, an approach
known as hot-potato routing [56, 57], in order to get the packets faster out of its network. In contrast,
cold-potato routing attempts to find the most interesting external route with the potential consequence
of keeping packets longer within the network.
A run of Algorithm 1 at router B2 is given on Figure 3.4. Each line gives the iteration number of
the main loop at Line (6), the costs to reach all other routers produced by that iteration along with the
relaxation vertex. Once a vertex has been relaxed, its distance is underlined. The first line describes
the state after initialization is performed. Due to the fact that external peers are not connected to any
further vertices, the iterations that consider them as relaxation vertices do not change the costs known
towards other routers. Because of the initialization, the first relaxation vertex is always the source since
it has the lowest value of 0. The third iteration involves a non-deterministic situation where both R0
and R1 are candidates for relaxation.
We will prove in Chapter 5 that the choice of either candidate results in the same final answer in
general. In this case the relaxation of R0 followed by R1 brings us to a makes vertex B0 the only
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Source Destination Cost
R0 B0 2
R0 B3 1
R0 B2 1
R1 B0 2
R1 B2 1
R1 B1 2
B0 R0 2
B0 R1 2
B3 R0 1
B2 R0 1
B2 R1 1
B1 R1 2
B0 I1.B0 0
B3 I2.B0 0
B2 C7.B0 0
B1 C8.B0 0
Figure 3.3: Link-state database for ISP 3.
Iter. B0 B1 B2 B3 R0 R1 I1.B0 I2.B0 C7.B0 C8.B0 Relax. vertex
0 8 8 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 n/a
1 8 8 0 8 1 1 8 8 0 8 B2
2 8 8 0 8 1 1 8 8 0 8 C7.B0
3 3 8 0 2 1 1 8 8 0 8 R0
4 3 3 0 2 1 1 8 8 0 8 R1
5 3 3 0 2 1 1 8 2 0 8 B3
6 3 3 0 2 1 1 8 2 0 8 I2.B0
7 3 3 0 2 1 1 3 2 0 8 B0
8 3 3 0 2 1 1 3 2 0 3 B1
9 3 3 0 2 1 1 3 2 0 3 I1.B0
10 3 3 0 2 1 1 3 2 0 3 C8.B0
Figure 3.4: Run of Algorithm 1 with router B2 as the source.
candidate for relaxation for Iteration 6. Iteration 7 through 9 involve several candidates for relaxation,
no matter the order in which they are selected, the costs obtained after the final iteration will be the same
with the only difference being the successive sets of candidates possible. The complete shortest-path tree
resulting from running Algorithm 1 at router B2 is given on Figure 3.5. The use of oriented links comes
from the fact that those indicate the direction in which the path is going.
The greedy strategy to pick the closest unrelaxed vertex for relaxation implies that only n iterations
of the main loop from Line (6) are required. The overal complexity of the algorithm depends on how the
selection of the relaxation vertex at Line (7) is performed. The use of Fibonacci Heaps [22] to manage
the set of unrelaxed vertices results in a complexity on the order of pm`n logpnqq where n is the number
of vertices and m the number of arcs.
In order to be useful for the construction of a routing table which associates a next-hop to every
destination, the algorithm requires a minor modification to the solution it produces by storing structural
information about the shortest-path tree itself. One way this can be achieved is by keeping track of the
relaxation vertex [11] through which the last value of the cost was updated by Line (11). In this case
the relaxation vertex represents the predecessor of the destination along the way. The inclusion of the
predecessor vertex means that the output of the algorithm is no longer unique. There are two paths with
the best cost 3 going from B2 to B0, B2 Ñ R0 Ñ B0 and B2 Ñ R1 Ñ B0. Depending on the order
in which these two vertices are relaxed, the resulting shortest-path tree will be different. The resulting
vectors, ω for the costs and pi for the predecessors are given below and can be matched with the tree
presented on Figure 3.5. A hyphen ´ is a generic way to represent that the predecessor is the source
router. Another way to phrase this is that all destinations from the pi vector with a hyphen are direct
neighbors of the source router that executed the algorithm.
The identification of the next-hop towards some destination router by means of the pi vector can be
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Figure 3.5: The shortest-path tree rooted at vertex B2.
B0 B1 B2 B3 R0 R1 I1.B0 I2.B0 C7.B0 C8.B0
ω 3 3 0 2 1 1 3 2 0 3
pi R0 R1 ´ R0 ´ ´ B0 B3 ´ B1
Figure 3.6: Costs and predecessors obtained at the source router B2. A hyphen ´ denotes the fact that
the corresponding destinations are directly connected to the source.
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Destination Cost Next-hop
B0 2 R0
B1 3 R1
B2 0 ´
B3 3 R0
R0 1 R0
R1 1 R1
I1.B0 2 R0
I2.B0 3 R0
C7.B0 0 C7.B0
C8.B0 3 R1
Figure 3.7: Routing table of B2 obtained from the output of Algorithm 1 augmented with predecessors.
B0 B1 B2 B3 R0 R1 I1.B0 I2.B0 C7.B0 C8.B0
ω 2 4 1 1 0 2 2 4 1 1
pi ´ R1 ´ ´ ´ B2 B0 B3 B2 B1
Figure 3.8: Costs and predecessors obtained at the source router R0.
done by a recursive lookup of the predecessors until a hyphen is reached. For example, to identify the
next-hop for destination I1.B0, the sequence of predecessors will be B0, R0, ´, which indicates that R0
is the next-hop to be used when attempting to reach I1.B0. By applying this method for all destinations,
the routing table for B2 can be obtained with the corresponding costs associated with the destinations.
Each router within the network using a LSRP will produce its own routing table independently of
the other routers. In the context of next-hop forwarding, this brings the question of consistency across
routers. Figure 3.8 presents the vectors ω and pi obtained by router R0 running Algorithm 1. Given that
B2 computes its shortest-path tree independently of R0 without any form of coordination, one could
wonder how the path identified by R0 (R0 Ñ B0 Ñ I1.B0) is consistent with the one computed by B2
(B2 Ñ R0 Ñ B0 Ñ I1.B0). The possibility for inconsistency was identified by Sobrinho & Griffin in
[54] where they narrowed down the root of the problem to an algebraic property of the metric being used.
They showed that when a complex metric involving bandwidth with a tie-breaking on the distance for the
selection of best paths was used, routers could disagree on the best path from their perspective towards
a destination. In the worst case, this can result in routing loops that are distributed across the routing
tables of several routers. Dijkstra’s Algorithm has already been the object of several generalizations and
applications [33, 43].
3.2.2 Distance-Vectoring Routing Protocol (DVRP)
The second class of routing protocols is based on a distance-vectoring method. In contrast with the
link-state approach, the routers running a DVRP work by exchanging information about the paths they
identified towards destinations. The internal behavior of DVRP can be summarized as 3 phases; reception
of path information provided by a direct neighbor with a recomputation of its associated cost, selection
between the path by comparing its updated cost with the one currently known towards the corresponding
destination and sending of updates to the direct neighbors. We delay the presentation of any pseudo-code
for the Bellman-Ford’s Algorithm [5] until Chapter 5.
The only topological information that a router needs to maintain is the cost associated with the
outbound links towards its direct neighbors. This adjacency information corresponds to the row of the
link-state database with the source set to the current router. In the initial state, only the distances to
the direct neighbors are known from the adjacency information. This provides the router with its initial
routing table. The path information is represented as tuples that associate a destination with a cost.
Upon receiving path information that associates a destination d with a cost c from a neighbor q, the cost
is updated to Ai,q ` c. The resulting cost is compared with the one for the best path currently know
to reach d and the one with the lowest value is kept. In the event where the neighbor which provided
the new path is identical to the one that provided the path currently in the routing table, the new path
replaces it in order to keep the most recent information. If the best path changes due to this operation,
the router must announce this update to its direct neighbors as a means to inform them its perspective
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Figure 3.9: The shortest-path tree rooted at vertex R0.
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Destination Distance Next-hop
B0
R0 2 R0
R1 2 R1
I1.B0 0 I1.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B1 R1 2 R1C8.B0 0 C8.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B2
R0 1 R0
R1 1 R1
C7.B0 0 C7.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B3 R0 1 R0I2.B0 0 I2.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
R0
B0 2 B0
B2 1 B2
B3 1 B3
Destination Distance Next-hop
R1
B0 2 B0
B1 2 B1
B2 1 B2
Figure 3.10: Initial routing tables corresponding to the adjacency information for each router within the
boundaries of ISP 3.
on how to reach d has changed. Note that a router need not perform this update everytime for every new
path information received. It can accumulate the path information over a certain interval of time before
running the process over the resulting collection.
Any changes to the topology affect the local routing table whose information is then diffused through
the infrastructure without the need to flood any link-state change to all routers. This has the consequence
that a DVRP can adapt faster to topological changes. In contrast with a LSRP, the paths used through-
out the infrastructure are constructed backward, starting from the destinations and flowing back to other
routers. The next-hop consistency question that was raised at the end of the previous section is solved
by the fact that the selection process is based solely on the connectivity that neighbors are announcing
and not an assumption on the choices made by other routers along the path. This also allows the routing
tables to be directly constructed without the use of an intermediary shortest-path tree. Whenever the
selection process picks the best path towards a destination, the next-hop is already known as the neighbor
who originally provided that path.
The adjacency information for the entire network is provided in the form of the initial routing tables
on Figure 3.10 where the distance is given for each router and destination. We assume that the external
peers connected to the border routers have an associated distance of 0. Unlike LSRP, it is not possible
to focus on the computation being performed by one vertex since the path information is progressively
constructed and distributed by all the vertices. For this reason, we will illustrate a run of the algorithm by
showing the routing tables of each router of ISP 3. The interleaving in which the routing table updates are
exchanged allows for a consequent number of possible executions. For this reason, we choose to illustrate
the execution in lockstep by considering that all the routing tables are computed in a syncronized way.
The routing tables at one iteration are obtained independently from the routing tables of the previous
iteration. The initial routing tables at each router are listed on Figure 3.10 where for each destination,
the distance and next-top are given.
During the first iteration, router B2 will receive the routing tables of routers R0 and R1. The col-
lection of paths with updated costs are listed on Figure 3.11. They are obtained by taking the entries of
the routing table ofR0 (resp. R1) and adding the cost fromB2 toR0 (resp. R1) to the cost of each entry.
Figure 3.12 gives the new routing table for router B2, which is obtained by picking for each destina-
tion the path with the least cost among those from the collection of updated paths on Figure 3.11 and
the previous routing table on Figure 3.10. The paths for destination B2 are discarded due to the implicit
path with cost 0 that always exists between a router and itself. For destination B0, the paths through
R0 and R1 both have the same cost so either of them could serve as the next-hop. The origin of each
path information is used as the next-hop in the routing table.
The reachability has increased for all routers after one iteration, with destinations B0, B3 and B1
now reachable through R0 and R1 from B2. Through the progressive exchange of updates to their
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Destination Cost From
B0 3 R0
B3 2 R0
B2 2 R0
B0 3 R1
B2 2 R1
B1 3 R1
Figure 3.11: Collection of paths at router B2 during the first iteration.
Destination Distance Next-hop
B0
B1 4 R1
B2 3 R0
B3 3 R0
R0 2 R0
R1 2 R1
I1.B0 0 I1.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B3
B0 3 R0
B2 2 R0
R0 1 R0
I2.B0 0 I2.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B2
B0 3 R0
B1 3 R1
B3 2 R0
R0 1 R0
R1 1 R1
C7.B0 0 C7.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B1
B0 4 R1
B2 3 R1
R1 2 R1
C8.B0 0 C8.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
R0
B0 2 B0
B2 1 B2
B3 1 B3
R1 2 B2
I1.B0 2 B0
I2.B0 1 B3
C7.B0 1 B2
Destination Distance Next-hop
R1
B0 2 B0
B2 1 B2
R0 2 B2
I1.B0 2 B0
C7.B0 1 B2
C8.B0 2 B1
Figure 3.12: Routing tables after the first lockstep iteration.
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Destination Distance Next-hop
B0
I1.B0 0 I1.B0
I2.B0 3 R0
B3 3 R0
B2 3 R0
B1 4 R1
C7.B0 3 R0
C8.B0 4 R1
R0 2 R0
R1 2 R1
Destination Distance Next-hop
B3
I1.B0 3 R0
I2.B0 0 B1
B0 3 R0
B2 2 R0
B1 5 R0
C7.B0 2 R0
C8.B0 5 R0
R0 1 R0
R1 3 R0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B2
I1.B0 3 R0
I2.B0 2 R0
B0 3 R0
B3 2 R0
B1 3 R1
C7.B0 0 C7.B0
C8.B0 3 R1
R0 1 R0
R1 1 R1
Destination Distance Next-hop
B1
I1.B0 4 R1
I2.B0 5 R1
B0 4 R1
B3 5 R1
B2 3 R1
C7.B0 3 R1
C8.B0 0 C8.B0
R0 4 R1
R1 2 R1
Destination Distance Next-hop
R0
I1.B0 2 B0
I2.B0 1 B3
B0 2 B0
B3 1 B3
B2 1 B2
B1 4 B2
C7.B0 1 B2
C8.B0 4 B2
R1 2 B2
Destination Distance Next-hop
R1
I1.B0 2 B0
I2.B0 3 B2
B0 2 B0
B3 3 B2
B2 1 B2
B1 2 B1
C7.B0 1 B2
C8.B0 2 B1
R0 2 B2
Figure 3.13: Routing tables after convergence.
routing tables, the routers eventually converge to a set of routing tables which is given on Figure 3.13.
The distance-vectoring approach suffers from problems of its own that a DVRP has to address to
guarantee proper working. Due to the dynamic aspects involved in a running network, links are subject
to failure. A possible consequence of such a failure is the count-to-infinity problem [35].
It is commonplace to discuss LSRP and DVRP in terms of communication overhead, convergence
speed and adaptability to dynamic changes of the topology. In [19], we demonstrated that the two ap-
proaches can disagree on which are the best paths in a given network labelled by means of a given metric.
Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) is a method by which a routing protocol confronted with multiple equally
good paths towards a destination keeps them and applies a load-balancing algorithm when forwarding
occurs. By modelling ECMP within an algebraic formalism [25, 27], we were able to identify a sufficient
condition for both classes of routing protocols to agree on all best paths towards all destinations. For
example, under ECMP, two paths connecting B2 to B0 with weight 3 would end up in the routing table,
B2Ñ R0Ñ B0 and B2Ñ R1Ñ B0, and would be usable for forwarding.
Various techniques exist to allow several IGP to run side by side within the same infrastructure,
contributing to the routing tables that are obtained (Administrative Distance) or exchanging the routes
they identified among each other (Route Redistribution).
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3.2.3 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
OSPF [40, 10] is a link-state protocol that uses a cost for making its decisions. This cost is defined as a
dimensionless, lower-is-better metric. Whenever relaxation occurs, the cost of the path to the relaxation
vertex is added to the one of the link to its neighbor to produce the total cost. The routing tables support
CIDR notation and use the LMP rule for forwarding. This enables the route information learned at the
edge of the AS to be injected into the routing tables as a means to implement the routes passing through
the AS. In order to reduce the convergence time, communication overhead and increase stability of the
routing tables across the domain, OSPF introduces a mecanism to divide the internal network of the AS
into areas all connected to a special backbone area. There are four types of routers in OSPF terminology.
An AS Boundary Router (ASBR) is a router that is communicating with routers belonging to another
AS, exchanging the route information and injecting the route information into the AS. An Area Border
Router (ABR) lies at the boundaries of multiple areas and runs an instance of the link-state algorithm
for each area it has an interface in. It also takes care of summarizing the path information pertaining to
the destinations that are reachable through the area it sits in before sending them to the backbone for
redistribution into the other areas. A Backbone Router is a router with an interface connected to the
backbone and an Internal Router has all its interface in the same area. In the event where multiple paths
with identical least cost are identified, OSPF is designed to use Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP).
3.2.4 Routing Information Protocol Version 2 (RIPv2)
RIPv2 [37] is a simple distance-vectoring protocol that relies on a classical concept of distance to reach
destinations. The routing table support CIDR notation and LMP, allowing for the route information
learned by border routers to be injected into the AS to insert additionnal forwarding entries. The path
information stored in the routing table is managed by a garbage collector that cleans up the entries
that are not refreshed by the neighbor who originally announced them. Due to the typical network
size envisionned and as a means to reduce the time routers spend counting-to-infinity, the distance 16
is used to denote an unreachable destination. A route can also be retracted from the routing table by
having the neighbor who originated it send an update for that destination with a distance of 16. Routing
loops are prevented by the use of two mecanisms; split horizon and poisoned reverse. Under the split
horizon, the routes discovered through a neighbor are not announced back to it. When poisoned reverse
is used, the router is allowed to announce the route back to the neighbor who advertised it after setting
its associated distance to 16. Whenever a routing loop forms between two neighbors, poisoned reverse
forces the removal of both routes.
3.2.5 Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP)
EIGRP [46] is a hybrid distance-vectoring protocol that was originally developed by Cisco but later turned
into an open standard. It uses a custom algorithm known as the Diffused Update Algorithm (DUAL)
and a composite metric that includes both static and dynamic aspects; the minimal bandwidth along the
path, the load describing how saturated the path is, the delay from the router to the destination and the
reliability of the path. The four components are combined according to„
K1 ˆ bandwidth` K2 ˆ bandwidthp256´ loadq `K3 ˆ delay

ˆ K5
reliability`K4
where each factor K1 through K5 can be set to alter the metric in subtle ways. It relies on a sufficient
condition to guarantee only loop-free paths are selected. The freedom provided by the use of these factors
enables network administrators to design their own metric from a restricted space of possibilities.
3.3 Exterior Gateway Protocol
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP-4) has become the de facto standard for managing the exchange
of connectivity information between ASes. RFC4271[47] specifies, among other things, the structure of
an advertisement, the way in which it they are exchanged, the rules for selecting the best routes that
end up in the forwarding table (the import policy) and to which peers they are advertised (the export
policy). Concisely, BGP-4 can be described as a path-vectoring protocol for disseminating connectiv-
ity information towards destinations represented by IPv4 network prefixes with the goal of constructing
destination-based forwarding tables. A path-vectoring protocol constructs routes in a similar way to the
way a DVRP does in the sense that participating routers learn routes from their peers and select the
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Figure 3.14: High-level view of a networking infrastructure describing prefix allocation.
best ones among those after updating their attributes. In this section, we will give a detailed description
of how BGP-4 constructs the forwarding tables based on its configuration. In order to connect with
other Autonomous Systems, an AS uses special routers at the edge of its network called BGP speakers.
These routers take care of exchanging route information with each other so that forwarding tables can
be maintained up to date across ASes. The BGP speakers at the edge of two different ASes can be con-
nected through the BGP-4 protocol (external peering) but it also allows BGP speakers from one AS to
communicate with each other (internal peering). Depending on the type of peering, the rules for handling
route advertisement differ slightly. We will start by describing the attributes of routes manipulated by
BGP speakers. We will then present the structure of the Decision Process that picks the best routes
out of an input set along with the conditions that those routes must satisfy. We will end this section
by presenting examples where forwarding loops can arise due to misconfiguration. The infrastructure on
Figure 3.14 will be used throughout this section to illustrate the main cases where aggregation occurs. It
involves three interconnected transit ISPs along with five Customers. The network prefixes allocated to
each AS are given in CIDR notation and the AS Numbers are included as well. The example is designed
to include three typical scenarios that we wish to cover. We will illustrate throughout this section how
these scenarios work under the regime of route advertisement handling followed by BGP-4.
Customers 4 and 5 are both using subprefixes of their provider ISP 1. As such, they fall under the
typical case where route aggregation occurs as a means to merge routes advertisements when they pertain
to destinations that are covered by the prefix allocated to the AS.
Customer 7 will allow us to illustrate a case of multi-homing, whereby a physical network is reach-
able through two independent prefixes provided by two distinct providers. This enables the customer to
remain reachable when one of its provider is experiencing technical issues with its connectivity. In the
event where ISP 2 encounters problems with its infrastructure, all traffic bound for 10.2.6.0/24 will
be dropped, effectively rendering Customer 6 completely unreachable. Similarly, the traffic bound for
10.2.7.0/24 will meet the same fate, unlike the one for 10.3.7.0/24 which will be properly delivered.
While this situation is undesirable, its occurence is beyond the reach of customers who can still remain
partially reachable if they use multi-homing.
Finally, Customer 8 represents a re-homed network. The relationships between providers and cus-
tomers are commercially-driven. As such, it is possible that a customer decides to resign from a provider
to subscribe to another one. In this case, Customer 8 used to obtains its connectivity through ISP 2 but
decided to switch to ISP 3. In order to avoid the need to change its network prefix and renumber all its
hosts, Customer 8 was allowed to keep the prefix that was allocated by ISP 2.
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Attribute Category
ORIGIN mandatory
AS_PATH mandatory
NEXT_HOP mandatory
MULTI_EXIT_DISC discretionary
LOCAL_PREF only internal
ATOMIC_AGGREGATE discretionary
AGGREGATOR discretionary
Figure 3.15: List of attributes by category and scope.
Note that an alternative exists for the implementation of multi-homing and re-homing in terms of the
type of addresses used [1]. Provider-Independent addresses have the specificity that they do not belong
to any prefix allocated to domains and as such cannot undergo any aggregation at all unlike Provider-
Aggregatable addresses. Provider-Independent addresses are scarce in number due to their inability to be
aggregated. If their number was to grow, it would impact the size of forwarding tables across the global
infrastructure and hinder the ability of route aggregation to maintain them small. We assume here the
use of Provider-Aggregatable addresses.
3.3.1 Route information
The main object manipulated by BGP-4 are routes. A route describes the association of a destination,
represented by a network prefix called the Network Reachability Layer Information (NLRI), together
with a set of attributes. RFC4271 defines seven attributes that are categorized as either mandatory or
discretionary. Mandatory attributes must always be present in route advertisements while discretionary
attributes can be omitted. Table 3.15 gives the list of those attributes along with their category. The
attribute LOCAL_PREF is particular in the sense that it only has meaning in the context of one domain.
Whenever a route advertisement is received at a border router of a domain, a preference for that route is
computed. This preference is then carried over in subsequent advertisements of that route to the internal
peers of the border router who do not recompute it. We will now detail the meaning of the mandatory
attributes and go succinctly over the discretionary ones.
The ORIGIN is an attribute that describes the means through which the route information was pro-
duced. The information can either be generated from within an AS (IGP) which injects the route into
BGP or discovered through the Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP). This value literally refers to a protocol
described in [49]. Another possibility is that the route was produced by the aggregation of several routes
or obtained through redistribution from another protocol in which case its value is INCOMPLETE. Under
route aggregation, if any child route has a value of INCOMPLETE for this attribute, the ORIGIN of the
aggregate route becomes INCOMPLETE. Otherwise, if any child route has a value of EGP, the ORIGIN for
the aggregate route becomes EGP. Otherwise it has the value IGP.
The AS_PATH is used to encode the domains that were traversed by the route advertisement. A route
is originated by an AS through advertisement to its neighbors. Those neighbors run the selection process
and potentially extend and advertise the route further, carrying over the AS Numbers that were traversed
by the route information. This attribute is made of path segments which can be either an AS_SET or
an AS_SEQUENCE. An AS_SET is an unordered list of ASN that appears in the context of aggregation and
will be discussed later. An AS_SEQUENCE is an ordered list of ASN that were traversed by the route
information. Whenever a border router advertises a route to an external peer, it must prepend the ASN
of its domain at the beginning of the first AS_SEQUENCE of the AS_PATH.
The NEXT_HOP field encodes the IPv4 address of the peer through which the destination is reachable.
When the route information is exchanged between external peers, this attribute should be set to the
address that is used to establish the BGP connection. For internal peering, the border router should
not alter this attribute. The forwarding process requires the introduction of a distinction between the
NEXT_HOP and the immediate next-hop. The immediate next-hop describes the internal router that should
be used as a next-hop to reach the NEXT_HOP. Consider the example we gave on Figure 3.5 when discussing
LSRP and suppose that router B2 receives a packet from C7.B0 that is bound towards an address in
the network 10.1.0.0/16. At the EGP level, the only possible route towards that destination has I1.B0
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as its NEXT_HOP. By looking up its routing table, B2 can identify the immediate next-hop as R0 and
forward the packet to it. When the NEXT_HOP of multiple routes to be aggregated are identical, it is used
for the aggregate route. Otherwise the NEXT_HOP is set to the aggregating router address.
MULTI_EXIT_DISC is used whenever multiple external peering connections exist between two ASes.
This metric allows to put emphasis on which external link should be favoured when several routes for
inbound traffic exist through the same neighboring AS. This attribute enables a domain with multiple
entry points from another domain to indicate which one should be favoured with respect to a given des-
tination. In other word, this provides the network administrator with a limited ability to influence how
neighboring domains send their traffic into its domain. Routes with different MULTI_EXIT_DISC values
cannot be aggregated.
The LOCAL_PREF is an important metric that plays a role in the first stage of the selection of routes
within the network of an AS. The first phase of the Decision Process that selects the best routes computes
the preference that is given to a route based on its attributes. A typical way this is achieved is by having a
configured value set for each neighboring AS which is then used as the preference for the routes provided
by each AS. As the route is advertised to internal peers, the LOCAL_PREF is included in this attribute and
used directly by the Decision Process of those peers.
ATOMIC_AGGREGATE is used to mark a route that was obtained by aggregating several routes. It denotes
the fact that some information was removed from the AS_PATH attribute that describes the aggregated
routes.
AGGREGATOR is an attribute that encodes the ASN and the IP address of the border router that per-
formed the aggregation resulting in the route it is associated to. Upon aggregation, the value of this
attribute must be replaced by the information identifying the aggregating router.
In the remainder of this section, we will only focus on the three mandatory attributes along with
LOCAL_PREF. The rules according to which those attributes are changed throughout the Decision Process
will be presented as we describe its inner workings.
3.3.2 Anatomy of a BGP Speaker
From a high-level perspective, a BGP Speaker uses three sets internally as part of its execution; an input
set, a set of effective routes and a set of advertised routes. The input set of routes is used to collect the
route advertisements received from peers. This set is subject to a unicity constraint on the NLRI attribute
and the peer that advertised the route. Whenever a new route for an existing NLRI is received from a
peer, the old route from that peer is replaced. The route advertisements are implemented by means of
UPDATE messages which encode path attributes together with a set of NLRI. This allows the grouping
within one UPDATE of several routes that share all their attributes. Alternatively, those messages can
contain information regarding routes which were withdrawn by the peer from its forwarding table. In the
event of a disconnection of a BGP session with a peer, the routes received from that peer are removed
from the input set to reflect the fact that its state is no longer known and the routes that it used should
not be considered for the selection phase.
Any change to the input set triggers a run of the Decision Process that performs the selection of the
best routes and their subsequent advertisement. This process is structured in three phases that run in
sequence. Phase I is a preprocessing applied to the contents of the input set to establish the degree of
preference for each route. Phase II constitutes the core of the selection process by which the BGP speaker
establishes the changes that must be applied to its set of effective routes. Phase III takes care of popu-
lating the set of advertised routes to generate the new route advertisements for dissemination to the peers.
The calculation of the degree of preference assigns a preference to each route in the input set. The
routes that are received from internal peers already carry the LOCAL_PREF attribute which removes the
need to perform this computation. While the specifics of how this computation produces the preference
are left to the implementation, the only restriction is that it cannot rely on the existence or non-existence
of other routes or on the attributes of other routes. It is possible that the outcome of this calculation is
a value that renders the route ineligible. For example, a network administrator could decide to blacklist
an AS, so that whenever a route carries the ASN of that AS in its AS_PATH, the route is marked as
ineligible. Ineligible routes are not taken into account in the remaining phases of the Decision Process
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NLRI LOCAL_PREF AS_PATH Source NEXT_HOP
10.1.0.0/16 100 65001 iBGP I1.B0
10.1.0.0/16 100 65002, 65001 eBGP I2.B0
10.2.0.0/16 100 65001, 65002 iBGP I1.B0
10.2.0.0/16 100 65002 eBGP I2.B0
10.3.7.0/24 100 65007 iBGP C7.B0
10.2.8.0/24 100 65008 iBGP C8.B0
Figure 3.16: Example of contents of the input set for router B3 with the degree of preference already
computed.
but are nevertheless kept in the input set. One way it can be computed is by assigning a value which
ranks the neighboring domains to represent the preference of using the routes they provide. The routes
received from an AS with a high preference are preferred over those obtained from an AS with a lower
preference. A BGP speaker will then pick as the preference for the routes received from a neighbor AS
the value which was assigned to it.
Table 3.16 gives an example of input set for router B4 of Figure 3.2. We assume in this case that all
neighboring domains were given a preference of 100 which in turn gives us the value of the LOCAL_PREF
for all of them. The source denotes whether the route was received through an internal or external peering.
The core of the selection process is performed on the routes from the input set that were marked as
eligible by the previous phase. Two additional conditions filter out some of those routes; resolvability
and loop-freedom. Given that routes can be obtained through external and internal peering, the latter
case requires the ability to resolve the NEXT_HOP to an immediate next-hop. In other words, the BGP
speaker must know of an internal path through the AS network to reach the external peer captured by
the NEXT_HOP attribute. This ability is provided by the routing tables that the IGP running within the
AS maintains. The BGP speaker refers to its routing table to identify whether it knows a path to reach
the NEXT_HOP. Another subtle aspect of the resolvability condition is that the installation of the route
cannot cause the NEXT_HOP to become unresolvable.
Every AS that is traversed by route information must include itself in the AS_PATH as part of the
handling of route advertisements so that the AS-level route is completely described by this attribute. A
BGP speaker from an AS can scan the AS_PATH of a route and consider that the presence of its ASN
denotes the existence of a forwarding loop, thus rendering the route invalid.
A sequence of tie-breaking rules can then be applied on the set of routes which are eligible, resolvable
and loop-free to identify the best ones towards each distinct NLRI. The design of these rules guaran-
tees that only one route at most is selected for each destination. The order in which they are applied
matches that of the columns listed on Figure 3.16. If multiple routes for a destination have an identical
LOCAL_PREF which is higher than that of all the other routes, the selection process looks at the AS_PATH
to determine the route with the least number of ASN among them. A segment of type AS_SEQUENCE con-
tributes its length to this number whereas an AS_SET counts as 1. The selection process then falls back
to the ORIGIN attribute and prefers routes that have originated within the AS (IGP) over those learned
from a neighbor (EGP) with the least preferred being the routes obtained by aggregation or redistribution
(INCOMPLETE). At this stage, in the case where two distinct ASes with equal preference advertised two
routes containing an identical number of hops, the internal cost associated with the NEXT_HOP is extracted
from the routing table and used to pick the best path. As a last resort, the route received from the peer
with the lowest address is picked. The contents of the set of effective routes is updated by replacing the
previous routes with the ones selected during Phase II, ensuring that at most one route exists for each
distinct destination. The updates made to the set of effective routes result in potential changes that have
to be made to the routing table to reflect the new forwarding table.
Consider the two routes for the network 10.2.0.0/16 in the input set on Figure 3.16, one received
from the external peer I2.B0 and the other from the internal peer B0. By inspection of the attributes of
each route according to the tie-breaking rules, the route with the shortest AS_PATH is the second one. As
a result, the first route bound for 10.2.0.0/16 is discarded. The same rule eliminates the second route
for 10.1.0.0/16.
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Suppose now that routers B0 and B3 advertise two routes for the destination 10.4.0.0/16 that they
learned from their respective external peers. Upon receiving these two advertisements, router B5 would
run the Decision Process in which the tie-breaking rule for the internal cost would result in the selection
of the second route. This requires to go back to the routing tables (Figure 3.13) established by IGP where
B3 has a higher internal cost (2) than B0 (3). On the other hand, router B1 would favour the first route
because from its perspective, B0 (4) has a lower cost than B3 (5). Figure 3.18 gives the effective routes
that are picked at the end of the selection process. This represents the forwarding table that router B3
would be using.
NLRI LOCAL_PREF AS_PATH Source NEXT_HOP
10.4.0.0/16 100 65001,65004 eBGP I1.B0
10.4.0.0/16 100 65002,65004 eBGP I2.B0
Figure 3.17: Two route advertisements for destination 10.4.0.0/16 generated by routers B0 and B3
respectively.
NLRI LOCAL_PREF AS_PATH Source NEXT_HOP
10.1.0.0/16 100 65001 iBGP I1.B0
10.2.0.0/16 100 65002 eBGP I2.B0
10.3.7.0/24 100 65007 iBGP C7.B0
10.2.8.0/24 100 65008 iBGP C8.B0
Figure 3.18: Effective routes used by router B3
The final phase of the Decision Process is performed after the best routes have been selected. The set
of effective routes is transferred into the set of advertised routes. When a given route is to be announced
to an external peer, the NEXT_HOP is updated to the address of the current router. Any route withdrawn
from the set of effective routes after the first two phases must also be removed from the set of advertised
routes. This might happen either because the peer that announced the route has issued an UPDATE
message to withdraw it or the resolvability condition no longer holds. After the set of advertised routes
has been established, the BGP speaker can perform aggregation on its contents.
3.3.3 Aggregation of BGP routes
We will now present how the mecanism of route aggregation works on the set of advertised routes.
We will focus on ISP 1 (see Figure 3.19) which sub-allocated the network prefixes 10.1.4.0/24 and
10.1.5.0/24 to two of its customers. Those customers have no other connection to the global infras-
tructure than through ISP 1.
We assume that the cost associated with the internal links is equal to 1 and give on Figure 3.20 the
routing tables that would be produced by an ECMP-enabled IGP. The route advertisements that will
be received at routers I1.B2 and ISP1.B3 will be identical, see Figure 3.21. Without any form of
aggregation, routers I1.B2 and I1.B3 would advertise the two routes to their respective external peers,
I2.B0 and I3.B0.
Route aggregation leverages the fact that both customers are located behind an AS that manages
the network prefix that covers their own. Given that routers I1.B2 and I1.B3 have the effective routes
towards the specific prefixes, they have the ability to handle any traffic bound for the more general prefix
10.1.0.0/16. Since ISP 1 is the one in charge of allocating portions of 10.1.0.0/16, it can find itself
with the routes bound for any of its subprefixes allocated to a customer. In general, the BGP speakers
of ISP 1 would be configured to aggregate all the child routes falling under the network prefix that it
manages. An aggregation rule can be described by a single piece of information; the NLRI under which
routes can be aggregated. However, it is necessary to define clearly what the resulting values of each
attributes are based on the values of the aggregated routes. Only the three mandatory attributes are
relevant here, since the LOCAL_PREF has no meaning outside the AS that computed it.
The rule for the ORIGIN attribute is to set it to IGP if all the aggregated routes have it set to IGP. If any
route has INCOMPLETE as its ORIGIN attribute, the ORIGIN of the aggregate route is set to INCOMPLETE.
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ISP 1
AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
B2
B0 B1
B3
R0 R1
ISP 2
AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
B0
ISP 3
AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
B0
Customer 4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
B0
Customer 5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
B0
Figure 3.19: Internal structure of ISP 1. The cost of the internal links are assumed to be all equal to 1.
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Destination Distance Next-hop
B0 B1 3 R0
B2 2 R0
B3 2 R0
R0 1 R0
R1 2 R0
I2.B0 2 R0
I3.B0 2 R0
C4.B0 0 C4.B0
C5.B0 3 R0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B2 B0 2 R0
B1 2 R1
B3 2 R0, R1
R0 1 R0
R1 1 R1
I2.B0 0 I2.B0
I3.B0 2 R0, R1
C4.B0 2 R0
C5.B0 2 R1
Destination Distance Next-hop
R0 B0 1 B0
B1 2 R1
B2 1 B2
B3 1 B3
R1 1 R1
I2.B0 1 B2
I3.B0 1 B3
C4.B0 1 B0
C5.B0 2 R1
Destination Distance Next-hop
B1 B0 3 R1
B2 2 R1
B3 2 R1
R0 2 R1
R1 1 R1
I2.B0 2 R1
I3.B0 2 R1
C4.B0 3 R1
C5.B0 0 C5.B0
Destination Distance Next-hop
B3 B0 2 R0
B1 2 R1
B2 2 R0, R1
R0 1 R0
R1 1 R1
I2.B0 2 R0, R1
I3.B0 0 I3.B0
C4.B0 2 R0
C5.B0 2 R1
Destination Distance Next-hop
R1 B0 2 R0
B1 1 B1
B2 1 B2
B3 1 B3
R0 1 R0
I2.B0 1 B2
I3.B0 1 B3
C4.B0 2 R0
C5.B0 1 B1
Figure 3.20: Routing tables produced by an ECMP-enabled IGP running within ISP 1.
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NLRI LOCAL_PREF AS_PATH ORIGIN NEXT_HOP
10.1.4.0/24 100 65004 eBGP B4
10.1.5.0/24 100 65005 eBGP B5
Figure 3.21: Route advertisements received by B2 and B3 from their internal peers B0 and B1. These
are also the effective routes that will be selected for forwarding and the ones placed in the set of advertised
routes.
In all other cases, the ORIGIN is set to EGP.
The standard way by which the AS_PATH of multiple aggregated routes is produced is by taking the
longest leading sequence common to all aggregated routes and appending an AS_SET constructed of all
ASN found in the remaining parts at the end. In [36], Le & al. present two behaviors for Cisco routers
with regards to aggregation; a default behavior which replaces the AS_PATH by the ASN of the aggregating
network and an optional behavior that additionally adds an AS_SET composed of the ASN appearing in
the child routes. This optional behavior seems consistent with the standard method described in [47] for
the simple cases presented.
When the NEXT_HOP is identical for all the aggregated route, it is used as the NEXT_HOP for the
aggregate route. Otherwise it is set to the address of the BGP speaker performing the aggregation. If an
aggregation rule for 10.1.0.0/16 is set at router B3, the two routes from Figure 3.21 would be merged
into a unique route advertisement that is given on Figure 3.22. This implies that router I3.B0 will store
exactly one route in its set of effective routes that will cover all the possible subprefixes of 10.1.0.0/16.
NLRI AS_PATH ORIGIN NEXT_HOP
10.1.0.0/16 65001 eBGP I1.B3
10.1.0.0/16 65001, {65004, 65005} eBGP I1.B3
Figure 3.22: Route advertisement emitted by router I1.B3 to peer I3.B0 under the default Cisco behavior
(upper) and the optional AS_SET inclusion (lower).
3.3.4 Intra-domain aggregation
We conclude this chapter by showing how certain configuration choices can easily result in the disruption
of connectivity. In [36], Le & al. studied the differences between multiple implementations of router
behavior. In particular, they were looking at routing protocols that provide route aggregation features.
At the EGP level, the aggregation is performed at the scope of the Autonomous System. Each AS
performs aggregation before advertising routes to their external peers. At the IGP level, depending on
which routing protocol is used, the behavior of route aggregation differs. The central issue when route
aggregation is performed within a domain is how the interior cost of the aggregate route is computed
based on the child routes. In the case of RIPv2, the rule is to set the interior cost to the minimal value of
all the child routes. This choice can result in multiple connectivity issues as illustrated on the following
example which is based on those appearing in [36] with different prefix allocations.
Figure 3.23 presents the internal structure of ISP 2 on which we will focus. As we mentioned earlier,
the route discovery process of BGP can result in the introduction of entries into the routing tables of
internal routers in order to fully implement the routes that were found. For example, under no aggregation
by the IGP of ISP 2, routes for the destinations obtained from neighboring peers would result in entries
for 10.1.0.0/16 (interior cost 4, next-hop B0) and 10.3.0.0/16 (interior cost 3 and next-hop B1) to be
introduced into the routing table of R0. The traffic bound for either destination could flow unmodified
through the infrastructure and properly reach its intended NEXT_HOP.
RIPv2 supports route aggregation which is configured per interface. We will consider here a distance-
vectoring protocol which uses a normal distance metric unlike the hop-count bounded to 16 that RIPv2
relies on. We assume that B0 aggregates on the 10.0.0.0/8 prefix for all routes that it sends through its
link to R0. Another router B1 aggregates on the same prefix for all routes sent to R1. Strictly speaking,
RIPv2 is based on a cost metric that is bounded by the value 16 which counts the number of hops. Le &
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ISP 2
AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
B0
B1
B2B3
R0
R1
4
3
10.2.6.0/24 10.2.7.0/24
10.1.0.0/16
10.3.0.0/16
Figure 3.23: Detailed infrastructure of ISP 2 giving rise to reachability issues. All the links have a cost
of 1 associated with them except the one between B0 and R0.
Router Destination Interior cost NEXT_HOP
B0 10.1.0.0/16 0 I1.B2R0 4 R0
B1
10.3.0.0/16 0 I3.B3
R0 3 R0
R1 1 R1
B2 10.2.7.0/24 0 C7.B1R1 1 R1
B3 10.2.6.0/24 0 C6.B0R1 1 R1
R0
B0 4 B0
B1 3 B1
R1 1 R1
R1
R0 1 R0
B1 1 B1
B2 1 B2
B3 1 B3
Figure 3.24: Initial routing tables.
al. discovered that configuration of route aggregation rules on one interface influences the advertisements
that are sent out of other interfaces. A consequence is that B1 will not announce any route falling in the
10.0.0.0/8 prefix to router R1.
As the information is shared as part of the distance-vectoring method, the router will increase their
connectivity by discovering new destinations. At some stage, R0 will compare the route for destination
10.0.0.0/8 received fromB0 with a distance of 4 against the route for the same destination received from
B1 with a distance of 3 and install the latter in its routing table. This route will then be re-advertised
to R1 who will further advertise it to B1. As a consequence, the routes marked in Figure 3.24 form a
forwarding loop for any traffic bound for the general prefix 10.0.0.0/8 but not for the specific prefix
10.3.0.0/16 which can exit the loop. Suppose that a traffic originating from the lower left portion of
the network (Customer 6) is bound for 10.3.0.0/16. Using the routing tables of Figure 3.24, one can
find under the Longest-Match Prefix rule that the traffic will follow the path B3Ñ R1Ñ B1Ñ I3.B3.
However, if a traffic is bound for 10.1.0.0/16, the path containing a loop will be B3 Ñ R1 Ñ B1 Ñ
R0 Ñ R1 Ñ . . . . A common practice to avoid forwarding loops is the installation of sink-routes in
routing tables; for each aggregation rule a router uses, a route should be present in the routing table with
the same NLRI where the corresponding action is to drop any traffic matching that route. By virtue of the
Longest-Match Prefix rule, any traffic matching the general route but no child route has to be dropped
to prevent the traffic from endlessly consuming resources in terms of processing power and bandwidth.
This consideration however does not solve the issue that destination 10.1.0.0/16 is unreachable under
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those forwarding tables, nor does it explain in any way why the forwarding loop formed in the first place.
Router Destination Interior cost NEXT_HOP
B0
10.0.0.0/8 6 R0
10.2.6.0/24 6 R0
10.2.7.0/24 6 R0
10.1.0.0/16 0 I1.B2
B1 6 R0
B2 6 R0
B3 6 R0
R0 4 R0
R1 5 R0
B2
10.0.0.0/8 5 R1
10.2.6.0/24 2 R1
10.2.7.0/24 0 C7.B0
B0 6 R1
B1 2 R1
B3 2 R1
R0 2 R1
R1 1 R1
R0
10.0.0.0/8 1 B1
10.2.6.0/24 2 R1
10.2.7.0/24 2 R1
B0 4 B0
B1 2 R1
B2 2 R1
B3 2 R1
R1 1 R1
Router Destination Interior cost NEXT_HOP
B1
10.0.0.0/8 5 R1
10.3.0.0/16 0 I3.B3
10.2.6.0/24 2 R1
10.2.7.0/24 2 R1
B0 6 R1
B2 2 R1
B3 2 R1
R0 2 R1
R1 1 R1
B3
10.0.0.0/8 5 R1
10.2.6.0/24 0 C6.B0
10.2.7.0/24 2 R1
B0 6 R1
B1 2 R1
B2 2 R1
R0 2 R1
R1 1 R1
R1
10.0.0.0/8 4 R0
10.2.6.0/24 1 B3
10.2.7.0/24 1 B2
B0 5 R0
B1 1 B1
B2 1 B2
B3 1 B3
R0 1 R0
Figure 3.25: Routing tables after stabilisation of the distance-vectoring method.
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Chapter 4
Algebraic Theory of Routing
"Young man, in mathematics you don’t
understand things. You just get used to
them."
John Von Neumann.
We will start this section by laying out the theoretical foundations on which the remainder of the
thesis will rest. This chapter essentially constitutes a review of the results found in [25][54]. The central
objects are linear recurrence equations of the form
r “ pr b aq ‘ b
l “ pab lq ‘ b
where r and l are the unknowns, a and b are constant elements (typically, b is a unit) with binary op-
erations ‘ and b satisfying a set of elementary properties. The classical litterature on the application
to path problems [9, 24, 38] considers only the case where the least solutions to those equations coin-
cide with the global optimum of the path problem associated with their resolution; a concern related to
optimisation problems where such solutions are desirable. As was pointed out in recent work [54], the
problem being solved in routing is merely related to stabilisation of a computation; finding a fixpoint
takes precedence over it coinciding with the best possible answer for the path problem being solved.
Under such loose conditions, global optima are unobtainable by means of local-search methods. These
findings have pointed out that meaning can be found even when some axioms are dropped; the theory
can provide sensible answers to real-world problems even in an impoverished form. This chapter serves
mainly as a summary of various results pertaining to the path-finding problem.
We will start by giving the relevant definitions and results in Section 4.1. The central specification
used for path-problem algorithms takes the form of linear recurrence equations and their respective sets
of fixpoints will be characterized. We provide partial result concerning the structure of those sets in the
sense that they are closed under the additive law. We will further describe the lift operation to square
matrices in Section 4.2, a construct which enables the representation of graphs and solutions over them
in a concise but complete way. We will move on to relate those matrices with the path-problem to be
solved and give a simple iterative method to do so. In the last section, we shall provide various results
related to preorders, orders and sets of minimal elements.
4.1 Elementary definitions and results
The central structure of the algebraic theory of routing is called an idempotent semiring [25] which
is a set together with two binary laws restricted by simple properties. We will relate progressively the
algebraic aspects to the path problem expressed over a labelled graph G “ pV,A, ωq where vertices from
a set V are inter-connected by arcs of A each of which is given a weight by means of a total function
ω : AÑ S .
Definition 4.1.1. Let S be a set endowed with two binary internal laws ‘ and b. A semiring is a triplet
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pS ,‘,bq in which the following properties hold;
‘´ commutativity : @ a, b P S : a‘ b “ b‘ a
‘´ associativity : @ a, b, c P S : a‘ pb‘ cq “ pa‘ bq ‘ c
b´ associativity : @ a, b, c P S : ab pbb cq “ pab bq b c
‘´ zero : D 0 P S : @ a P S : a “ a‘ 0 “ 0‘ a
b´ unit : D 1 P S : @ a P S : a “ ab 1 “ 1b a
b´ annihilator : @ a P S : 0 “ ab 0 “ 0b a
left-distributivity : @ a, b, c P S : ab pb‘ cq “ pab bq ‘ pab cq
right-distributivity : @ a, b, c P S : pa‘ bq b c “ pab cq ‘ pbb cq
Notation 4.1.1. When no ambiguity can arise, the b symbol will be omitted. Thus if a and b are
elements drawn from the ground set S of a semiring, ab and a b b refer to one and the same element
which is called their product.
This simple structure is useful to model elementary and compound metrics but also other types of in-
formation such as next-hops or paths. However, the semiring axioms can turn out to be too restrictive for
the variety of metrics that can be imagined. In our model, we will use structures called prebimonoids [54]
which satisfy only a subset of those properties. In essence, prebimonoids are composed of a commu-
tative monoid
`
S ,‘, 0˘, where the additive law satisfies commutativity, associativity and admits
an identity, combined with a a non-associative monoid
`
S ,b, 1˘ where the multiplicative law is only
required to admit an identity and have the 0 as its annihilator. In particular, any semiring is a
prebimonoid but the converse does not hold.
Definition 4.1.2. A prebimonoid is a triplet pS ,‘,bq in which the following properties hold;
‘´ commutativity : @ a, b P S : a‘ b “ b‘ a
‘´ associativity : @ a, b, c P S : a‘ pb‘ cq “ pa‘ bq ‘ c
‘´ zero : D 0 P S : @ a P S : a “ a‘ 0 “ 0‘ a
b´ unit : D 1 P S : @ a P S : a “ ab 1 “ 1b a
b´ annihilator : @ a P S : 0 “ ab 0 “ 0b a
As illustrations, we now describe three classical examples of semirings; the natural dioid, the tropical
semiring and the bottleneck algebra, each of which has an interpretation in terms of path problems.
Example 4.1.1. The structure pN,`,ˆq, known as the natural dioid, forms a semiring. It is common
knowledge that both operations are commutative and associative. The standard addition admits 0 as
its zero which also doubles as an annihilator for the standard multiplication. The value 1 serves as
the unit for multiplication and distributivity between the two operations holds from both sides. In the
context of the algebraic path problem, this structure is related to the problem of counting the number of
paths connecting two vertices.
Example 4.1.2. The structure pN8,min,`q, known as the tropical semiring, forms a semiring. The min
operation is associative and commutative. Given that 8 is greater than any other natural integer, this
element acts as its zero. The addition ` is extended to work with 8 which becomes its annihilator.
The value 0 is the unit for addition and also happens to be the least element of the set, making it the
annihilator for min. distributivity can be shown to hold from both sides. In the context of the
algebraic path problem, this structure is the one underlying the classical shortest-path problem.
Example 4.1.3. The structure pN8,max,minq, known as the bottleneck algebra, forms a semiring. The
max and min operations are both associative and commutative. Given that no element is greater than
8, that element cannot be the minimum with respect to any other element but has to be the maximum with
respect to any other element. This makes 8 the unit for min and the annihilator for max. Conversely,
0 is the minimum with respect to any other element and the maximum with respect to no other elements,
making it the zero for max. distributivity holds from both sides. This structure is used to model path
problems involving bandwidth.
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It is commonplace to restrict the additive law considered when modelling path problems in particular
by considering the selective case. While this assumption is suitable when studying single path problems,
it appears to be far too restrictive when looking at multipath problems. We start by stating a more general
version in terms of idempotency.
Definition 4.1.3. A prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq is said to be idempotent when its addition satisfies
‘´ idempotency : @ a P S : a “ a‘ a
When dealing with optimisation problems, it is necessary to have a concept of ordering to express the
idea of better or best solution. Any idempotent prebimonoid is endowed with a natural order relation
which is a lower-is-better ordering. The objective for the path-problem is to identify the paths with the
most interesting value of the metric, which happens to coincide with the lowest value.
Lemma 4.1.1. Every idempotent prebimonoid comes with a partial order called the natural order
defined as
a ď‘ b ô a “ a‘ b (4.1)
Proof. Each of the three properties of a partial order is proved separately.
• reflexivity. a ď‘ a ô a “ a‘ a is equivalent to idempotency by definition.
• transitivity. a ď‘ b ^ b ď‘ c ñ a ď‘ c.
a ď‘ b ô a “ a‘ b ô a “ a‘ pb‘ cq (b ď‘ c)
ô a “ pa‘ bq ‘ c (associativity)
ô a “ a‘ c (a ď‘ b)
ô a ď‘ c
• anti-symmetry. a ď‘ b ^ b ď‘ a ñ a “ b.
a ď‘ b ô a “ a‘ b ô a “ b‘ a (commutativity)
ô a “ b (b ď‘ a)
The natural order for pN8,max,minq coincides with the greater than order on natural integers. Within
the context of the path problem, the structures are often restricted to selectivity, given that metrics
in routing problems are used to select the best path among several alternatives available.
Definition 4.1.4. A prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq is said to be selective when its addition satisfies;
‘´ selectivity : @ a, b P S : a “ a‘ b _ b “ a‘ b
A direct consequence of selectivity is the totality of the natural order, a key property for the
applicability of Dijkstra’s Algorithm. In the case of the tropical semiring pN8,min,`q, the natural order
coincides with the order of natural integers, with the exception that 8 is part of it. Any two integers are
related in one way (n1 ď n2) or the other (n2 ď n1).
Lemma 4.1.2. The natural order of a selective prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq is total
@ a, b P S : a ď‘ b _ b ď‘ a
Proof. Given two elements a, b P S , we can rewrite selectivity by definition of the natural order
a “ a‘ b _ b “ a‘ b ô a “ a‘ b _ b “ b‘ a (‘´ commutativity)
ô a ď‘ b _ b ď‘ a (Definition (4.1))
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Consider the simple directed graph on Figure 4.1 over which we will illustrate the pN8,min,`q
structure. The only two possible paths going from source 2 towards destination 5 are 2 Ñ 1 Ñ 5 and
2Ñ 3Ñ 1Ñ 5. Their respective weights can be obtained as follows
ωp2Ñ 1Ñ 5q “ ωp2Ñ 1q ` ωp1Ñ 5q “ 1` 2 “ 3
ωp2Ñ 3Ñ 1Ñ 5q “ ωp2Ñ 3q ` ωp3Ñ 1q ` ωp1Ñ 5q “ 1` 1` 2 “ 4
This illustrates how the multiplicative law of the prebimonoid is used; as the operation that relates
concatenation of arcs to combination of their weights
ωpv1 Ñ v2 Ñ v3q “ ωpv1 Ñ v2q b ωpv2 Ñ v3q
For an arbitrary number of arcs we have the general rule
ωpv1 Ñ v2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vl´1 Ñ vlq “ ωpv1 Ñ v2q b . . .b ωpvl´1 Ñ vlq
Note that b´ associativity would guarantee that the weight of a path is well-defined no matter how
we parenthesise the expression above. Given the lack of this property in prebimonoids, we assume that
the parentheses associate on the right. Given the weights of two paths connecting the same source and
destination as was the case for 2Ñ 1Ñ 5 and 2Ñ 3Ñ 1Ñ 5, the min operation is used to select the
best path based on their distance. The additive law provides an implicit selection of paths based on their
weights.
rωp2Ñ 1Ñ 5q min ωp2Ñ 3Ñ 1Ñ 5qs “ r3 min 4s “ 3 “ ωp2Ñ 1Ñ 5q
1
2 3
4 5
1 1
1
1 2
Figure 4.1: A simple graph in the context of the distance metric pN8,min,`q.
The zero serves as a special element for the natural order by bounding it from above; a prebimonoid
always contains a least interesting element with respect to all the others. The zero is typically used to
label invalid paths so that any valid path wins over it. In the case of pN8,min,`q, the absence of arcs
is denoted by 8; whenever a sequence of arcs includes one or more arcs missing from the graph, the
resulting weight becomes 8, which is the top of the tropical semiring. The path 3 Ñ 2 Ñ 1 Ñ 5 on
Figure 4.1 has the following weight
ωp3Ñ 2Ñ 1Ñ 5q “ ωp3Ñ 2q ` ωp2Ñ 1q ` ωp1Ñ 5q “ 8` 1` 2 “ 8
In comparison to the path 3 Ñ 1 Ñ 5 which has a weight of 1 ` 2 “ 3, this path is less interesting due
to its weight coinciding with the top of the tropical semiring.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let pS ,‘,bq be an idempotent prebimonoid. Its zero is the top element with respect
to the natural order.
@ a P S : a ď‘ 0 (top)
Proof. By definition of the zero, @ a P S : a “ a‘ 0 ô a ď‘ 0.
In its basic form, a prebimonoid does not need to admit the dual concept; a bottom element smaller
than any other element. For example, we have already shown that the tropical semiring admits 0 as its
additive annihilator. This also has the consequence that 0 is the bottom element with respect to to
the natural order of the tropical semiring. Conversely, the natural dioid does not admit an annihilator
for `; 8 would act as such an annihilator if it were part of the underlying ground set.
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Definition 4.1.5. Let pS ,‘,bq be an idempotent prebimonoid. An element β which is smaller than
any element with respect to the natural order relation is called the bottom element.
@ a P S : β ď‘ a (bottom)
In some prebimonoids, the unit element acts as a bottom element as well; as is the case for the
element 0 in the tropical semiring but sometimes not; for example 1 in the natural dioid pN,`,ˆq. It is
easy to incorporate a unit element that doubles as a bottom element to a prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq in the
event it is missing by defining pS Y t1u,‘1,b1q where the two new operations are given by
a‘1 b “
#
a‘ b a ‰ 1 ‰ b
1 otherwise
ab1 b “
$’&’%
b a “ 1
a b “ 1
ab b otherwise
This constitutes one way of including a unit element into a structure to form a prebimonoid. In
practice, the weakest restriction imposed on such element would be to act as a multiplicative identity.
A more general approach to include a unit to produce a prebimonoid is to define the multiplicative law
as above and the additive law as producing any function of a and b when either is the unit. Whenever a
concept of convergence is involved, a special property is used in the process of proving that it effectively
occurs. As we will show in the section on matrices, inflationarity is used to show that the least fixpoint
to an equation is well-defined and can be reached by iterative approaches or local search algorithms.
Definition 4.1.6. An idempotent prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq is said to be left-inflationary if its natural
order satisfies
ď‘ ´inflationarity : @ a, b P S : a ď‘ ab b ^ b ď‘ ab b
It is easy to illustrate why inflationarity is important for path problems. Consider the graph
from Figure 4.2 where the underlying distance structure is no longer grounded in N8 but in Z8; negative
distances are included in the problem. It is quite straightforward to see how this affects inflationarity;
we can find two weights such that their sum is lower than either of them, e.g. 2 ` p´3q ď 2, whereas
inflationarity requires that their sum is greater than either of them. This allows graphs in which
there is no shortest path between some vertices, as is the case between vertex 2 and 5 on Figure 4.2.
The direct path 2 Ñ 1 Ñ 5 has a weight of 3, but the path 2 Ñ 1 Ñ 3 Ñ 2 Ñ 1 Ñ 5 has a weight
of 1. It is possible to generate an infinite set of paths by successively traversing one more time the loop
1Ñ 3Ñ 2Ñ 1 which will decrease the weight of the resulting path further. One can traverse this loop
an arbitrary number of time to shorten the distance between the source and the destination. A property
closely related to inflationarity is known as the q-stability of elements.
Definition 4.1.7. Given a prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq, an element a P S is said to be q-stable if
‘ÿ
0ďkďq
ak “
‘ÿ
0ďkďq`1
ak
The cycle that appears in Figure 4.2 has the particularity that its weight (´1) is that there is no q
for which it is q-stable. For any given value of q, the q ` 1th term will be obtained by decreasing the
value of the qth term by 1. In terms of paths, this simply means that traversing the cycle one more time
will further reduce the length of any path towards any destination by 1, thus improving upon the current
solution. This is what Gondran & Minoux call a 0-absorbing cycle [25] which is a cycle whose weight is
not 0-stable. Under the assumption that there are no 0-absorbing cycles in a graph, the shortest paths
are well-defined and can be obtained by an iterated approach. In particular, any graph over which the
path problem is solved in the context of an inflationary prebimonoid is exempt of 0-absorbing cycles.
The concept of infimum is very useful in the context of a multipath problem; whenever two paths are
known towards some destination d with each of them having the same lowest value for the metric used,
both should be kept instead of discarding one or the other.
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1
2 3
4 5
1
´
1
´1
1 2
Figure 4.2: A simple graph in the context of the distance metric with negative values.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let pS ,‘,bq be an idempotent prebimonoid. The infimum (or greatest lower bound)
of two elements a and b with respect to the natural order relation is given by their sum;
lower bound : a‘ b ď‘ a ^ a‘ b ď‘ b
greatest : @ l P S : l ď‘ a ^ l ď‘ b ñ l ď‘ a‘ b
Proof. Deriving that addition gives a lower bound is straightforward. In the first case, a‘ b ď‘ a is by
Definition (4.1) the same as a‘ b “ pa‘ bq ‘ a, which is the equation we must manage to derive
a‘ b “ pa‘ aq ‘ b (idempotency)
“ a‘ pa‘ bq (associativity)
“ pa‘ bq ‘ a (commutativity)
The second case, a‘ b ď‘ b is the same as a‘ b “ pa‘ bq ‘ b, which we derive as follows
a‘ b “ a‘ pb‘ bq (idempotency)
“ pa‘ bq ‘ b (associativity)
The fact that it is greater than any other lower bound l follows easily
l ď‘ a ^ l ď‘ b ô l “ l ‘ a ^ l “ l ‘ b
ñ l ‘ l “ pl ‘ aq ‘ pl ‘ bq
ô l ‘ l “ l ‘ pa‘ lq ‘ b (associativity)
ô l ‘ l “ l ‘ pl ‘ aq ‘ b (commutativity)
ô l ‘ l “ pl ‘ lq ‘ pa‘ bq (associativity)
ô l “ l ‘ pa‘ bq (idempotency)
ô l ď‘ a‘ b
which concludes the proof that a‘ b is the infimum of a and b.
The infimum is different from either operand whenever they are mutually incomparable. The inflationarity
and infimum within idempotent prebimonoids tell us that multiplication can only bring us higher in
terms of metric values while addition brings us lower with respect to the natural order relation; the two
laws progress in opposite directions.
a‘ b ď‘ a ď‘ ab b
Figure 4.3 summarizes the various concepts described so far. The implication relation between all of
them are represented with directed arrows.
Due to the potential lack of totality of its natural order, an idempotent prebimonoid may admit
incomparable elements. In order to approach the sets of fixpoints to recurrence equations, we need to
understand how these elements fit into the picture and how they work together with ordered elements.
To this end, we define an incomparability relation related to the natural order. This definition allows
us to contemplate a complete coverage of the ground set of an idempotent prebimonoid. Formally, a
binary relation on the set S is simply a subset of its cartesian product.
a ‖‘ b ô  pa ď‘ bq ^  pb ď‘ aq
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‘´ associativity
‘´ commutativity
‘´ idempotency
‘´ zero
‘´ annihilator
a‘ b ď‘ a
a‘ b ď‘ b
a‘ b “ infimumpa, bq
ď‘ ´transitivity
ď‘ ´anti-symmetry
ď‘ ´reflexivity
ď‘ ´top
ď‘ ´bottom
Figure 4.3: Map of the properties of prebimonoids
The central object in the algebraic theory of routing are the least fixpoints to linear recurrence
equations which are relating the elements a, b, l, r drawn from an idempotent prebimonoid
r “ ra‘ b (4.2)
l “ al ‘ b (4.3)
These two equations serve as specifications to what routing protocols are computing. As we will
illustrate in the next chapter, they capture the two different approaches to solve routing problems; either
by constructing a solution rooted at the vertex running an algorithm (link-state) or by combining the
partial solutions from the neighbors (distance-vector). We now define the least fixpoints of the left
equation in any idempotent prebimonoid.
Definition 4.1.8. Let pS ,‘,bq be an idempotent prebimonoid satisfying left-distributivity. Given
a linear recurrence equation with a, b, l P S
l “ al ‘ b
We define the set of fixpoints
ϕ “ tl P S | l “ al ‘ bu
and the set of least fixpoints in two equivalent ways
λ “ tl P ϕ | @ l1 P ϕ : l ď‘ l1 _ l ‖‘ l1u
“ tl P ϕ | @ l1 P ϕ :  pl1 ă lqu
We provide the following result which guarantees that whenever we have two fixpoints of a linear
recurrence equation over an idempotent prebimonoid, their infimum is a fixpoint as well.
Theorem 4.1.1. Let pS ,‘,bq be an idempotent prebimonoid. Given a linear recurrence equation of
the form
l “ pab lq ‘ b
and two fixpoints l1, l2 P ϕ, their infimum is a fixpoint as well; l1 ‘ l2 P ϕ.
Proof. Suppose we have two fixpoints;
l1 “ pab l1q ‘ b
l2 “ pab l2q ‘ b
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We can sum both equations to obtain
l1 ‘ l2 “ pab l1q ‘ b‘ pab l2q ‘ b
“ pab l1q ‘ pab l2q ‘ b‘ b (commutativity, associativity)
“ pab l1q ‘ pab l2q ‘ b (idempotency)
“ ab pl1 ‘ l2q ‘ b (left-distributivity)
Therefore, l1 ‘ l2 P λ.
Theorem 4.1.1 can be complemented to claim the existence of a unique fixpoint to the left linear
recurrence equation. A sufficient condition is that there is no infinite number of mutually incomparable
elements. Assuming there is at most a finite number i of mutually incomparable elements, this implies
that there are at most i mutually incomparable fixpoints. As a consequence, the sum of those mutually
incomparable fixpoints is well-defined and coincides with their infimum. Note that Definition (4.1.8) and
Theorem 4.1.1 can also be described in the context of Equation (4.2).
4.2 Square matrices over idempotent prebimonoids
The idempotent prebimonoid structure allows to represent the elementary metrics manipulated by rout-
ing protocols between two physical vertices. Consider the distance structure pN8,min,`q where the min
operation is used to discriminate between two or more paths connecting the same source and destina-
tion. The identification of a solution to the problem of the shortest path will require a generalisation
on the sources and destinations, which requires a further extension to express the interplay between n
interconnected vertices forming a network, each having their own local connectivity and configurations
with respect to the other vertices. The standard approach used for this transition is to lift a prebimonoid
to square matrices over it; an operation that involves constructing a new ground set and defining an
associated addition and multiplication.
Definition 4.2.1. Let pS ,‘,bq be a prebimonoid. The set MnpS q of square matrices of order n with
elements drawn from S can be endowed with new additive and multiplicative laws, where i, j P V
rX ‘ Ysi,j “ Xi,j ‘Yi,j (4.4)
rX b Ysi,j “
‘ÿ
1ďqďn
Xi,q bYq,j (4.5)
The zero and unit matrices are defined by
Oi,j “ 0 (4.6)
Ii,j “
#
1 i “ j
0 i ‰ j (4.7)
The graph interpretation of matrix multiplication is illustrated on Figure 4.4. A matrix encodes the
weights of the paths connecting any pair vertices; their multiplication concatenates the paths between
two vertices i and j by considering every possible intermediate vertex q. The weight of the path going
through vertex q will be obtained by XsqbYqd and the sum will be taken across all those possible paths.
Lemma 4.2.1. If pS ,‘,bq is an idempotent prebimonoid then so is pMnpS q, ‘ , b q.
Proof. The properties for the additive law derive directly from the underlying addition due to the point-
wise nature of the definition
• ‘ ´ commutativity
rX ‘ Ysi,j “ Xi,j ‘Yi,j (Definition (4.4))
“ Yi,j ‘Xi,j (‘´ commutativity)
“ rY ‘ Xsi,j (Definition (4.4))
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d
Figure 4.4: Graphical interpretation of X b Y. The considered paths for every q are always the
concatenation of a dashed path (corresponding to Xsq) followed by a dotted path (corresponding to
Yqd).
• ‘ ´ associativity
rX ‘ pY ‘ Zqsi,j “ Xi,j ‘ pYi,j ‘ Zi,jq (Definition (4.4))
“ pXi,j ‘Yi,jq ‘ Zi,j (‘´ associativity)
“ rpX ‘ Yq ‘ Zsi,j (Definition (4.4))
• ‘ ´ zero
rX ‘ Osi,j “ Xi,j ‘ 0 (Definition (4.4), Definition (4.6))
“ Xi,j (zero)
“ 0‘Xi,j (zero)
“ rO ‘ Xsi,j (Definition (4.4), Definition (4.6))
The proofs for the properties of the multiplicative law are slightly more complex. The sum symbols
always implicitly have 1 ď q, q1 ď n
• b ´ unit
rXIsi,j “
‘ÿ
q
Xi,qIq,j “
‘ÿ
q‰j
Xi,q0‘
‘ÿ
q“j
Xi,q1 “ Xi,j
rIXsi,j “
‘ÿ
q
Ii,qXq,j “
‘ÿ
i‰q
0Xq,j ‘
‘ÿ
i“q
1Xq,j “ Xi,j
• b ´ annihilator
rXOsi,j “
‘ÿ
q
Xi,q0 “ 0 “
‘ÿ
q
0Xq,j “ rOXsi,j
4.2.1 Global optimum to a path problem
We now have all the elements to describe the problem of finding the optimal paths in a graph. In this
section, we will relate the structure of the problem in the context of a labelled graph to two constructs
from the algebraic path problem: the global optimum A˚ and an iterative method rooted in a recurrence
equation. In particular, we will assume that the underlying structure is a semiring. The main contribu-
tions that will be exposed in Chapter 6 will be focused on distance-vectoring methods, which is why we
will look at these two constructs from the perspective of Equation (4.3).
Consider the context of an arbitrary labelled graph G “ pV,A, ωq. The set V represents vertices which
are connected together by means of arcs listed in A, each of which is assigned a weight by means of a total
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function ω : A Ñ S . It is possible to define the sets of paths between any two vertices in an inductive
way; the set of paths connecting i to j made of exactly k arcs, Pkpi, jq, is given by
P0pi, jq “
#
∅ i ‰ j
tu i “ j
Pkpi, jq “ tpi, qq ˛ pi | pi, qq P A ^ pi P Pk´1pq, jqu k ą 0
where ˛ concatenates a link to the left of a path. This definition gives us a basis to express the
potentially infinite set of paths between two vertices;
Pxmypi, jq “
mď
k“0
Pkpi, jq (4.8)
Ppi, jq “ lim
mÑ8P
xmypi, jq (4.9)
The weight function of the labelled graph, ω : A ÞÑ S , must be lifted from arcs to paths
ωLppiq “
#
1 pi “ 
ωpi, qq b ωLppi1q pi “ pi, qq ˛ pi1 (4.10)
Note that the product of the weight of successive links, which this function computes, is well defined if
b is associative. Given that it is not case in a prebimonoid, we assume that the expressions associate
on the right. In other words, the following equality holds for any path pi containing k ě 1 arcs.
ωLppiq “ ωpi, q1q b pωpq1, q2q b . . . pωpqk´2, qk´1q b ωpqk´1, jqqq
Given a labelled graph G “ pV,A, ωq and the corresponding underlying semiring pS ,‘,bq, the objec-
tive of the path problem is to identify a matrix A˚ such that
Ai˚,j “
‘ÿ
piPPpi,jq
ωLppiq (4.11)
It is clear from this definition that we are contemplating a formal definition of the problem to identify
the globally optimal weight among all paths between any two vertices i and j since the sum is taken over
all possible paths which can connect i to j. This definition can be related to a decomposition in terms
of matrix powers. It is possible to approach from the algebraic perspective by considering the adjacency
matrix as the starting point;
Ai,j “
#
ωpi, jq pi, jq P A
0 pi, jq R A
We can define the power of a matrix and relate it to the terms appearing in Equation (4.9).
A0 “ I (4.12)
Ak “ A b Ak´1 , k ą 0 (4.13)
Lemma 4.2.2. The k-th power of an adjacency matrix A contains, for every pair i, j, the weight of a
path containing k arcs which is globally optimal among all paths made of k arcs.
Akpi, jq “
‘ÿ
piPPkpi,jq
ωLppiq
Proof. By induction.
• k “ 0.
A0pi, jq “ Ipi, jq “
#
0 “ ř‘piP∅ ωLppiq i ‰ j
1 “ ř‘piPtu ωLppiq i “ j
+
“
‘ÿ
piPP0pi,jq
ωLppiq
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• k ą 0. The induction hypothesis is given for k ´ 1
Ak´1pi, jq “
‘ÿ
piPPk´1pi,jq
ωLppiq (IH)
The inductive case follows quite easily
Akpi, jq “ rA b Ak´1spi, jq (4.13)
“
‘ÿ
1ďqďn
Api, qq bAk´1pq, jq
“
‘ÿ
1ďqďn
Api, qq b
‘ÿ
piPPk´1pq,jq
ωLppiq (IH)
“
‘ÿ
1ďqďn
‘ÿ
piPPk´1pq,jq
Api, qq b ωLppiq (left-distributivity)
“
‘ÿ
piPPkpi,jq
ωLppiq
By virtue of this Lemma, taken together with (4.9) and (4.11), we can give an alternative definition
of A˚
A˚ “
‘ÿ
0ďk
Ak (4.14)
Note that the sum on the right hand side of Definition (4.11) or Definition (4.14) could be not well-
defined due to three possible reasons. The lack of ‘ ´ associativity would mean that given a certain
order in which the sum is resolved, the resulting value could be different. Given a sum of n terms,
‘´associativity guarantees that parentheses can be used in any way and the sum would yield always
the same value. The lack of ‘´ commutativity would require specifying the order in which the terms
appear. Finally, the absence of inflationarity (negative weights in the classical shortest-path problem
are inverses for standard addition) could have as a consequence that the successive powers of A are
decreasing without a lower bound on them, thus always changing as k increases. Other alternatives to
inflationarity have been studied in the litterature [9, 24] and revolved around the absence of cycles
in the graphs whose weight would improve the current solution between two vertices at each additional
traversal of the cycle.
The question of whether A˚ is well-defined or degenerate is related to the question of the existence
of a globally optimal solution to the problem at hand. Various conditions for a positive answer to this
question can be found in the classical litterature (see [25]). We only give a sketch of the argument for
the q-stability condition.
Lemma 4.2.3. Every square matrix of order n over a prebimonoid pS ,‘,bq is n ´ 1-stable if every
element from the prebimonoid is 0´ stable.
@ a P S : a0 “ a0 ‘ a1 ñ @ A P MnpS q :
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak “
‘ÿ
0ďkďn
Ak
The 0-stability is a more general property than inflationarity which we assumed earlier. In par-
ticular we have 1 ď‘ 1b a ô 1 ď‘ a which by definition gives us 1 “ 1‘ a. The idea is that the paths
containing more than n arcs necessarily contain loops and removing those loops results in paths with a
more interesting value of the metric in terms of the natural order as well as a lower number of arcs. In
essence, for any path with k ě n arcs, we can decompose it to a path with k ă n arcs to which a loop is
attached. If l represents the weight of the loop and p1, p2 are the weights of the two subpaths before and
after the vertex at which the loop is attached, we can deduce from inflationarity that the weight of
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path with the loop has a higher weight that the path alone
p2 ď‘ l b p2 ô p2 “ p2 ‘ pl b p2q
ñ p1 b p2 “ p1 b pp2 ‘ pl b p2qq
ô p1 b p2 “ pp1 b p2q ‘ pp1 b l b p2q (left-distributivity)
ô p1 b p2 ď‘ p1 b l b p2
This means that any term (p1 b l b p2) from Definition (4.11) incorporated by a weight with more than
n arcs will have a corresponding term (p1 b p2) with a more interesting weight. If we consider Definition
(4.14) as a method to compute A˚ by successively adding the powers of the adjacency matrix until the
cumulative sum stabilizes, once we reach n ´ 1, we are certain that no further power of A will contain
for any i, j a value more interesting that the one currently known. Considering the case where A˚ is
well-defined due to n´ 1-stability,
A˚ “
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak (4.15)
It is easy to show that this matrix is a solution to Equation (4.3)
A˚ “ AA˚ ‘ I
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak “ A b
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak ‘ I (Equation (4.15))
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak “
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
`
A b Ak
˘
‘ I (left-distributivity)
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak “
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak`1 ‘ I (By Definition (4.13))
‘ÿ
0ďkďn´1
Ak “
‘ÿ
0ďkďn
Ak (I “ A0)
where the last equality is n´ 1-stability.
4.2.2 A simple iterative method
It is possible to derive a simple algorithm from the recurrence equation we are trying to solve. The
method proceeds from an initial matrix Lx0y and works by successive applications of the equation until a
fixpoint is reached; that is, until we reach a k such that Lxky “ Lxk´1y.
Lx0y “ I
Lxky “ ALxk´1y ‘ I (k ě 1)
It is possible to relate the sequence of Lxky to the sequence of terms appearing in (4.9). The argument
works by induction, starting with k “ 0
L
x0y
i,j “
‘ÿ
piPPx0ypi,jq
ωLppiq
When i ‰ j, there are no paths connecting i to j made of 0 links. The value of the entire sum is equal to
the zero. On the other hand, when i “ j, the one and only path connecting i to itself made of 0 links is
the self-loop, for which the weight is the unit value. In either case, Lx0yi,j “ Ii,j . The induction hypothesis
is given by
L
xk´1y
i,j “
‘ÿ
piPPxk´1ypi,jq
ωLppiq
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and the inductive case follows naturally
L
xky
i,j “
‘ÿ
q
Ai,qL
xk´1y
q,j ‘ Ii,j
“
‘ÿ
q
Ai,q b
‘ÿ
piPPxk´1ypq,jq
ωLppiq ‘ Ii,j (IH)
“
‘ÿ
piPPxkypi,jq
ωLppiq (left-distributivity)
Each application of the equation to the working solution adds another term, thus bringing us closer
to the value of A˚. Gurney showed [28] that this iterative method converges to a unique fixpoint under
extremely loose assumptions, parting with left-distributivity but requiring inflationarity.
The existence of a 0-absorbing cycle in the graph would mean that there is an infinite number of paths
with decreasing weight present in P(i,j) preventing the convergence of the sequence of Lxky.
4.3 Order relations and minimum operation
We give in this small section some properties related to constructs involving order relations and the
minimum operation which can be applied on sets. A more thorough treatment can be found in [12] and
[48]. Two important types of relations are preorders and orders.
Definition 4.3.1. A preorder relation À on the elements of a set X is a relation satisfying the properties;
reflexivity : @ x P X : x À x
transitivity : @ x, y, z P X : x À y ^ y À z ñ x À z
Definition 4.3.2. An order relation ď on the elements of a set X is a preorder relation satisfying
anti-symmetry : @ x, y P X : x ď y ^ y ď x ñ x “ y
Note that any preorder or order relation contains a strict version which can be obtained by considering
the case where x À y ^ x ‰ y and x ď y ^ x ‰ y respectively. Preorder and order relations can be
total, relating all pairs of elements of X in one way or the other, and can admit special elements called
bottom and top.
Definition 4.3.3. A total preorder (resp. order) relation À on the elements of a set X is a preorder
(resp. order) which satisfies
totality : @ x, y P X : x À y _ y À x
Definition 4.3.4. A preorder relation À on the elements of a set X can admit a bottom element or a
top element
bottom : D K P X : @ x P X : K À x
top : D J P X : @ x P X : x À J
Note that totality and the existence of bottom and top elements can be used for order relations as
well. Consider the set of lists of elements drawn from a set, listpXq. It is possible to construct a total
preorder based on the number of elements appearing in lists
l1 Àlength l2 ô lengthpl1q ď lengthpl2q
The relation Àlength does not satisfy anti-symmetry as can be shown from the following example for
lists of natural numbers, listpNq
r1, 2, 4s Àlength r1, 3, 4s ^ r1, 3, 4s Àlength r1, 2, 4s ^ r1, 2, 4s ‰ r1, 3, 4s
On the other hand, the relation ď on natural numbers is an order relation given that
@ n1, n2 P N : n1 ď n2 ^ n2 ď n1 ñ n1 “ n2
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Given a preorder relation, we can apply an operation on sets of elements which provides the minimal
elements it contains.
minÀ pP q fi
 
x P P | @ x1 P P :  px1 ă xq( (4.16)
Some of the useful properties that operation 4.16 satisfies are
minÀ pP q “ minÀ
ˆ
minÀ pP q
˙
(4.17)
P “ minÀ pP q ñ minÀ
ˆ
minÀ pP q YQ
˙
“ minÀ pP YQq (4.18)
x P minÀ pP q ô pDi : x P Xiq ^
`@i : @ x1 P Xi :  px1 ă xq˘ (4.19)
x R minÀ pP q ô p@i : x R Xiq _
`Di : D x1 P Xi : x1 ă x˘ (4.20)
Given two preorders Àx and Ày respectively on the sets X and Y , it is possible to define their
lexicographic product, denoted by Àx ~ˆ Ày which is a preorder on the set X1 ˆX2 given by
px1, y1q rÀx ~ˆ Àys px2, y2q ” x1 ăx x2 _ px1 „x x2 ^ y1 Ày y2q
If the two preorders admit top elements, Jx and Jy, their lexicographic product admits pJx,Jyq as
its top element. In the same way, if the preorders admit bottom elements Kx and Ky, then pKx,Kyq is
the bottom element of their lexicographic product.
Chapter 5
Routing Algorithms
Perfection is achieved, not when there is
nothing more to add, but when there is
nothing left to take away.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.
Ever since it was taken over by industrial and commercial actors, the Internet has undergone an
incredible growth. Much effort in this context was put on inter-operability; connecting together networks
which used independently developed technologies to attain the size that we know today. While this em-
phasis on compatibility has allowed it to increase connectivity and reachability between customers, it has
done so at the cost of bringing a wide diversity of problems upon the shoulders of network administrators.
The main objective can be stated as that of keeping everyone connected together at all costs. In the
light of ongoing research on the issues related to stabilisation of routes, forwarding loops and a need for
greater modularity, the community has been working on solving these problems by considering them from
a purely algorithmic perspective.
Metarouting [27] has parted with this approach by embracing Dijkstra’s separation of concerns. While
acknowledging the importance of understanding the problems originating in the algorithms and their im-
plementations running on actual routers, it has plucked the metrics out of the picture and seeks to study
them as a separate concern. This choice has allowed to shed light on how metrics play a role in inducing
pathological situations that can cripple interconnected domains by reasoning in the context of a simple
algebraic framework. In this context, the recurrence equations presented in Chapter 4 serve as specifica-
tions to the algorithms in use today and simplify greatly their analysis.
Further efforts strived to study other aspects with the consequences of enriching the corpus of con-
structs available to model real-world protocols. In [27], Griffin and Sobrinho used routing algebras [53]
as the basis to model routing metrics along with various composition products, enabling the expression
of complex metrics in terms of simpler ones. Among those products was the lexicographic product,
which enables to rely on a secondary metric when a primary metric leads to a tie between two paths.
This construct was studied in depth by Gurney [29] who gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the
preservation of distributivity of a lexicographic product. This property turned out to be central for the
optimality of the produced solution.
It is quite common in the structure of the Internet to separate internal from the external protocols; a
domain can be running an IGP to establish routes traversing its infrastructure while running an EGP at
its border routers to interact with other domains. The resulting routes are the composition of successive
internal and external portions, both being constructed through the use of different metrics and protocols.
The scoped product attempts to capture this idea and Gurney showed how it is in fact expressible in terms
of a lexicographic product. In [8], Billings and Griffin explored the interplay of routing and forwarding
by looking at how destinations are attached to an infrastructure network. By using semi-modules [25],
they illustrate mecanisms involved in forwarding such as route redistribution or administrative distance.
An aspect which had been left out of the picture were the paths themselves. The focus of the algebraic
approach until recently was solely on the computation of the weight of the shortest-path as opposed to
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that of the shortest-path. In [19], the paths were made explicit by the use of the Algorithm-to-Algebra
method. This enabled to make explicit the conditions under which an Equal-cost Multi-path (ECMP)
can be computed exhaustively and when both a link-state approach and distance-vectoring method agree
on the resulting paths.
In this chapter, we relate two classes of algorithms to the linear recurrence equations described in the
previous chapter by proving that two instances of algorithms are computing fixpoints to the equations
under an appropriate set of restrictions on the underlying algebraic structure. We provide a new, shorter
and more general proof that Dijkstra’s Algorithm is computing a fixpoint to a right equation requiring
only for the additive law of the underlying structure to be selective, associative, commutative and
an input matrix which is inflationary. Secondly, we will prove the convergence of Bellman-Ford’s Al-
gorithm under the assumption that the additive law is idempotent, associative, commutative and
an input matrix which is left-inflationary.
We will start by looking at two of the standard algorithms used in routers nowadays; Dijkstra’s
Algorithm for the link-state class [40, 42] and Distributed Bellman-Ford for distance/path vectoring
methods [37, 47]. While the literature on the topic is quite rich in terms of other algorithms, the choice
to limit ourselves to these two stems from two considerations. First, these are the most commonly used
in actual implementations running in the real world. As such, not only are they the ones anyone who
had an elementary contact with routing in networking is familiar with but also they are the easiest to
understand. Secondly, they illustrate quite well the elementary mechanism that enables an algorithm to
compute a routing solution given adjacency information. The emphasis is mostly put on their mathe-
matical specification which capture the way the problem is decomposed in order to solve it. The key
aspect being studied here is the contrast between the link-state approach; building a solution rooted at
each vertex of the network and using this information in the forwarding process, with the distance-vector
approach; importing solutions from one’s neighbors and combining them together to produce the forward-
ing information. Our understanding of the problem at hand would not benefit much from considering
more complex or optimized versions which would merely clutter the analysis with irrelevant aspects. The
ideas presented in this chapter are mostly drawn from [27, 54] with the exception of our shorter proof of
Dijkstra’s Algorithm.
5.1 Link-state algorithms
The first class of routing algorithm is the link-state approach. It can be roughly decomposed into two
separate phases; link-state flooding and effective computation. During the flooding, all vertices build
their own copy of the adjacency information of the entire network in which the algorithm is being exe-
cuted. This is achieved by having each vertex i broadcast its relevant row of the original adjacency matrix
A. This process enables every vertex to compute its solution independently of all the others. The one
algorithm in use today is Dijkstra’s Algorithm, which ranks among the most beautiful ever discovered.
By relying on a total ordering of the vertices based on their distance from the source at one point during
its execution, it allows to compute the shortest paths towards all destinations in the most efficient way
known so far.
Over the decades, this algorithm has been the object of many application which range from integrated
circuit layout optimisation [44] to Location-Based Services [14]. It has also been subject to several gen-
eralizations for the computation of the k-shortest paths [61][20], context-free grammar [33] or general
metrics in routing [54].
The central operation on which Algorithm 2 is built is called the relaxation step of Line p10q and
always involves three vertices; a source, a destination and a relaxation. In Dijkstra’s Algorithm, the
source is implicit given that it is the vertex running the algorithm which has its own local ω vector.
The set R describes the vertices which have already been relaxed (picked as q in a previous iteration).
The relaxation works by comparing two paths towards a destination d; the best one currently known
(ωrds) against the one obtained by first going to the relaxation vertex (ωrqs) followed by using the link
connecting q to d (Aq,d). The inflationarity of the metric involved implies that picking as a relaxation
vertex one of the closest vertices will necessarily result in the stabilisation of at least one vertex on its final
distance value, something which is not necessarily true in the case of the choice of a non-closest vertex.
It can be shown that at one iteration, the minimal distance among the unrelaxed vertices is greater than
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Algorithm 2 Dijkstra’s Algorithm for the classical shortest-path problem
1: for all d P V do
2: ωrds Ð 8
3: end for
4: ωrss Ð 0
5: RÐ ∅
6: while R ‰ V do
7: pick q P V ´R such that @ q1 P V ´R : ωrqs ď ωrq1s
8: RÐ RY tqu
9: for all d P V ´R do
10: ωrds Ð ωrds min pωrqs `Aq,dq
11: end for
12: end while
the maximal distance among the relaxed vertices, which by inflationarity implies that no extension
of a path going through an unrelaxed vertex can surpass the known path to a relaxed vertex
@ d P R : @ q P V ´R : ωrds ď ωrqs (see Lemma 5.1.2)
a fact which justifies the reason for not considering relaxed destinations on Line p9q given that none of
them would have their distance reduced by passing through any unrelaxed vertex q P V´R. It is possible
to partition the set V into three sets according to whether a vertex has already been relaxed and otherwise
whether it is a candidate for relaxation or not. We consider the following partition of unrelaxed vertices
C “ minď pV ´Rq (Candidates)
U “ V ´R´ C (Non-candidates)
There is an ordering leveraged by Algorithm 2 which relates all the vertices depending on their
belonging to one of those sets as follows
@ r P R : @ c P C : @ u P U : ωrrs ď ωrcs ď ωrus (5.1)
Every iteration of Algorithm 2 has the consequence that the relaxation vertex q is transferred from
C to R, thus increasing the size of the set of relaxed vertices R by exactly one and reducing that of the
set of unrelaxed vertices by one. This can also be represented in a graphical way (see Figure 5.1). The
dotted lines represent the corresponding components from the working solution ω at one point for every
vertex except the source and the one under relaxation. The component from ω is extended by the arc
connecting to every possible d and matched against the dth component of ω.
s
q
Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the relaxation step. For a given destination d and weight vector ω
residing at source s, relaxation by vertex q updates the weight vector with ωrds :“ ωrds min pωrqs`Aq,dq.
The cleverness of Dijkstra’s Algorithm resides in the use of the ordering of candidate vertices based on
their current distance from the source. For a given destination, it is not necessary to apply a relaxation
considering each and every intermediary vertex, picking vertices by increasing distance for relaxation will
yield the correct solution. This is, in essence, the optimisation that allows to obtain Dijkstra’s algorithm
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from Bellman-Ford’s, the latter applying relaxation for every destination and intermediary vertex. In the
next section, we will prove that Dijkstra’s Algorithm is computing a fixpoint to Equation (5.2). From an
algebraic perspective, what we will prove is that Algorithm 2 computes the sth row of a fixpoint to the
right equation
R “ RA ‘ I (5.2)
over a structure subsuming the tropical semiring pN8,min,`q. In this context, Equation 5.2 unfolds into
a system of equations of the following form, where d P V
Rps, dq “ min
qPV tRps, qq `Apq, dqu min Ips, dq
which can be further rewritten by considering the definition of the unit matrix, given that 0 (resp. 8) is
the minimum (resp. maximum) distance
Rps, dq “
#
0 s “ d
minqPVtRps, qq `Apq, dqu s ‰ d
This system is the dual of the classical Bellman Equations describing the shortest-paths solution that the
Bellman-Ford algorithm produces given an input graph. In general, it is possible to prove that Dijkstra
produces a least fixpoint over selective inflationary semirings. The adjacency matrix, A, encodes
the graph with all elements on the diagonal being equal to 8 (denoting the absence of self-loops) and
no 0 anywhere else while I is the unit matrix. By laying out the block version of the right equation,
we can relate it to two other aspects; firstly, every vertex s running the algorithm computes its relevant
knowledge of R limited to the sth row vector; only its working version, ω, needs to be stored. Secondly,
the checking that one row vector of R is part of a fixpoint requires the entire matrix A to be known.
In terms of routing, this requirement is fulfilled by the initial link-state flooding phase. The very same
requirement applies for the relaxation step and appears clearly from Line p10q where q and d range over
the entire set of vertices V for indexing A throughout the computation.
R
“
“ RbA
‘
‘ I
Figure 5.2: Block version of Equation (5.2).
One can use a weakened form of semirings to model metrics that can be used to label a graph and
express the fixpoint problem that is being solved. At its basis, a metric is made up of three components.
The first component, a ground set, contains all the possible values among which the computation is
achieved; these are the ones used to configure the weights of links in a network and which also apply to
paths. It is customary to have a special value corresponding to the weight of an invalid path. In the case
of the distance metric, the value 8 serves this purpose.
The second component, a summarization rule, combines together the weights of two paths from a
particular source to a particular destination. This combination typically takes the form of a selection
between one of the two paths, with the selection occurring based on the weight of the paths. Note that
a special value 0 is used to denote the least interesting or invalid path. Line p2q of Algorithm 2 shows
that this element denotes the initial value towards any destination but the source. This bottom element
represents the wisest choice given it denotes the most pessimistic view of the connectivity towards any
destination. This can be relaxed in the event we are interested in bounding the value of the solution
obtained by a least interesting weight between two vertices.
The third component, a concatenation rule, establishes the way by which the weight of a path is
obtained from the weights of its constituent links. The weight of the individual links are multiplied
together in the order in which they appear in the path they form. Consider the graph on Figure 5.4
where some arcs are missing, thus denoting the absence of direct connectivity between the corresponding
vertices. In order to express this in the algebraic formalism, the element from the metric that acts as a
b ´ annihilator is used in the adjacency matrix. In the case of the distance metric, the element 8
serves this purpose. Whenever a link is missing, an 8 is placed in the matrix. Any sequence of vertices
that involves traversing an arc with 8 as its weight will produce a path with an infinite weight, due to
its annihilating nature. Given that 8 doubles as the bottom element for the structure, it will turn the
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name S ‘ b 0 1
distance N8 min ` 8 0
bandwidth N8 max min 0 8
reliability r0, 1s max ˆ 0 1
reachability t0, 1u _ ^ 0 1
Figure 5.3: Simple metrics
weight of any invalid path (i.e. traversing a missing arc) into 8. We list in Table 5.3 a few elementary
metrics that can be used to label graphs in the format of semirings.
As an illustration, we present two graphs, labelled over distance and bandwidth, on Figure 5.4 and
Figure 5.6.
1
2 3
4 5
1 1
1
1 2
A “
»————–
1 2 3 4 5
1 8 8 8 1 2
2 1 8 1 8 8
3 1 8 8 8 8
4 8 8 8 8 8
5 8 8 8 8 8
fiffiffiffiffifl
Figure 5.4: Graph encoded over distance.
In the case of the distance metric, with vertex 2 considered as the source running Dijkstra’s Algo-
rithm, the successive ω vectors are given below along with the specific q that was picked for relaxation to
obtain the next value of ω. In other words, each line gives ωk the vector at the end of the kth iteration
and the vertex q that was selected at Line p7q during that same iteration. The initial ω vector, with the
corresponding destinations labelled above it, for vertex 2 is the following
ω0 “
“ 1 2 3 4 5
2 8 0 8 8 8 ‰
and the sequence of values it takes as Algorithm 2 progresses
ω0 “ r 8 0 8 8 8 s
ω1 “ r 1 0 1 8 8 s q “ 2
ω2 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 1
ω3 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 3
ω4 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 4
ω5 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 5
Note that at iteration 2, there are two equally distant candidates from the source; vertex 1 and 3, both
with a distance of 1. The alternative sequence of values of ω in the case where 3 is selected instead of 1
is
ω0 “ r 8 0 8 8 8 s
ω1 “ r 1 0 1 8 8 s q “ 2
ω21 “ r 1 0 1 8 8 s q “ 3
ω3 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 1
ω4 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 4
ω5 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s q “ 5
We can see that the solution is always decreasing; the current value of each components in the vector
ω is always smaller than its counterpart in the previous vector. Note that those entries do not indicate
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anything about the sequence of vertices that produced it; another mecanism is needed to identify the
shortest path.
ω0
ω1
ω2
ω12
ω3 ω4 ω5
2
1
3
3
1
4 5
Figure 5.5: Traces of all execution of Algorithm 2 on the example from Figure 5.4. An ω below another
means that it is the smaller of the two with respect to the natural order, which means that all the
components from the latter are smaller than the corresponding ones from the former with at least one of
them strictly smaller. Two ω at the same level means that they are equal.
The addition of the predecessor vector [11] allows to keep track of the paths that are connecting the
source to the various destination. From an algebraic perspective, this information can be coupled to
the metric by means of the various composition operators that have been studied in the Metarouting
approach [27][29]. The entire set of ω vectors obtained by each source in the network are given below,
ωvk denotes the vector ω of vertex v at iteration k
ω5 “ r 0 8 8 1 2 s s “ 1
ω5 “ r 1 0 1 2 3 s s “ 2
ω5 “ r 1 8 0 2 3 s s “ 3
ω5 “ r 8 8 8 0 8 s s “ 4
ω5 “ r 8 8 8 8 0 s s “ 5
Concatenating all these rows together give us the fixpoint to the right equation corresponding to the
adjacency matrix that was presented on Figure 5.4. Similarly, we illustrate the bandwidth structure in
Figure 5.6, with the successive ω vectors computed by source 2 given below.
1
2 3
4 5
10
Mb
ps
100
Mbps
100 Mbps
100 Mbps 10
Mbp
s
A “
»————–
1 2 3 4 5
1 0 0 0 100 10
2 10 0 100 0 0
3 100 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffifl
Figure 5.6: Graph encoded over bandwidth.
In this case, the execution is deterministic at each stage. The best path obtained from 2 towards 4 is
2Ñ 3Ñ 1Ñ 4 while the one towards 5 is 2Ñ 3Ñ 1Ñ 5
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ω20 “ r 0 8 0 0 0 s
ω21 “ r 10 8 100 0 0 s q “ 2
ω22 “ r 100 8 100 0 0 s q “ 3
ω23 “ r 100 8 100 100 10 s q “ 1
ω24 “ r 100 8 100 100 10 s q “ 4
ω25 “ r 100 8 100 100 10 s q “ 5
We are going to prove in general that Dijkstra’s Algorithm yields a fixpoint to the right equation
when the algebraic structure considered has a selective additive law and an inflationary natural
order. First, we will annotate the basic algorithm with iteration counts on the variables manipulated.
Note that the source s which is running the algorithm is implicit in this algorithm; each source computes
its own solution independently from other vertices. In essence, with s being quantified universally, the
following equality holds and relates the current knowledge ω in the algorithm with the corresponding row
in the matrix being computed. By virtue of this fact, the complete fixpoint R is effectively computed in
a distributed way, with every source s running Dijkstra’s Algorithm computing its own row-vector.
ωkrds “ Rkps, dq (5.3)
Algorithm 3 Dijkstra’s Algorithm over a selective inflationary semiring
1: for all d P V do
2: ω0rds Ð 0
3: end for
4: ω0rss Ð 1
5: R0 Ð ∅
6: for all k “ 1 . . . |V | do
7: pick qk P V ´Rk´1 such that @ q P V ´Rk´1 : ωk´1rqks ď‘ ωk´1rqs
8: Rk Ð Rk´1 Y tqku
9: for all d P V ´Rk do
10: ωkrds Ð ωk´1rds ‘ pωk´1rqks bApqk, dqq
11: end for
12: end for
The annotation we use merely describes the value of the considered object at the end of iteration k.
Given that each iteration of the main loop of Line p6q of Algorithm 2 is transferring exactly one vertex
from V ´R to R, the body of the loop Lines p7q ´ p11q will be executed exactly n times, at which point
R “ V.
Lemma 5.1.1. For all k such that 1 ď k ď |V |, we have that:
@ d P V : ω0rds “ Ips, dq (5.4)
@ d P Rk : ωkrds “ ωk´1rds (5.5)
@ d P V ´Rk : ωkrds “ ωk´1rds ‘ ωk´1rqks bApqk, dq (5.6)
Proof. Inspection of Lines p1q ´ p4q and Lines p9q ´ p10q of the Algorithm demonstrate this.
Statement 5.4 covers the initialisation of the algorithm; given that Lines p1q´p2q assign 0 to all entries
of the vector ω and 1 for the source, this initialisation effectively assigns the sth vector from the unit
matrix to ω0. Statement 5.5 states the fact that Line p9q does not apply the update from Line p10q to
relaxed vertices Rk; the corresponding values of ωk are not be changed between the end of iteration k´1
and the end of iteration k. Finally, Statement 5.6 is concerned with the unrelaxed vertices for which the
distance is updated accordingly. The next lemma revolves around the left relation of Statement 5.1; at
any point during the computation, the candidates for relaxation all have a weight greater or equal than
that of any previously relaxed vertex.
Lemma 5.1.2. For all k such that 0 ď k ď |V |, we have that:
@ d P Rk : @ qk`1 P minď‘ pV ´Rkq : ωkrds ď‘ ωkrqk`1s (5.7)
where qk denotes the vertex selected at Line p7q during the kth iteration.
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Proof. By induction on k.
• k “ 0. R0 “ ∅. Vacuous.
• k ą 0. We suppose the following Induction Hypothesis
@ d P Rk´1 : @ qk P minď‘ pV ´Rk´1q : ωk´1rds ď‘ ωk´1rqks (IH)
The proof itself relies on the fact that Rk “ Rk´1Ytqku, which structures the proof into two parts,
depending on whether the particular d is in Rk´1 or is equal to qk. We start from the following
two facts, with qk`1 P minď‘ pV ´Rkq;
ωk´1rqks ď‘ ωk´1rqk`1s (Line p7q)
ωk´1rqks ď‘ ωk´1rqks bApqk, qk`1q (inflationarity)
The first inequality tells us that the weight of the path towards the candidate picked at iteration
k´1 is more interesting (or equal) than that of the path to the candidate that will be picked during
iteration k. The second one indicates that the path going to qk has a lesser weight than when it is
extended towards qk`1. By Lemma 4.1.4, the infimum of the right hand sides of the two previous
inequalities is greater than any of their common lower bounds
ωk´1rqks ď‘ ωk´1rqk`1s ‘ rωk´1rqks bApqk, qk`1qs
ñ ωkrqks ď‘ ωkrqk`1s (Lemma 5.1.1)
The right (resp. left) hand side is rewritten by virtue of Statement 5.6 (resp. qk P Rk and Statement
5.5). By using the Induction Hypothesis and transitivity, we obtain
@ d P Rk´1 : ωkrds ď‘ ωkrqk`1s
The conjunction of this with the previous inequality gives us the conclusion
@ d P Rk : ωkrds ď‘ ωkrqk`1s
The first part of the main claim about Dijkstra’s Algorithm; that it is computing a fixpoint to Equation
(5.2) can be stated as the following theorem. The fact that Rn “ V which is used in conjunction with
this Theorem follows directly from Line p5q and Line p8q.
Theorem 5.1.1. For all k such that 0 ď k ď |V |, we have that:
@ d P V : ωkrds “
‘ÿ
qPRk
“
ωkrqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq (5.8)
Proof. By induction on k.
• k “ 0. R0 “ ∅.
ω0rds “
‘ÿ
qP∅
“
ω0rqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq “ 0‘ Ips, dq “ Ips, dq
• k ą 0. The Induction Hypothesis is the following
ωk´1rds “
‘ÿ
qPRk´1
“
ωk´1rqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq
The weight of the path passing through qk towards d can be added to both hand sides
ωk´1rds ‘
“
ωk´1rqks bApqk, dq
‰ “ ‘ÿ
qPRk´1
“
ωk´1rqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq ‘ “ωk´1rqks bApqk, dq‰
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in which the right hand side can be rewritten by associativity and commutativity of ‘ to
include the kth term into the sum, with Rk “ Rk´1 Y tqku
ωk´1rds ‘
“
ωk´1rqks bApqk, dq
‰ “ ‘ÿ
qPRk
“
ωk´1rqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq
Furthermore, we can apply Part (5.5) of Lemma 5.1.1 to replace the ωk´1rqs in the right hand side
ωk´1rds ‘
“
ωk´1rqks bApqk, dq
‰ “ ‘ÿ
qPRk
“
ωkrqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq (5.9)
Two different cases are covered separately;
– d P V ´Rk. By Lemma 5.1.1, Part (5.6) allows us to rewrite the left hand side of (5.9)
ωkrds “
‘ÿ
qPRk
ωkrqsApq, jq ‘ Ips, dq
– d P Rk. By Part (5.5) of Lemma 5.1.1, it suffices to show the second equality holds in
ωkrds “ ωk´1rds “ ωk´1rds ‘
“
ωk´1rqks bApqk, jq
‰
Lemma 5.1.2 together with inflationarity give us a sufficient condition for that
ωk´1rds ď‘ ωk´1rqks ď‘ ωk´1rqks bApqk, jq
This theorem shows that as Algorithm 2 is progressing through its computation, the distance towards
every destination is obtained by combining the distances of relaxed vertices extended by the one arc from
those vertices towards the destinations. Line p5q and Line p8q show us that the set R is increasing at
every iteration until the main loop terminates and it covers the entire vertex set itself, at which point
k “ n with the consequence that Rn “ V and Equation (5.8) will become
@ d P V : ωkrds “
‘ÿ
qPV
“
ωkrqs bApq, dq
‰‘ Ips, dq
By means of Equation (5.3), we can rewrite it into a form equivalent to Equation (5.2)
@ d P V : Rnps, dq “
‘ÿ
qPV
“
Rnps, qq bApq, dq‰‘ Ips, dq
The second part of the main claim about Dijkstra’s Algorithm is concerned with the unicity of the
fixpoint obtained. It allows one to show that whenever there are more than one candidates for Line
p7q, the order in which these candidates are relaxed will not change the outcome of the algorithm. We
introduce an alternative definition of the annotated ω vector; instead of being indexed by the iteration
number, we use the list of selected vertices for relaxation that lead to this state. This is a generalisation
of the notation that was used on Figure 5.5.
@ d P V : ωrds “ Ips, dq (5.10)
@ d P Rk : ωpi:qk rds “ ωpirds (5.11)
@ d P V ´Rk : ωpi:qk rds “ ωpirds ‘ ωpirqks bApqk, jq (5.12)
where pi “ q1 : ¨ ¨ ¨ : qk´1. We define the set of candidates for relaxation at iteration k
Ck “ tqk P V ´Rk´1 | @ q P V ´Rk´1 : ωk´1rqks ď‘ ωk´1rqsu
Lemma 5.1.3. Given a list of previously selected vertices pi P PermpRk´1q and two vertices q and q1 not
in pi such that ωpirqs “ ωpirq1s. Then we have
@ d P V : ωpi:q:q1rds “ ωpi:q1:qrds
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Proof. We have to consider two cases;
• d P pRk´1 Y tq, q1uq. This is proven by the conjunction of
@ d P Rk´1 : ωpi:q:q1rds “ ωpi:qrds “ ωpirds “ ωpi:q1rds “ ωpi:q1:qrds
ωpi:q:q1rqs “ ωpi:qrqs “ ωpirqs “ ωpirqs ‘ ωpirq1s bApq1, qq “ ωpi:q1rqs “ ωpi:q1:qrqs
ωpi:q:q1rq1s “ ωpi:qrq1s “ ωpirq1s ‘ ωpirqs bApq, q1q “ ωpirq1s “ ωpi:q1rq1s “ ωpi:q1:qrq1s
The central equalities in the last two equations follow from inflationarity.
• d R pRk´1 Y tq, q1uq. By Definition (5.12), together with inflationarity, we can derive
ωpi:q:q1rds “ ωpi:qrds ‘ ωpi:qrq1s bApq1, jq
“ ωpirds ‘ ωpirqs bApq, jq ‘ rωpirq1s ‘ ωpirqs bApq, q1qsApq1, jq
“ ωpirds ‘ ωpirqs bApq, jq ‘ ωpirq1s bApq1, jq
ωpi:q1:qrds “ ωpi:q1rds ‘ ωpi:q1rqs bApq, jq
“ ωpirds ‘ ωpirq1s bApq1, jq ‘ rωpirqs ‘ ωpirq1s bApq1, qqsApq, jq
“ ωpirds ‘ ωpirq1s bApq1, jq ‘ ωpirqs bApq, jq
where commutativity is a sufficient condition for the two terms to be equal.
Lemma 5.1.4. Given the set of candidate vertices Ck, such that @ q, q1 P Ck : ωpirqs “ ωpirq1s and the
permutation pi P PermpRk´1q . Then we have
@ d P V : @ σ, σ1 P PermpCkq : ωpi:σrds “ ωpi:σ1rds
Proof. By induction on the size of Ck.
• | Ck | “ 0. Ck “ ∅. Permp∅q “ ∅. Vacuous.
• | Ck | ą 0. For every C1, C2 Ă Ck and q1, q2 P Ck such that Ck “ C1 Y tq1u “ C2 Y tq2u. Consider all
permutations of the form pi : q1 P PermpC1q and pi : q2 P PermpC2q. By Lemma (5.1.3), we have
ωpi:q1:q2rds “ ωpi:q2:q1rds. The universal quantification gives us the statement for all permutations in
PermpCkq.
ωǫ
ωπ
ωπ:q ωπ:q′
ωπ:q:q′ ωπ:q′:q=
pi
q q′
q′ q
ωǫ
ωq1 ωq2 ωq3
ω{q1,q3} ω{q1,q2} ω{q2,q3} ω{q1,q3}
ω{q1,q2,q3}
q1 q2 q3
q2q3 q1 q3 q2 q1
q2 q2q3 q1
Figure 5.7: Left: Lemma 5.1.3 where every arrow represent one application of the body of Dijkstra’s
main loop considering the vertex labelling it as the candidate selected by Line p7q. Right: Lemma 5.1.4
for | Ck | “ 3.
Theorem 5.1.2. All the fixpoints that could be computed by Dijkstra’s Algorithm coincide.
Proof. Using Lemma (5.1.4) and the appropriate definitions extending Ck, we can inductively go through
the successive sets of ď‘-least candidates. Every step yields a unique answer.
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The consequence of this theorem is that despite the non-determinism introduced by Line p7q; whenever
several vertices satisfy the condition of being the closest any can be picked for relaxation, Dijkstra’s
Algorithm always reaches the same fixpoint to the right equation, even when distributivity does not
hold. However it does not tell us whether there is a unique least fixpoint to the right equation. Assuming
we are given another algorithm that also computes a least fixpoint to the same right equation, the question
of whether Dijkstra’s Algorithm computes the same fixpoint as this algorithm when distributivity
does not hold is unanswered within the theory. A solution to this potential issue would be a thorough
description of the structure of the set of fixpoints to recurrence equations of the form Equation (5.2).
5.2 Distance-vectoring algorithms
The second class of routing algorithm is based on a distance-vectoring method. In essence, the idea
behind is for the participating routers to exchange information about the destinations they can reach.
A router collects these announces from its directly connected neighbours to further expand its own
connectivity by including these paths. The paths that a router discovers are always consistent with those
of other routers given that bases its own routing table on those of its neighbors. The most widely known
representative for this class of algorithms is the Bellman-Ford Algorithm [5]. In the context of routing,
the first implementations of this algorithm were distributed [6][32]. Given that we are more interested in
what is computed rather than all the possible executions involved in a distributed environment, we will
consider a centralized version as a simplification. This does not limit the adequacy with reality given that
the transition from a centralized computation to a distributed one has been studied in the past [7, 18]
and is a separate concern.
L “ AL ‘ I (5.13)
In this section, we will prove that the iterative method described in Section 4.2.2 does converge to a
fixpoint of such a left equation. The proof of Dijkstra’s Algorithm convergence to a fixpoint relies on the
explicit set Rk which stores the relaxed vertices. This set equivalently contains the vertices for which the
weight will no longer change through the remainder of the computation. We argue that this set also exist
in an implicit form in the computation performed by the Bellman-Ford algorithm and we can leverage
an appropriate definition to prove that the vertices that end up in that set (1) have their weights un-
changed for the rest of the computation and (2) remain in that set until the termination of the Algorithm.
We first define the set of locally stabilized vertices at iteration k which contains the vertices whose
weight will not be changed by the next iteration:
σk “ ti P V | Lkpi, jq “ Lk`1pi, jqu (5.14)
For convenience, we will use the notation σk ” V ´ σk. Note that it is not necessary for a vertex
to stay in this set; changes to other vertice’s weight can affect stable ones at a later iteration. In order
to be able to prove convergence, we would require a set that grows throughout the computation until it
coincides with the set V . The set of globally stabilized vertices at iteration k contains the vertices whose
weight will not be surpassed by any locally non-stable vertex at the next iteration:
Σk “ ts P σk | @ v P σk : Lkps, jq ď‘ Lk`1pv, jqu (5.15)
We also define the set of candidates at iteration k which contains the vertices not globally stabilized
which have the least L-value.
Ck “ tc P Σk | @ v P Σk : Lk`1pc, jq ď‘ Lk`1pv, jqu (5.16)
We assume an idempotent bimagmoid pS ,‘,bq and a left-inflationary matrix A.
Lemma 5.2.1. @ a, b P S : a‘ b ď‘ b
Proof. By associativity and idempotency.
Lemma 5.2.2. @ a, b, c P S : c ď‘ a ^ c ď‘ b ô c ď‘ pa‘ bq
Proof. (ñ ) By associativity. (ð ) By Lemma 5.2.1 and transitivity.
Lemma 5.2.3. For every s P Σk and v P Σk we have Lkps, jq ď‘ Lk`1pv, jq.
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Proof. Note that Σk ” σkYpσk´Σkq. The property holds by definition when v P σk. Let v P pσk´Σkq.
D o P σk : Lk`1po, jq ă Lkpv, jq “ Lk`1pv, jq and Lkps, jq ď‘ Lk`1po, jq which imply that Lkps, jq ď‘
Lk`1pv, jq.
We make a simplification with respect to the ambiguous Bellman-Ford Algorithm as it appears in
Cormen [11]; the order in which the set of arcs is visited is first defined by the targets of edges then by
the origins; j varies in the outer loop and i in the inner loop.
Consequently the kth value of L is determined columnwise in an independent way; the original algo-
rithm updates the L vector along the way inside the innermost loop. Consider how the annotation we
add in Algorithm 4 changes it; without it the order in which q is selected in the sum would have to be
taken into account since the Lpq, jq could have already been updated by a previous iteration of the inner
loop so it could be Lkpq, jq and not Lk´1pq, jq.
Algorithm 4 Centralized Bellman-Ford Algorithm
1: for all i, j P V do
2: L0pi, jq Ð Ipi, jq
3: end for
4: for all k “ 1 . . . |V | do
5: for all j P V do
6: for all i P V do
7: Lkpi, jq Ð Lk´1pi, jq ‘ř‘qPV Api, qqLk´1pq, jq
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
The proof is structured by first showing that convergence holds column-wise (Theorem 5.2.1). The
focus is on the inner loop since the destination j is fixed. This result can be used to show that for all
j, the columns will converge independently. The second part of the proof shows that Algorithm 4 is
computing a fixpoint to Equation (5.13). The algorithm along with the sets σk and Σk are illustrated by
the Example on Figure 5.8.
1 2
3 4
5
1
1
1
A “
»——–
1© 2© 3© 4©
1© 8 5 1 8
2© 8 8 8 8
3© 8 8 8 1
4© 8 1 8 8
fiffiffifl
L10 “ r 0 8 8 8 s
L11 “ r 0 5 1 8 s
L12 “ r 0 5 1 2 s
L13 “ r 0 3 1 2 s
Figure 5.8: Example of a simple graph weighted over SP and the successive values of the first row-vector
of L1k (corresponding to source 1). The weights in a green box (resp. underlined) correspond to vertices
that are in the set σk (resp. Σk). Note how L13 ď‘ L12 ď‘ L11 ď‘ L10; each iteration improves the
solution.
Lemma 5.2.4.
@ i P V : Lkpi, jq “ Lk´1pi, jq ‘
‘ÿ
qPV
Api, qqLk´1pq, jq
Proof. By Lines 6-7 of Algorithm 4.
Corollary 5.2.1. For every s P Σk and v P Σk we have
Lkps, jq ď‘ Lkpv, jq and Lkps, jq ď‘
‘ÿ
qPV
Apv, qqLkpq, jq
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Proof. By Lemma 5.2.3, we have
Lkps, jq ď‘ Lk`1pv, jq
ď‘ Lkpv, jq ‘
‘ÿ
qPV
Apv, qqLkpq, jq (Lemma 5.2.4)
By Lemma 5.2.2, we obtain the claim.
The main theorem that has to be proved to show both convergence and the complexity is the following:
Theorem 5.2.1. Σk Y Ck Ď Σk`1.
Proof. Assume that s P Σk Y Ck. We have for all q P Σk
Lkps, jq “ Lk`1ps, jq ď‘ Lk`1pq, jq (s P Σk Ď σk, Lemma 5.2.3)
Lk`1ps, jq ď‘ Lk`1pq, jq (s P Ck)
In either case, we can deduce for all vertices v P V
Lk`1ps, jq ď‘ Apv, qqLk`1pq, jq (left-inflationarity)
ď‘
‘ÿ
qPΣk
Apv, qqLk`1pq, jq (Lemma 5.2.2)
On the other hand, for o P Σk Y tsu
Lk`1ps, jq ď‘ Lk`1po, jq
ď‘ Lk`1po, jq ‘
‘ÿ
qPΣk
Apo, qqLkpq, jq (Lemma 5.2.4, idempotency)
ď‘ Lk`1po, jq ‘
‘ÿ
qPΣk
Apo, qqLk`1pq, jq (Σk Ď σk)
By Lemma 5.2.2, commutativity and associativity, the last two inequalities give
Lk`1ps, jq ď‘ Lk`1po, jq ‘
‘ÿ
qPV
Apo, qqLk`1pq, jq “ Lk`2po, jq
By Lemmas 5.2.1 and 5.2.4 we get Lk`2ps, jq ď‘ Lk`1ps, jq. By anti-symmetry, s P σk`1. From this
we can also deduce that σk`1 Ď Σk which concludes the proof.
Corollary 5.2.2. Σk “ Σk`1 ñ Σk “ V .
Proof. Assume that Σk “ Σk`1 ^ Σk ‰ V . Then Σk is not empty and it must contain some elements
of least L value which implies that Ck is not empty. So Σk ‰ Σk`1. Reductio ad absurdum.
The longest chain of Σk we can get is whenever one set has exactly one more vertex than the previous
one. The maximal k in this case is n with Σn “ V . The outer loop can therefore be bound by n, so
Opn3q is the complexity of the Algorithm. In the end, V “ Σn Ď σn Ď V ñ σn “ V so L stabilizes. As
a consequence, Algorithm 4 is computing a fixpoint to Equation (5.13).
A well known property of Bellman-Ford’s algorithm is to work even when negative weights are used
as labels [11]. Under this loosened restriction, the algorithm can still compute the shortest-paths as long
as negative weighted cycles do not occur in the graph considered [21][39]. Gondran & Minoux provided
an algebraic proof [25] but require distributivity to hold. They studied the problem by assuming the
absence of 0-absorbing cycles in the graph considered. This implies that the algorithm running within an
algebraic structure for which all elements are 0-stable converges to a fixpoint. On the other hand, Gurney
produced a proof for convergence [28] but requires inflationarity, which is a stronger restriction that
the absence of q-absorbing cycles. The question of whether Algorithm 4 converges to a fixpoint for an
algebraic structure for which all elements are 0-stable but does not satisfy distributivity is open at
this stage.
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Chapter 6
A model of Route Aggregation
I love humans. Always seeing patterns in
things that aren’t there.
The Eighth Doctor
The establishment of routes in the Internet is governed by the interaction of two independent processes.
The global infrastructure is divided into Autonomous Systems which are interconnected together to ex-
change route information in order to discover the best routes towards destinations. We have described
in Chapter 3 how domains use route advertisements to populate their forwarding tables. At the internal
level, the routers that make up the network construct paths through the domain, enabling the border
routers to identify how to reach the internal peers. At the external level, the border routers advertise
their best routes towards destinations to each other. In this context, destinations are described by net-
work prefixes which concisely represent ranges of addresses that are somehow reachable through a certain
physical network. The route aggregation mechanism leverages the subprefix relation that exists between
prefixes along with a separation between effective routes and advertised routes, enabling the merging of
routes for destinations that are covered by a common network prefix. The attributes pertaining to the ag-
gregated routes are combined together according to a set of rules resulting in those of the aggregate route.
In this chapter, we will describe an algebraic model of route aggregation. We will treat separately
two processes that seem to be at work; aggregation and origination. We will approach the aggregation
by expressing the computation of the exhaustive set of aggregation rules which exist between any two
pair of vertices. Given that aggregation rules can be expressed by functions which reduce sets of effective
routes, the composition of those functions can be used to express how all the effective routes at a given
router j are transformed by all the sequences of routers which exist between another router i and router
j. On the other hand, the routes originated by each router determine the best routes that are effectively
used by all the others. This origination will be performed after the compound aggregation rules have
been established to produce the effective routes at each router.
We will approach the problem in two separate steps. At first, we will look at route aggregation as it is
performed in the context of inter-domain route exchanges. Our focus will be on the aspects of attributes
that play a role limited to the external peerings that exist between border routers of different domains.
We will reduce the problem by assuming that each domain is composed of a single border router. The
route selection performed by BGP speakers will be revisited by keeping the attributes that play a role in
external peerings. The attributes that are relevant on the exterior are all characterized by a preference
on them, as defined by the tie-breaking rules of BGP, along with operations that transform them as the
route information is carried between neighboring domains. While BGP is described as a path-vectoring
protocol, it is strongly reminiscent of distance-vectoring in the sense that border routers base their de-
cisions on the routes advertised by their neighbors. For this reason, the problem will be approached as
that of solving a left equation over square matrices with elements taken in a prebimonoid.
Secondly, we will investigate how the route aggregation within an IGP can be modelled. In [36], Le
& al. investigated the behaviour of Cisco and Juniper routers in order to identify the problems that
arise from their implementation of route aggregation. They proposed a canonical router model which is
an abstract representation of how various functional components of a router interact together. By using
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this model, they discovered multiple anomalies that can arise between routers configured to use route
aggregation narrowing down the root cause behind most of them to the absence or improper use of sink
routes. We will apply a similar construct as the one used for BGP to the interior of a domain and show
how the forwarding loops are effectively captured in our approach.
Our motivation for this work is to explore how route aggregation can be expressed in the context of
solving recurrence equations in a way that enables the study of the anomalies that can occur due to its use.
While the problem has already been studied algorithmically [36], we seek to deconstruct the monolithic
version of BGP in order to identify the specific component in which aggregation is encapsulated. On one
hand, the path-vectoring method used by the peers is based on the exchange of route information in order
to produce the sets of effective routes. In this format, the route information encodes the destination as
a logical piece of information, namely the network prefix, in order to keep track of where the route leads
to. On the other hand, the computation of a fixpoint to a recurrence equation maintains separate the
physical destinations which are represented by the indices of the square matrices being computed. We
choose to reflect the network prefixes into the information and define suitable operations which accurately
express the modification to this information between any pair of vertices. In effect, the matrices include
more structure into the set of effective routes than the path-vectoring method. However, we define a
function that maps any square matrix to sets of effective routes and show that each successive matrix
obtained during the computation of a fixpoint reduces to the sets of effective routes at the corresponding
iteration. This consistency does not only cover the classical route aggregation scenario but also the
particular behaviours that are multi-homing and re-homing. The theoretical considerations we presented
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 include various properties that are sufficient to guarantee the convergence
of Bellman-Ford’s Algorithm to a solution along with the loop-freedom of the obtained routes. However,
the resulting prebimonoid structure we obtain does not satisfy inflationarity which was assumed and
we are unable to make any formal claims as to the convergence of the path-vectoring method or the
loop-freedom of the routes obtained.
The model we describe may look overly simplistic to capture the complexity of BGP at the inter-
domain and intra-domain levels. Despite this deliberate choice to restrict ourselves to the inter-domain
level restricted to two route attributes, we are able to apply it to other cases with minor modifications.
In particular, we illustrate at the end of this chapter how the route aggregation performed by a simple
IGP can be expressed with a slight modification to the model of eBGP.
6.1 Anatomy of route information
Routes in BGP are used to describe how to reach physical networks to which a certain prefix is attached.
This simple statement allows us to relate routes learned by border routers, for example B0 of ISP 1
(Figure 6.3), to the physical network of ISP 2, Customer 6 and Customer 8 which happen to be reachable
by use of the addresses contained within the range described by the NLRI field below.
NLRI LOCAL_PREF AS_SEQUENCE Source Int. Cost NEXT_HOP Imm. Next-Hop
10.2.0.0/16 120 65002, 65006 iBGP 2 ISP2.B0 ISP1.R0
10.2.6.0/24 120 65002, 65006 iBGP 2 ISP2.B0 ISP1.R0
10.2.8.0/24 120 65003, 65008 iBGP 2 ISP3.B0 ISP1.R0
Figure 6.1: Portion of the effective routes at ISP1.B0 under no aggregation.
In order to reach any host within the physical network of some domain, an address within the range
assigned to it must be used as the destination address. Suppose that Customer 4 originates a traffic
bound for the address 10.2.6.42. According to the forwarding tables it will produce, C4.B0 will for-
ward this traffic to ISP1.B0. By using the internal paths through the network of ISP 1, the packet will
be reach ISP1.B2 who will pass it to ISP2.B0. The internal process will be repeated until the packet
reaches C6.B0 who will be able to deliver the packet to its intended destination. The exchange of route
information can be modelled by considering the network prefix as a logical information that describes
the means by which a physical network can be reached. This information is attached to the vertices on
Figure 6.4 by means of the configuration that the network administrators deploy on the routers of their
domain.
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Under an assumption of full-aggregation, the border routers of ISP 2 are configured to aggregate
every route that falls under its prefix, 10.2.0.0/16. In this case, the router B0 of ISP 1 would be using
the following routes with the first one received from ISP1.B2 and allowing to reach both the physical
network of ISP 2 as well as the physical network of Customer 6. The second route allows to reach the
physical network of Customer 8 which has re-homed from ISP 2 to ISP 3.
NLRI LOCAL_PREF AS_SEQUENCE Source Int. Cost NEXT_HOP Imm. Next-Hop
10.2.0.0/16 120 65002 iBGP 2 ISP2.B0 ISP1.R0
10.2.8.0/24 120 65003, 65008 iBGP 2 ISP3.B0 ISP1.R0
Figure 6.2: Portion of the effective routes at ISP1.B0 under full-aggregation.
The various attributes that are considered in the routes described above are laid out according to
their priority in the tie-breaking rules of BGP [47] with the exception of the NEXT_HOP and immediate
next-hop that do not influence the choice but are determined by the other attributes. The same holds
for the NLRI which only serves as a destination identifier that must be unique across all effective routes
within a forwarding table. We will focus on the first fields of the routes presented above, given that all
those following the source field are used to distinguish between routes learned from iBGP or eBGP. In
the complete set of tie-breaking rules, the ORIGIN and MULTI_EXIT_DISC attributes appear between the
AS_SEQUENCE and the source. Furthermore, after the interior cost has been considered, the rules specify
that Phase 2 of the Decision Process should find the route with the lowest BGP Identifier followed by
the lowest advertising peer address. These last pieces of information guarantee that given an arbitrary
set of input routes, the Decision Process will always yield at most one effective route for each distinct NLRI.
The effective routes are those which are installed in the forwarding tables of routers and are used to
dispatch traffic based on its intended destination according to the Longest-Match Prefix rule. Suppose
the effective routes given on Figure 6.2 as those in the forwarding table of router B0 from ISP 1. If
it receives a packet bound for the address 10.2.8.42, it will perform a lookup in its forwarding table
where both routes match for this destination. The LMP rule states that the route with the most specific
prefix shall always be used for forwarding, hence the second will be picked. We will say that this route is
an LMP-route for destination 10.2.8.42 at router ISP1.B0. By extension, it is an LMP-route for the
entire prefix 10.2.8.0/24.
The route information we consider is restricted to three pieces of information; the NLRI, the AS_SEQUENCE
and the advertising peer address. We choose to limit ourselves to the AS_SEQUENCE instead of the AS_PATH
given that the default behaviour on Cisco routers does not require AS_SET. The AS_SEQUENCE is a list of
ASN to which each AS prepends its own with a preference given to shorter lists.
Consider the infrastructure on Figure 6.4 which is obtained from Figure 6.3 by reducing the domains
to single BGP speakers. The following points have to be kept in mind in order to understand how the
speakers construct their forwarding tables.
• At most one route for each distinct prefix is kept in the set of effective routes
• An effective route can be the LMP-route for more than one destination domain
• Routes are preferred based on the length of the AS_SEQUENCE with a tie-breaking on the advertising
peer address. In Figure 6.4, we consider that the preference on the peer addresses for Figure 6.4
is given by 0 ă I1 ă I2 ă I3 ă C4 ă C5 ă C6 ă C7 ă C8. The special value of 0 denotes the
lowest peer address.
• In the presence of multiple effective routes matching the prefix of a destination domain with network
prefixes related by the subprefix relation, the most specific one is favoured according to the LMP
rule.
• In the presence of multiple routes with disjoint network prefixes, all are usable to reach a router in
the context of multi-homing
• The route attributes undergo two transformations upon exchange between two routers; the ASN of
the AS who sends the route is prepended to the AS_SEQUENCE and the advertising peer address is
set to the address of the peer who sends the route information.
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B2
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R0 R1
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3
2
ISP 3
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10.3.0.0/16
B0
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Customer 4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
B0
Customer 5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
B0
Customer 6
AS 65006
10.2.6.0/24
B0
Customer 7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
B0 B1
Customer 8
AS 65008
10.2.8.0/24
B0
Figure 6.3: Detailed infrastructure with internal structure of ISPs.
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I1 AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3 AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
C5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
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AS 65006
10.2.6.0/24
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10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
C8
AS 65008
10.2.8.0/24
Figure 6.4: Infrastructure without internal structure of ISPs. Links represent external peerings between
routers.
• In the presence of aggregation rules, the NLRI attribute of routes with a matching prefix is replaced
by the one from the aggregation rule and the AS_SEQUENCE is reset to the ASN of the aggregating
router.
• When a route from the input set has an AS_SEQUENCE which contains the AS Number of the speaker
running the Decision Process, it should not be considered for the selection of best routes. In our
approach, we do not include this additional restriction in the process that construct the best routes.
However, the routes for which the AS_SEQUENCE contains loops are not given in the forwarding tables
or the fixpoints.
This representation considers one degree of freedom for the configurations deployed by network ad-
ministrators; the set of aggregation rules to be applied. We will consider the case where full-aggregation
is used with the resulting forwarding tables given on Figure 6.5. Note that given the existence of a cycle
between I1, I2 and I3, there should be entries pertaining to the respective prefixes of those routers with
an AS_SEQUENCE containing a loop. In BGP, a constraint exists on the routes in the input set that must
not be considered for Phase II, specifically the routes must not have an AS_SEQUENCE which contains
the AS Number of the router receiving them. We choose to not include these entries for clarity but the
reader should remember of their existence. Under full-aggregation, the routers are configured with their
allocated network prefix as the only aggregation rule. In this context, we assume the default behaviour of
Cisco routers where the aggregating router resets the AS_SEQUENCE to its ASN [36]. The physical routers
that are reachable through the corresponding routes are also included in the last column.
Note that all the specific prefixes are not known explicitly in all routers of the infrastructure but this
does not prevent forwarding from being performed correctly. A traffic originating at router C4 bound
for the network prefix 10.2.8.0/24 will follow the path C4 Ñ I1 Ñ I3 Ñ C8 under the LMP rule. In
practice, the customers are using their border router to obtain connectivity to the rest of the infrastruc-
ture. It is possible to use a default route for destination 0.0.0.0/0 with the external peer of their border
router as the NEXT_HOP to further reduce the size of their forwarding table.
We will now describe an algebraic model which produces the LMP-routes between any two domains.
The LMP-routes are characterized as having the most specific prefix and shortest AS_SEQUENCE among
all possible routes that exist between any two pair of domains while the effective routes are a subset of
all the LMP-routes at a given router which satisfy a unicity constraint based on the NLRI field.
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Router NLRI AS_SEQUENCE Advertising peer Pertains to
I1
10.1.4.0/24 65004 C4 C4
10.1.5.0/24 65005 C5 C5
10.2.0.0/16 65002 I2 I2, C6, C7
10.2.8.0/24 65003, 65008 I3 C8
10.3.0.0/16 65003 I3 I3, C7
I2
10.1.0.0/16 65001 I1 I1, C4, C5
10.2.6.0/24 65006 C6 C6
10.2.7.0/24 65007 C7 C7
10.2.8.0/24 65003, 65008 I3 C8
10.3.0.0/16 65003 I3 I3, C7
I3
10.1.0.0/16 65001 I1 I1, C4, C5
10.2.0.0/16 65002 I2 I2, C6, C7
10.3.7.0/24 65007 C7 C7
10.2.8.0/24 65008 C8 C8
C4
10.1.0.0/16 65001 I1 I1, C5
10.2.0.0/16 65001,65002 I1 I2, C6, C7
10.3.0.0/16 65001,65003 I1 I3, C7
10.2.8.0/24 65001,65003,65008 I1 C8
C5
10.1.0.0/16 65001 I1 I1, C4
10.2.0.0/16 65001,65002 I1 I2, C6, C7
10.3.0.0/16 65001,65003 I1 I3, C7
10.2.8.0/24 65001,65003,65008 I1 C8
C6
10.1.0.0/16 65002,65001 I2 I1, C4, C5
10.2.0.0/16 65002 I2 I2, C7
10.3.0.0/16 65002,65003 I2 I3, C7
10.2.8.0/24 65002,65003,65008 I2 C8
C7
10.1.0.0/16 65002,65001 I2 I1, C4, C5
10.2.0.0/16 65002 I2 I2, C6
10.3.0.0/16 65003 I3 I3
10.2.8.0/24 65003,65008 I3 C8
C8
10.1.0.0/16 65003,65001 I3 I1, C4, C5
10.2.0.0/16 65003,65002 I3 I2, C6, C7
10.3.0.0/24 65003 I3 I3, C7
10.2.6.0/24 65002,65006 I2 C6
Figure 6.5: Forwarding tables under full-aggregation for Figure 6.3.
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6.2 A simplified model of Route Aggregation in eBGP.
In the previous section, we summarized the context in which we will reason and provided the correspond-
ing forwarding tables obtained under a full-aggregation scenario for Figure 6.4. We will now define a
prebimonoid for which left equations over square matrices decribe the same results. In particular, we are
interested in the construction of the complete set of compound aggregation rules which would be applied
on the set of effective routes originating at a router j as they arrive at router i. In other words, the
compound aggregation rules represent those which are effectively applied to various routes originated by
some domain as they would traverse every possible sequence of routers. The fixpoints will encode, for
any pair of physical vertices, the best compound aggregation rules that are applied between them. As a
simplification, the routes are limited to three pieces of information; the NLRI, the AS_SEQUENCE and the
advertising peer address. Formally, routes are drawn from the set
Routesebgp “ P ˆ listpASNq ˆ V
The set of prefixes is assumed to include an element l which is disjoint from any other prefix. This will
allow us to express the absence of aggregation rules but the possibility to update the AS_SEQUENCE and
the advertising peer nonetheless.
@ p P P : p ‰ l ñ  pp Ď lq ^  pl Ď pq
We assume that the subprefix relation Ď satisfies reflexivity and transitivity. Furthermore, there
are some prefixes which are mutually disjoint, for instance e.g. 10.1.0.0/16 and 10.2.0.0/16. This
means that the relation Ď is a partial preorder. The AS_SEQUENCE is represented by lists of ASN with
the preference given to shorter lists as described by the relation l1 Àlength l2 ô lengthpl1q ď lengthpl2q.
Under this definition, note that the empty list is preferred over any other. This relation can be shown
to satisfy reflexivity, transitivity and totality, thus making it a total preorder. Finally, the
advertising peer addresses are represented by the set of vertices of the graph, V, for which we assume a
total order relation ďV .
From this relation, we construct a partial preorder which captures the preference in terms of the
Decision Process. Given two routes matching the prefix of a given destination the relation ÀDP gives the
best route for identical NLRI.
ÀDP ” “ ~ˆ Àlength ~ˆ ďV (6.1)
Any preorder relation has a strict version associated with it. We will use the strict version, ăDP which
can be defined by
ăDP ” “ ~ˆ Àlength ~ˆ ăV
Let us first formalize the behaviour of BGP speakers in terms of sets of rules. We will call the initial
routes, denoted by I, the routes that a BGP speakers begins with prior to any received advertisement from
their external peers and forms its initial set of effective routes. We will include additional assumptions
along this section concerning this element as we define each aspect of the Decision Process. This special
set of routes will be used to force the activation of all the aggregation rules of each router. Once the
compound aggregation rules have been computed, the effective initial routes at each routers could be
combined with the compound aggregation rules computed to produce the sets of effective routes which
exist between any two pair of routers. This origination behaviour is envisioned to be expressed by means
of other constructs from the Metarouting arsenal. We specifically have semi-modules [8] in mind, which
have been illustrated to be suitable for expressing the attachment of logical information (e.g. network
prefixes) to physical vertices (e.g. BGP speakers or domains). In the remainder of this chapter, we will
conflate the concept of best rules with that of best routes. Despite a terminological distinction used in the
networking community, there is no formal difference between them in our model. Given that we reduce
domains to single BGP speakers, the initial routes can be used to represent statically configured routes
as well as those originated from within the domain. The common ground set which we will use is
SE “
"
minÀDP
pRq | R Ď Routesebgp
*
Y tIu (6.2)
The minimum operation with respect to ÀDP is applied on each possible set of routes in order to guarantee
that certain properties hold within the structure we define. In practice this only corresponds to the fact
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that we consider only best routes in every possible sets involved. In particular, we assume that the set
of initial routes satisfies
minÀDP
pIq “ I (6.3)
This is not a very strong constraint on the initial routes given that it only means that they must form a
set containing best routes for each distinct NLRI. As a courtesy of Lemma 4.18, the minimum operations
can be repeatedly applied for any two elements A and B drawn from Set (6.2) without altering the result.
minÀDP
pAYBq “ minÀDP
ˆ
minÀDP
pAq YB
˙
(6.4)
However given the presence of the set I, we need to complete the definitions to handle its presence in
the terms involved. Formally, we assume for any minÀDP pAq “ A Ď Routesebgp that
minÀDP
pAY Iq “ minÀDP pAq Y I (6.5)
The interpretation is that whenever the best routes have to be selected by the Decision Process, we
can delay the selection among the initial routes to a later point. This choice stems from the decision
to separate between aggregation and origination of routes and will become apparent by the end of this
section.
Throughout its execution, a BGP speaker i will produce its effective routes based on those of its peers
q after they have applied some transformation in terms of aggregation and modification of attributes. We
can formulate this behaviour where the initial routes are kept in the set of effective routes at all time
eroutesi “ minÀDP
˜ď
q
fi,q peroutesqq
¸
Y I (6.6)
According to Definition (6.1), the result of applying the minimum operation with respect to ÀDP on
the input set I is the set of best routes for each distinct NLRI based on their attributes. The functions fi,q
express the transformation of routes according to the aggregation rules Rq configured at q and whether
i is a connected peer of q. In terms of the Decision Process, those functions represent Phase III at peer
q while the application of minÀDP represents Phase II at peer i. Phase I is not represented in our model
given that we do not include the LOCAL_PREF attribute. The functions are defined as
fi,q pEq “
#
∅ i is not an peer of q
minÀDP
`
aggregate´ routesi,qpEq Y remaining ´ routesi,qpEq
˘
i is an peer of q
(6.7)
We consider that among the resulting routes, only the best ones are advertised to each peer i. In
particular, given that a router cannot be engaged in a peering session with itself, the term of the union in
Definition (6.6) where q “ i will be the empty set. In practice, a BGP speaker only advertises one route
per NLRI. This allows us to express the peer relations which can exist between routers. It is expected
that a router receives route information from another router only if they are engaged in an external
peering session. On the other hand, if two routers are external peers of each other, peer q will perform
the aggregation and modification of its set of effective routes and provide them to peer i. In practice the
set of routes effectively received by different peers of q could be different based on the import and export
policies between them, a consideration we do not include in our model. This means that we can either
consider that router i receives all the advertised routes of q or none. Consider a router q of a domain
which has been allocated the ASN a. Given a set of aggregation rules Rq configured at router q and a
set of routes E, the transformation that set E undergoes results in a set where
• All the routes pne, le, veq from E that fall under the prefix of an aggregation rule, ne < na P Rq,
are replaced by a unique route with prefix na which has an AS_SEQUENCE containing only a and q
as the advertising peer. In this case, we follow a guideline pointed out in [36] whereby child routes
must have a strictly more specific prefix than aggregate routes to activate them.
aggregate´ routesi,qpEq “ tpna, ras, qq | pne, le, veq P E : D na P Rq : ne < nau
• All the routes pne, le, veq from E for which there is no aggregation rule with a covering prefix,
E na P R : ne < na, have the list ras concatenated to their AS_SEQUENCE and their advertising
peer set to q.
remaining ´ routesi,qpEq “ tpne, ras ` `le, qq | pne, le, veq P E : E na P Rq : ne < nau
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Consider the routers I1, I2 and I3 for which we assume the use of a unique aggregation rule for their
allocated prefix. Furthermore, suppose that the set of effective routes for I1 and I3 at some point is
eroutesI1 “ tp10.1.4.0{24, r65004s,C4q, p10.1.5.0{24, r65005s,C5q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutesI3 “ tp10.3.7.0{16, r65007s,C7q, p10.2.8.0{24, r65008s,C8qu Y I
The sets of routes received by I2 from I1 and I3 are obtained by taking the union of the sets of aggregate
and unaggregated routes from those respective peers
fI2,I1 peroutesI1q “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65001, 65003s, I1qu
fI2,I3 peroutesI3q “ tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q, p10.2.8{24, r65003, 65008s, I3qu
Given the input set formed by the union of those received routes, after running the Decision Process at
I2, the new set of routes will be based on that of those advertised by its peers. In particular, we can
omit the term for q “ I2 given that it will be the empty set by Definition (6.7).
eroutesI2 “ minÀDP pfI2,I1 peroutesI1q Y fI2,I3 peroutesI3qq Y I
“ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q, p10.2.8{24, r65003, 65008s, I3qu Y I
We will now attempt to formalize the behaviour expressed earlier in terms of the solutions to recur-
rence equations. Given that all the definitions from Chapter 4 regarding square matrices and recurrence
equations are based on an underlying prebimonoid, we shall endeavour to capture the same behaviour by
identifying a suitable definition for the additive and multiplicative laws. The approach based on square
matrices has the result of producing more best routes than the one described by Equation (6.6). We will
use a reduction function defined on the square matrices which will only keep the best routes across all
destinations j.
φi pLq “ minÀDP
˜ď
j
Li,j
¸
(6.8)
The pivotal relation we seek to explore is whether the fixpoint to given recurrence equations encode
the same best rules as those computed according to Equation (6.6). Our goal for the remainder of this
section will be to define a prebimonoid such that, at each iteration k, each row of matrix Lk and the
corresponding entry of eroutesk encode the same best routes.
φi
`
Lk
˘ “ erouteski (6.9)
The two recurrence relations describing the computation of the fixpoint L and the effective routes exhibit
an interesting structural difference. The computation of the fixpoint matrix keeps separate the best
routes based on their associated physical destination while the computation of effective routes dismisses
this information to focus only on the best routes for distinct NLRI. Relation (6.9) effectively provides
us with the means to derive an efficient algorithm for the computation of the relevant information from
the computation of the fixpoint. While the aggregation problem can be studied algebraically, all the
corresponding definitions can be used as the basis for the implementation of a protocol to perform
the exchange and aggregation of route information à la BGP. We will give another illustration to this
interesting fact in Section 6.3.
L0i,j “ Ii,j (6.10)
Lk`1i,j “
‘Eÿ
q
`
Ai,q bE Lkq,j
˘‘E Ii,j (6.11)
eroutes0i “ I (6.12)
eroutesk`1i “ minÀDP
˜ď
q
fi,q
`
erouteskq
˘¸Y I (6.13)
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Lk
Lk`1
eroutesk
eroutesk`1
(1.14) (1.16)
φi
φi
Figure 6.6: Relationship between two successive matrices produced by Equation (6.11) and the compu-
tation of effective routes according to Equation (6.13). By applying the function φi for all sources i one
can produce the entire contents of eroutesk from Lk.
We consider in our approach that route aggregation is a multipath problem given that multiple routes
with distinct prefixes can be used to reach a domain, a useful mean of expressing multi-homing scenarios
in our approach. The elementary objects manipulated are elements from the set (6.2). We will place
the selection of best routes in the additive law while the aggregation and modification of routes will be
defined in the multiplicative law. Given two sets of routes A and B, the rule for selecting the best ones
among them is given by
A‘E B “
#
minÀDP pAYBq A ‰ I ‰ B
AYB otherwise (6.14)
In particular, we separate the case based on the initial routes. The choice is consistent with Property
(6.5) by which we can obtain the appropriate treatment from the first case of the definition.
minÀDP
pAY Iq “ minÀDP pAq Y I “ AY I
When two routes pertain to the same physical destination, it is only necessary to keep the best ones
based on their attributes. In the case of multi-homing, if two routes correspond to the same physical
destination, only the best routes for distinct NLRI will be kept. These two situations are depicted below
between the respective routers involved in them. The route information corresponding to the two scenarios
are mapped to the relevant portion of Figure 6.4.
We can express the process by which a router aggregates and modifies the attributes of routes by
taking all the aggregation rules from a set A and apply them to the set B. The expression of the result
can be split in two intermediate definitions.
aggregate pA,Bq “ tpna, la, vaq P A | pnb, lb, vbq P B ^ nb < nau
remaining pA,Bq “ tpnb, la``lb, vaq | pna, la, vaq P A ^ pnb, lb, vbq P B : E pna, la, vaq P A : pnb < naqu
The first set contains the aggregate routes of A that are activated by the presence of one or more child
routes in B. As a consequence, the activated aggregate routes, whose AS_SEQUENCE consists of the ASN
of the router and has itself as the advertising peer, find their way into the set of routes to be advertised.
Furthermore, all the remaining routes, which do not fall under any configured aggregation rule, end up in
the set to be advertised after their attributes are modified accordingly. We include the specific treatment
for I in the definition of the multiplicative law
AbE B “
$’&’%
A B “ I
B A “ I
minÀDP paggregate pA,Bq Y remaining pA,Bqq otherwise
(6.15)
In particular, we define I as the identity for this operation. Given that this element plays a role
in the origination of routes, the least restrictive assumption on it is that it activates all the aggregate
routes. The course of action here is to activate all the aggregation rules that are involved so that all the
routers have the entire set of aggregation rules used by their peers. Going back to the interpretation of
multiplication presented earlier, the best rules known between I1 and C7 for the two respective prefixes
tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
Suppose now that I3 originates a route for one of its prefixes, 10.2.7.0/24. We can obtain the best
route for the originating domain through the multiplication of the compound aggregation rule by the
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I1AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2
AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3
AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2qu
I1
AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3 AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
tp10.3.0.0{16, r65001, 65003s, I1qu
Figure 6.7: Interpretation of the additive law in terms of graph. The upper graph illustrates the multi-
homing scenario while the lower graph presents a simple case of route selection.
originated route. The result will be the best route available to reach the network of Customer 7 but I1
will never have heard of the possibility to reach it through the prefix 10.3.0.0/16.
tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu bE tp10.2.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu
“ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2qu
In this form, the computation of the aggregation rules is biased towards a particular way origination is
performed. When router C7 originates the route to this prefix, it would be advertised only on the link
to the relevant provider, namely I2. In this case, the result we gave above is consistent with the routes
discovered by BGP. Depending on the particular configuration of C7, it might begin advertising this
route to both its providers, in which case it will pass unaggregated through I3 and arrive as such at I1.
Upon comparing this more specific route with the aggregated one received from I2, the former would be
favoured.
On the other hand, suppose now that I3 originates a route for each of its prefixes, 10.2.7.0/24
and 10.3.7.0/24, then the best routes to reach it are the aggregate routes provided by the respective
providers of Customer 7.
tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu bE tp10.2.7.0{24, r65007s,C7q, p10.3.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu
“ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
For the scenarios which we are interested in, the routers involved are configured with a certain ASN,
which they prepend to all the routes, while systematically setting the advertising peer address to their
own before sending the routes. Furthermore, the routers can be configured with a set of aggregation
rules that they apply to route information as it flows through them. On one side we have a set of rules
represented by a set of prefixes on which aggregation should be performed together with an integer for the
ASN and some identifier for the advertising peer. On the other side, we have sets of routes described as
the association of a prefix with a list of ASN and an identifier for the advertising peer. In our approach,
we choose to represent each aggregation rule by a route whose prefix is that of the aggregation rule, has an
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I1AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2
AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3
AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
tp10.2.0
.0{16, r
650
02s, I2q
u tp10.2.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu
tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu tp10.3.7
.0{24, r6
5007
s,C7qu
Figure 6.8: Interpretation of the multiplicative law based on graph.
AS_SEQUENCE composed of the ASN configured and the advertising peer address set to the vertex which
represents the aggregating router. If a router j represents a domain which has been assigned the ASNpjq
and is configured to use the set of aggregation rules Rj , we can construct the multiplicative operand
representing the processing performed by peer j on its best routes before advertising them according to
A “
$’&’%
∅ i is not a peer of j
tpl,ASN(j), jqu i is a peer of j ^ Rj “ ∅
tpna,ASN(j), jq | na P Rju i is a peer of j ^ Rj ‰ ∅
(6.16)
In the case where the two routers are not peers of each other, no route information is exchanged between
them. Even in the presence of a peering session, there might be no aggregation rules configured, a case
for which we use the special element l as the unique aggregation rule introduced. Given that it is disjoint
from any other prefix, no route from the other operand B will have a matching subprefix. This means
that all the routes from B will simply have their AS_SEQUENCE and advertising peer updated. This be-
haviour is the one to be expected when route aggregation is not used and correspond to the elementary
aspects of the exchange of route information in the BGP protocol. The regime of no-aggregation which
was discussed in Chapter 3 can be represented by using Construction (6.16) with all the Rj set to the
empty set.
The approaches from Definition (6.11) and Definition (6.13) will be related further after we have
proved that our defined structure satisfies various properties. The complete structure used to model
eBGP uses the ground set which is given by Definition (6.2) and has the additive law of Definition (6.14)
and the multiplicative law of Definition (6.15). We show that the resulting structure is an idempotent
prebimonoid by proving that it satisfies all the relevant properties in the two subsequent lemmas.
eBGP “
ˆ"
minÀDP
pRq | R Ď Routesebgp
*
Y tIu ,‘E ,bE
˙
(6.17)
Lemma 6.2.1. The additive law ‘E is associative, commutative, idempotent and admits ∅ as an
identity.
Proof. • associativity. The proof of associativity directly follows from associativity of Y and
(6.4).
pA‘E Bq ‘E C “ minÀDP
ˆ
minÀDP
pAYBq Y C
˙
“ minÀDP ppAYBq Y Cq (By (6.4))
“ minÀDP pAY pB Y Cqq (associativity of Y)
“ minÀDP
ˆ
AY minÀDP pB Y Cq
˙
(By (6.4))
“ A‘E pB ‘E Cq
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• commutativity of ‘E follows from the commutativity of Y
A‘E B “ minÀDP pAYBq “ minÀDP pB YAq “ B ‘E A
• idempotency holds given the idempotency of Y and the fact that any element from the ground
set satisfies A “ minÀDP pAq.
A‘E A “ minÀDP pAYAq
“ minÀDP pAq
“ A
• The empty set is an identity for ‘E given that it is an identity for the underlying Y operation.
A‘E ∅ “ minÀDP pAY∅q “ minÀDP pAq “ minÀDP p∅YAq “ ∅‘E A
“ A
Lemma 6.2.2. The multiplicative law bE admits the empty set as an annihilator, I as an identity.
Proof. • The proof that ∅ is an annihilator for bE works by injecting it into Definition (6.15). If
A “ ∅, then the two sets
aggregate p∅, Bq “ tpna, la, vaq P ∅ | pnb, lb, vbq P B ^ nb < nau
remaining p∅, Bq “ tpnb, la``lb, vaq | pna, la, vaq P ∅ ^ pnb, lb, vbq P B : E pna, la, vaq P ∅ : pnb < naqu
are empty and their union is as well.
∅bE B “ ∅Y∅ “ ∅
Similarly, if B “ ∅, then two sets
aggregate pA,∅q “ tpna, la, vaq P A | pnb, lb, vbq P ∅ ^ nb < nau
remaining pA,∅q “ tpnb, la``lb, vaq | pna, la, vaq P A ^ pnb, lb, vbq P ∅ : E pna, la, vaq P A : pnb < naqu
are also empty and so is their union.
AbE ∅ “ ∅Y∅ “ ∅
• The proof that I is an identity follows directly from Definition (6.15).
Conveniently enough, the definitions of the two laws closely resemble the definitions of the computation
of the effective routes. We can formally relate multiplication with the application of the functions fi,j as
the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2.3. Given a function fi,j and a set A constructed according to Rule (6.16), we have
fi,j pBq “ AbE B
Proof. • If i is not a peer of j, the result follows from Definition (6.7) and because the empty set ∅
is an annihilator for bE
fi,j pBq “ ∅ “ ∅bE B
• If i is a peer of j but the set of aggregation rules of the latter is empty, the function can be simplified
as
fi,q pBq “ remaining ´ routesi,qpBq Rq “ ∅
with the resulting routes being all those from B with their AS_SEQUENCE extended by the ASN
of j and the advertising peer set to j. On the other hand, the operand A for multiplication only
contains one entry and we have that tpl,ASNpjq, jqu bE B contains all the routes from B with the
same modifications.
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• If i is a peer of j and the set of aggregation rules is not empty, we can see that the results of the
following two expression are identical
fi,j pBq “ aggregate´ routesi,jpBq Y remaining ´ routesi,jpBq
AbE B “ aggregate pA,Bq Y remaining pA,Bq
We can use Prebimonoid 6.17 to encode any aggregation scenario described by the allocation of ASN
to routers which use certain aggregation rules and are engaged in peering sessions. The encoding takes
the form of an adjacency matrix with elements in Prebimonoid 6.17 obtained by applying Construction
(6.16) to produce each of its entries. In Chapter 4 we described the convergence of the Bellman-Ford
Algorithm under an assumption of left-inflationarity. However, the entries Ai,j produced by the
application of Construction (6.16) are not left-inflationary in general as illustrated by the following
counter-example
A “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu
B “ tp10.1.4.0{24, r65004s,C4q, p10.1.5.0{24, r65005s,C5qu
AbE B “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu
B ‘E pAbE Bq “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q, tp10.1.4.0{24, r65004s,C4q, p10.1.5.0{24, r65005s,C5quu
It is not possible to make any claims as to the convergence based on the ÀDP relation. However it
is known that path-vectoring methods do converge and it can be shown by relying on an alternate order
relation that is reminiscent on the preference according to the LMP-rule. In [36], the authors claim that
the use of sink routes with the lowest administrative distance is sufficient to guarantee convergence to
loop-free forwarding routes. However this solution only prevent traffic from being forwarded endlessly
along a cycle of routers. It does not give any insight as to why forwarding entries resulting in the creation
of a loop have been installed in forwarding tables. Another possibility would be to note that for every
physical destination, the routes can only have their associated prefixes generalized or their metric reduced.
The formalisation of this observation would rely on a different order relation between routes, namely
ÀLMP ” Ď ~ˆ Àlength ~ˆ ďV
This order relation could be lifted to sets of routes so that one set is greater than another if-and-only-if
all the routes from the former have more specific or disjoint prefixes from all the routes in the latter. This
new relation would satisfy inflationarity but the context would be different than the computation of a
fixpoint to a recurrence equation. Based on the natural order relation, we are unable to make any claims
as to the convergence of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm 4 under route aggregation. In other words, it is
unclear whether any configuration of aggregation rules leads to a convergence of each router to its best
routes and how many iterations are needed to reach it.
On another aspect, the entries of the adjacency matrices satisfy left-distributivity. We will rely
on this result to prove the adequacy of our approach with the description of the computation of effective
routes.
Lemma 6.2.4. Given a set of BGP speakers V engaged in external peering sessions represented by a set
of edges E. Each BGP speaker j is configured with an AS Number ASNpjq and is configured with a set of
aggregation rules Rj. The operands A obtained by applying Construction (6.16) are left-distributive
for all B,C P SE
AbE pB ‘E Cq “ pAbE Bq ‘E pAbE Cq (6.18)
Proof. We break down the proof according to the cases of Definition (6.16).
• When i is not a peer of j, the operand is the empty set which is an annihilator for the multipli-
cation.
∅bE pB ‘E Cq “ ∅
p∅bE Bq ‘E p∅bE Cq “ ∅‘E ∅ “ ∅
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• When i is a peer of j but no aggregation rules are used by j, the operand A is limited to
tpl, rASNpjqs, jqu which has the effect of changing the attributes of each individual route from
B without replacing any of them by an aggregate route. In other words, we have
AbE B “ minÀDP premaining pA,Bqq
AbE C “ minÀDP premaining pA,Cqq
AbE pB ‘E Cq “ minÀDP premaining pA,B ‘E Cqq
Suppose the routes rb “ pnb, lb, vbq in B and rc “ pnc, lc, vcq in C. Note that we have directly
rb P pAbE Bq and rc P pAbE Cq. We consider two distinct cases based on the relation between rb
and rc.
If the prefixes of the two routes are different, nb ‰ nc, then both routes will appear in B‘EC. After
having their attributes updated, the prefixes will still be different and therefore the resulting routes
will both appear in AbE pB ‘E Cq. Furthermore, they will also appear pAbE Bq ‘E pAbE Cq.
On the other hand, if the prefixes of the routes are identical, the value of their metric will determine
which will appear in B ‘E C. Suppose without any loss of generality that rb ÀDP rc. This means
that
lb ălength lc _ plb „length lc ^ vb ďV vcq
where „length means that the two lists are of equal length. After their attributes are updated, this
relation is preserved
pnb, rASNpjqs ` `lb, jq ÀDP pnc, rASNpjqs ` `lc, jq
given that nb “ nc and that the concatenation of a common ASN to the AS_SEQUENCE of two routes
does not change the preference on the resulting AS_SEQUENCE.
lb ălength lc ñ prASNpjqs ` `lbq ălength prASNpjqs ` `lcq
lb „length lc ñ prASNpjqs ` `lbq „length prASNpjqs ` `lcq
As a consequence, only the route resulting from rb will appear in the two hand sides of Equation
(6.18) if rb ăDP rc while both resulting routes will end up in both hand sides as well if the two
routes are equivalent in terms of their attributes, rb „DP rc.
• In the most general case, the set of aggregation routes A contains a certain number of rules but all
of them have identical second and third components. When i is a peer of j and the set A contains
r aggregation rules and has the form
A “ tpna1, rASNpjqs, jq, . . . , pnar, rASNpjqs, jqu
We will again consider two routes rb “ pnb, lb, vbq in B and rc “ pnc, lc, vcq in C. Note that we have
directly rb P pA bE Bq and rc P pA bE Cq. We consider two distinct cases based on the relation
between rb and rc.
If both have different prefixes, we need only to look for an aggregate route with an identical prefix
to one of them. In the case such a route r “ pn, l, vq exists in A but there is no matching route
in either B or C, both routes rb and rc will have their attributes updated and appear in both
A bE pB ‘E Cq and pA bE Bq ‘E pA bE Cq. On the other hand, if a matching route exists, the
routes resulting from rb and rc will not appear in either terms if the prefixes are identical to that
of r. Without loss of generality, the route r must be more interesting than the route resulting from
rb given that the concatenation of lists satisfies l Àlength l``lb
pn, l, vq ÀDP pnb, l``lb, vq
In particular, the routes are equivalent in terms of ÀDP if the AS_SEQUENCE from route rb is empty
in which case, both the route resulting from rb and r appear in both hand sides of Equation (6.18).
The same argument can be applied to rc.
If both routes have identical prefixes, the presence of an aggregate route r matching one matches
also the other. As a consequence, r finds its way into both hand sides of Equation (6.18) while rb
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and rc are present in neither. On the other hand, if no aggregate route matches the prefixes, the
relationship in terms of ÀDP will determine the outcome. Without loss of any generality, suppose
that rb ÀDP rc. As a consequence, the route resulting from rb appears in the left handside of
Equation (6.18). The two resulting routes will preserve this ordering because the concatenation of
lists preserves the ordering in terms of Àlength
lb ălength lc ñ l``lb ălength l``lc
lb „length lc ñ l``lb „length l``lc
We therefore have that the route resulting from rb will appear in the right hand side of Equation
(6.18) because pnb, l``lb, vq ÀDP pnc, l``lc, vq. Furthermore, rb ÀDP rc imlies that rb appears in
B ‘E C and in the left hand side of Equation (6.18).
This result allows us to point out the possibility of a minor divergence between our approach and
what is expected of BGP speakers. Specifically, we had to handle the case where multiple routes with
identical NLRI are the best routes whereas BGP is specified so that at most one route is kept. One of the
origins of this potential divergence is that the ordering based on the length of the AS_SEQUENCE does not
satisfy anti-symmetry. The particular case would occur if two routes for a given NLRI had two equally
long AS_SEQUENCE and the same advertising peer.
p10.2.8.0{24, r65003, 65008s, I3q ÀDP p10.2.8.0{24, r65002, 65008s, I3q
By virtue of the way the entries of the adjacency matrix are constructed, i.e. Construction (6.16), such
a situation is impossible, given that a peer will always prepend its ASN and set itself as the advertising
peer. As a consequence, the first element of the AS_SEQUENCE must match the ASN assigned to the
advertising peer and the second route presented above simply cannot ever be created by any iteration of
Equation (6.11) on any scenario encoded according to Construction (6.16).
It is important to note also a potential limitation of the applicability of the approach we propose.
In the proof above, we used the fact that the ordering of routes is preserved under modification of their
attributes.
pnb, lb, vbq ÀDP pnc, lc, vcq ñ pnb, l``lb, vq ÀDP pnc, l``lc, vq
Given that under the relation ÀDP , the prefixes are identical and the value of the metric of the first
route is more interesting than the second one. This situation is based on the monotonic nature of
the underlying metric. This property states that when two values of the metric are ordered in some
way, their transformation by a common value will preserve the ordering on the resulting values. This
property is related to the distributivity of a metric with the latter being a sufficient condition for the
former. Recent research has shown that metrics which do not satisfy distributivity are commonplace
in network protocols for example when Quality of Service is involved [52][54]. We will now prove that
Relation (6.9) holds when the adjacency matrix is left-distributive. At this stage, we are unable to
prove or disprove this relation for the case where the underlying metric is not left-distributive, a
question that we leave for further investigation. With all the properties satisfied by the prebimonoid we
defined, we can relate the two approaches by showing that at each iteration k, the results are consistent
under the reduction functions φi.
Theorem 6.2.1. Given a set of BGP speakers V engaged in external peering sessions represented by a set
of edges E. Each BGP speaker j is configured with an AS Number ASNpjq and with a set of aggregation
rules Rj. Given an adjacency matrix A over Prebimonoid 6.17 where each entry is obtained by using
Construction (6.16), we have
φi
`
Lk
˘ “ erouteski
Proof. We proceed by induction on k.
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• k “ 0. For the base case, we have
φi
`
L0
˘ “ minÀDP
˜ď
j
L0i,j
¸
“ minÀDP
˜ď
j
Ii,j
¸
(By Definition (6.10))
“ minÀDP pIq (Ii,j “ I, Ii,i “ ∅)
“ I (By Property (6.3))
“ eroutes0i (By Definition (6.12))
• k ą 0. The Induction Hypothesis is that for all i we have
φi
`
Lk
˘ “ erouteski
We start from the left hand side of the goal
φi
`
Lk`1
˘ “ minÀDP
˜ď
j
Lk`1i,j
¸
“ minÀDP
˜ď
j
˜‘Eÿ
q
Ai,q bE Lkq,j ‘E Ii,j
¸¸
(By Definition (6.11))
“ minÀDP
˜ď
j
minÀDP
˜ď
q
Ai,q bE Lkq,j Y Ii,j
¸¸
(By Definition (6.14))
“ minÀDP
˜ď
j
ď
q
Ai,q bE Lkq,j Y Ii,j
¸
(By Property (6.4))
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
ď
j
Ai,q bE Lkq,j Y Ii,j
¸
(Y-commu., assoc.)
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
ď
j
Ai,q bE Lkq,j Y I
¸
(Ii,j “ I, Ii,i “ ∅)
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
ď
j
Ai,q bE Lkq,j
¸
Y I (By Property (6.5))
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
minÀDP
˜ď
j
Ai,q bE Lkq,j
¸¸
Y I (By Property (6.4))
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
Ai,q bE minÀDP
˜ď
j
Lkq,j
¸¸
Y I (By Lemma 6.2.4)
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
fi,q
˜
minÀDP
˜ď
j
Lkq,j
¸¸¸
Y I (By Lemma 6.2.3)
“ minÀDP
˜ď
q
fi,q
`
erouteskq
˘¸Y I (By Induction Hypothesis)
“ eroutesk`1i (By Definition (6.13))
This means that we can study the aggregation problem from the perspective of fixpoints to left equa-
tion over Prebimonoid 6.17 and obtain the same best routes as those that BGP speakers would. While
the fixpoints maintain a distinction between each destination j, the effective routes at router i can be
obtained by application of the function φi.
We will now illustrate the behaviour of Prebimonoid 6.17 in the context of aggregation, multi-homing
and re-homing. In each scenarios, we will relate the sets of best routes obtained, L, to the corresponding
forwarding tables by means of the reduction functions φi. First we will show how the length of the
AS_SEQUENCE influences the choice of best routes.
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I1 AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3 AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
C5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
C6
AS 65006
10.2.6.0/24
C7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
C8
AS 65008
10.2.8.0/24
Figure 6.9: Infrastructure without internal structure of ISPs.
6.2.1 Role of the length of AS_SEQUENCE
The tie-breaking rules laid out in [47] state that among multiple routes with identical NLRI, the one with
the shortest AS_SEQUENCE should be favoured and kept as the best route. According to the representation
of route information we chose, the relation ÀDP captures this behaviour through the inclusion of the
Àlength preference on lists based on their length. Let us consider the scenario depicted on Figure 6.9
where we limit the exchange of route information by not considering the bidirectional nature of eBGP
peerings. An arrow from router i to router j means that i will receive route information from j after
the latter performs aggregation and modifies the attributes of its best routes. This restriction is only
introduced to limit the size of the resulting fixpoints and does not hinder in any way the ability to
represent the complete scenario where route information flows in both directions of a peering. At the
beginning of the execution, the routers only have their initial routes, I, from which the computation
starts.
Router Allocated prefixes AS Number Aggregation rules
I1 10.1.0.0/16 65001 10.1.0.0/16
I2 10.2.0.0/16 65002 10.2.0.0/16
I3 10.3.0.0/16 65003 10.3.0.0/16
Figure 6.10: Configuration at each routers
In this scenario, the configuration used by the three routers is summarized on Table 6.12 where the
configured AS number and allocated prefixes are given. Furthermore, we include sets of aggregation
rules which reflect a full-aggregation scenario. The initial sets of effective routes are limited to the initial
routes. From the configurations listed on Table 6.9, we can derive the functions fi,j which are applied by
each peer to its set of effective routes before it is advertised to its peers. After one iteration, the resulting
effective routes include all those received from the direct peers.
eroutes1I1 “ I
eroutes1I2 “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutes1I3 “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu Y I
At this point, I2 received two direct routes from I1 and I3 with their respective prefixes. The effective
routes of I2 are obtained by applying the Decision Process on the input set formed by those received
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routes. However, as a result of I3 obtaining knowledge of a new route, it will begin to advertise this route
for 10.1.0.0/16 to I2 who will compare it against the direct one it already knows.
fI2,I3
`
eroutes1I3
˘ “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65003, 65001s, I3q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
fI2,I1
`
eroutes1I1
˘ “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu
Upon performing the Decision Process on this new input set, I2 will only keep the direct routes for the
two respective prefixes. At this point, the effective routes have not changed and the computation has
converged.
eroutes2I1 “ I
eroutes2I2 “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutes2I3 “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu Y I
We can describe this scenario in terms of the Prebimonoid 6.17 by using the following adjacency
matrix obtained according to Construction (6.16).
A “
»–
I1 I2 I3
I1 ∅ ∅ ∅
I2 tp10.1{16, r65001s, I1qu ∅ tp10.3{16, r65003s, I3qu
I3 tp10.1{16, r65001s, I1qu ∅ ∅
fifl
The initial effective routes are described by the identity for matrix multiplication. In this matrix, the
diagonal contains the multiplicative unit of the prebimonoid, I, while the rest of the matrix is set to the
multiplicative annihilator, ∅.
L0 “
»–
I1 I2 I3
I1 I ∅ ∅
I2 ∅ I ∅
I3 ∅ ∅ I
fifl
After one application of Definition (6.11), all the routers have the best routes from their directly
connected peers. Specifically, I2 has routes to reach both its direct neighbors and I3 has a route to reach
I1.
L1 “
»–
I1 I2 I3
I1 I ∅ ∅
I2 tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu I tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
I3 tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu ∅ I
fifl
During the next application of Definition (6.11), the comparison performed by I2 with respect to the
routes received from I1 and I3 pertaining to the prefix 10.1.0.0/16 occurs without changing the corre-
sponding entry
L2I2,I1 “ pAI2,I1 bE LI1,I1q ‘E pAI2,I3 bE LI3,I1q
“ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu ‘E tp10.1.0.0{16, r65003, 65001s, I3qu
“ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu
The choice is consistent with the preference being given to routes having a shortest AS_SEQUENCE and
the resulting matrix is identical to the previous one
L2 “
»–
I1 I2 I3
I1 I ∅ ∅
I2 p10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q I p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q
I3 p10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q ∅ I
fifl
In this situation, both processes reach convergence after one iteration. Furthermore, at each iteration,
the current matrix L satisfies the Relation (6.9), φi
`
Lk
˘ “ erouteski and we can obtain the effective
routes by applying for each i the reduction function φi to the current matrix.
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6.2.2 Simple route aggregation
The basic functionality behind route aggregation is to conceal details about all the routes it knows down
to a minimal amount. This elementary mecanism is illustrated on Figure 6.11 where ISP 1 acts as a
connectivity provider for Customer 4 and 5. In this scenario, ISP 1 sub-allocated portions of its own
network prefix to those Customers who can assign addresses taken from their allocated range to render
some of their routers and hosts reachable from the rest of the infrastructure. In order to limit the amount
of route entries in the forwarding tables, ISP 1 aggregates the routes for the prefixes of its two customers,
10.1.4.0/24 and 10.1.5.0/24, before advertising a unique route to its own prefix 10.1.0.0/16. The
adjacency matrix that encodes this configuration is given below where the entry that governs the way I1
export its routes to I2 will have the effect of advertising this aggregate route in place of any route falling
under its prefix
AI2,I1 “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu
I1 AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3 AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
C5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
C6
AS 65006
10.2.6.0/24
C7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
C8
AS 65008
10.2.8.0/24
Figure 6.11: Infrastructure with emphasis on the aggregation of routes towards Customers 4 and 5.
Router Allocated prefixes AS Number Aggregation rules
I1 10.1.0.0/16 65001 10.1.0.0/16
I2 10.2.0.0/16 65002 10.2.0.0/16
C4 10.1.4.0/24 65004 10.1.4.0/24
C5 10.1.5.0/24 65005 10.1.5.0/24
Figure 6.12: Configuration at each routers of Figure 6.11
The effective routes at the beginning of the execution are limited to the sets of initial routes. After
one application of Definition (6.13), we obtain
eroutes1I1 “ tp10.1.4{24, r65004s,C4q, p10.1.5{24, r65005s,C5qu Y I
eroutes1I2 “ tp10.1{16, r65001s, I1qu Y I
eroutes1C4 “ I
eroutes1C5 “ I
At this point, the computation has stabilized since the aggregate route which I1 will advertise in place
of the routes for its two prefixes will not change any sets of effective routes. In particular, I1 will keep
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the effective routes towards its customers which enables proper forwarding to them.
eroutes2I1 “ tp10.1.4{24, r65004s,C4q, p10.1.5{24, r65005s,C5qu Y I
eroutes2I2 “ tp10.1{16, r65001s, I1qu Y I
eroutes2C4 “ I
eroutes2C5 “ I
The following adjacency matrix describes how all the routers are configured. In particular, C4 and C5
aggregate on their respective prefixes to avoid exporting internal details concerning their infrastructure.
In the same way, the routers I1 and I2 perform route aggregation based on a unique aggregation rule
that covers their allocated prefix.
A “
»——–
I1 I2 C4 C5
I1 ∅ ∅ p10.1.4{24, r65004s,C4q p10.1.5{24, r65005s,C5q
I2 p10.1{16, r65001s, I1q ∅ ∅ ∅
C4 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
C5 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
fiffiffifl
After one application of Definition (6.11), we obtain the best routes involving the direct connections.
L1 “
»——–
I1 I2 C4 C5
I1 I ∅ p10.1.4{24, r65004s,C4q p10.1.5{24, r65005s,C5q
I2 p10.1{16, r65001s, I1q I ∅ ∅
C4 ∅ ∅ I ∅
C5 ∅ ∅ ∅ I
fiffiffifl
The fixpoint stabilizes after a second application of Definition (6.11) once the best routes for the customers
are found.
L2 “
»——–
I1 I2 C4 C5
I1 I ∅ p10.1.4{24, r65004s,C4q p10.1.5{24, r65005s,C5q
I2 p10.1{16, r65001s, I1q I p10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q p10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1q
C4 ∅ ∅ I ∅
C5 ∅ ∅ ∅ I
fiffiffifl
While I1 keeps to itself the effective routes for 10.1.4.0/24 and 10.1.5.0/24, it advertises the unique
route for 10.1.0.0/16 to I2. We can relate the contents of the fixpoint with that of the forwarding tables
by applying φi to L2.
φI1
`
L2
˘ “ tp10.1.4.0{24, r65004s,C4q, p10.1.5.0{24, r65005s,C5q, p10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2qu Y I
φI2
`
L2
˘ “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r65001s, I1qu Y I
Note that in this case, the computation of the effective routes according to Equation (6.13) converges
faster than the one based on the recurrence equation. Further work into the details of both definitions
would provide insight into this slight difference.
6.2.3 Multi-homing of customers
A particular scenario which can occur in the real-world is known as multi-homing where a customer
is reachable and obtains connectivity through more than one provider. Consider the case of Customer
7, a domain multi-homed through its two providers; ISP 2 and ISP 3. In this situation, the network
prefixes are assumed to be Provider-Aggregatable in the respective ranges of the providers. Customer 7
is reachable through two distinct routes from ISP 1, either by means of the prefix 10.2.7.0/24 through
ISP 2 or by using the prefix 10.3.7.0/24 through ISP 3.
After one iteration, the computation of effective routes will produce the following sets at each router
eroutes1I1 “ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutes1I2 “ tp10.2.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu Y I
eroutes1I3 “ tp10.3.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu Y I
eroutes1C7 “ I
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I1 AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3 AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
C5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
C6
AS 65006
10.2.6.0/24
C7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
C8
AS 65008
10.2.8.0/24
Figure 6.13: Infrastructure with emphasis on the multi-homing of Customer 7 through ISP 2 and ISP 3.
An additional application will not result in any changes, thus all the sets of effective routes have
already stabilized on their final contents.
eroutes2I1 “ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutes2I2 “ tp10.2.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu Y I
eroutes2I3 “ tp10.3.7.0{24, r65007s,C7qu Y I
eroutes2C7 “ I
The adjacency matrix for the same scenario is given below based on the peerings depicted on Figure
6.13.
A “
»——–
I1 I2 I3 C7
I1 ∅ p10.2{16, r65002s, I2q p10.3{16, r65003s, I3q ∅
I2 ∅ ∅ p10.3{16, r65003s, I3q p10.2.7{24, r65007s,C7q
I3 ∅ ∅ ∅ p10.3.7{24, r65007s,C7q
C7 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
fiffiffifl
From the perspective of ISP 1, there are two ways to reach Customer 7; one route is in the 10.2.0.0/16
prefix and the other one in 10.3.0.0/16. ISP 1 should receive one advertisement from ISP 2 covering
the route 10.2.7.0/24 and another one from ISP 3 covering the route 10.3.7.0/24. The fixpoint to the
left equation is given below
L2 “
»——–
I1 I2 I3
I1 I p10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q
I2 ∅ I ∅
I3 ∅ ∅ I
C7 ∅ ∅ ∅
fiffiffifl
L2 “
»——–
C7
I1 tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
I2 p10.2.7{24, r65007s,C7q
I3 p10.3.7{24, r65007s,C7q
C7 I
fiffiffifl
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In this format, the entries of the matrix represent the prefixes through which a domain is known
from the perspective of another. ISP 1 has the knowledge to reach Customer 7 by using one of two
possible prefixes; if a packet arrives bound for a destination address in the range 10.2.0.0/16 (resp.
10.3.0.0/16), it will forward it to the implied path that goes through ISP 2 (resp. ISP 3) and if the
destination address further falls in the more specific prefixes allocated to Customer 7, the respective next-
hops will forward the packet to Customer 7. The routes obtained from router I2 and I3 after aggregation
and extension are
AI1,I2 bE LI2,C7 “ p10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q bE p10.2.7{24, r65007s,C7q
“ p10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q (I1Ñ I2Ñ C7)
AI1,I3 bE LI3,C7 “ p10.2.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q bE p10.3.7{24, r65007s,C7q
“ p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q (I1Ñ I3Ñ C7)
The entry LI1,C7 contains the best routes from Customer 7 after they are aggregated under the
respective prefixes of ISP 2 and ISP 3.
LI1,C7 “ pAI1,I2 bE LI2,C7q ‘E pAI1,I3 bE LI3,C7q
“ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2qu ‘E tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
“ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu
The rows of the fixpoint produced are consistent with the sets of effective routes under the application
of the reduction functions φi.
6.2.4 Re-homing of customers
The last scenario that can occur in real-world infrastructures is known as re-homing whereby a customer
can change its connectivity from one provider to another while keeping its allocated prefix. Consider
the case of Customer 8, which has re-homed by changing its connectivity from ISP 2 to ISP 3 while
keeping the Provider-Aggregatable prefix 10.2.8.0/24. The conditions and conventions under which
this situation is handled in real-world scenarios are given in [1]. In this case, the rule that must be used
by the ISP who provides connectivity to a re-homed Customer is to advertise the route to the specific
prefix to its neighbors. ISP 1 will have two separate entries in its forwarding table; one for 10.2.0.0/16
with ISP 2 as its next-hop and another one for 10.2.8.0/24 with ISP 3 as its next-hop. Any packet
bound for an address in 10.2.8.0/24 will be forwarded to ISP 3 to which the relevant destination is
connected while any address falling in the more general /16 prefix will be handed to ISP 2 by virtue of
the LMP rule.
After one iteration, the computation of the effective routes will produce the following sets at each
router
eroutes1I1 “ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutes1I2 “ tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3qu Y I
eroutes1I3 “ tp10.2.8.0{24, r65008s,C8qu Y I
eroutes1C8 “ I
After the second iteration, all the routes will be available known at each router. In particular, I1 will
have two routes for prefixes that are related by the subprefix relation.
eroutes2I1 “ tp10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q, p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q, p10.2.8.0{24, r65003, 65008s, I3qu Y I
eroutes2I2 “ tp10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q, p10.2.8.0{24, r65003, 65008s, I3qu Y I
eroutes2I3 “ tp10.2.8.0{24, r65008s,C8qu Y I
eroutes2C8 “ I
The problem can be encoded alternatively into the following adjacency matrix.
A “
»——–
I1 I2 I3 C8
I1 ∅ p10.2{16, r65002s, I2q p10.3{16, r65003s, I3q ∅
I2 ∅ ∅ p10.3{16, r65003s, I3q ∅
I3 ∅ ∅ ∅ p10.2.8{24, r65008s,C8q
C8 ∅ ∅ ∅ ∅
fiffiffifl
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I1 AS 65001
10.1.0.0/16
I2AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
I3 AS 65003
10.3.0.0/16
C4
AS 65004
10.1.4.0/24
C5
AS 65005
10.1.5.0/24
C6
AS 65006
10.2.6.0/24
C7
AS 65007
10.2.7.0/24
10.3.7.0/24
C8
AS 65008
10.2.8.0/24
Figure 6.14: Infrastructure with emphasis on the re-homing of Customer 8 from ISP 2 to ISP 3.
ISP 3 will provide directly the unaggregated route towards Customer 8 to ISP 1 and ISP 2. This
route will be aggregated under the prefix of ISP 2 before being re-advertised to ISP 1. However the more
specific one will be kept as the best route towards Customer 8 due to it having the most specific prefix.
This situation is reflected in the fixpoint produced. Once again, the function φi relates consistently the
rows of the fixpoint to the various sets of effective routes obtained by the routers involved.
AI1,I2 bE LI2,C8 “ p10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q bE p10.2.8.0{24, r65003, 65008s, I3q
“ p10.2.0.0{16, r65002s, I2q (I1Ñ I2Ñ I3Ñ C8)
AI1,I3 bE LI3,C8 “ p10.3.0.0{16, r65003s, I3q bE p10.2.8.0{24, r65008s,C8q
“ p10.2.8.0{24, r65003, 65008s, I3q (I1Ñ I2Ñ C8)
The fixpoint is given below and it encodes the best routes for each destination. Each row is consistent
under the application of the reduction function φi with the sets of effective routes given above.
L3 “
»——–
I1 I2 I3 C8
I1 I p10.2{16, r65002s, I2q p10.3{16, r65003s, I3q p10.2.8{24, r65003, 65008s, I3q
I2 ∅ I p10.3{16, r65003s, I3q p10.2.8{24, r65003, 65008s, I3q
I3 ∅ ∅ I p10.2.8{24, r65008s,C8q
C8 ∅ ∅ ∅ I
fiffiffifl
6.3 A simplified model of Route Aggregation in IGP.
We have shown in the previous section how route aggregation can be modelled with a prebimonoid at the
eBGP level without consideration as to the internal structure of the domains involved. However, route
aggregation can also be used within the internal network of a domain within distance-vectoring protocols.
The routes which are discovered by border routers can be redistributed into the network of the domain
by using the advertisements from the IGP to carry the routes to external destinations. This has the effect
of introducing entries pertaining to external destinations into the routing tables of internal routers. We
will be focusing on those external routes as they are injected into the routing tables.
In this section, we will use the same approach as for eBGP to model the behaviour of route aggregation
within a simplified IGP which uses the distance as its metric and includes the next-hops. While there are
several options to configure aggregation within an IGP, the one we will focus on is the interface-based
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approach where aggregation rules are configured on individual interfaces by each router. Upon advertis-
ing routes, the aggregation rules of an interface are applied to the routes before they are sent. One of
the unexpected behaviours of route aggregation within RIPv2 presented [36] is that the configuration
on one interface can interfere with the advertisements of other interfaces.
We will focus on the network of ISP 2 on Figure 6.3 where some routers are configured to use
aggregation on the same prefix. The scenario under which the forwarding loops arise, along with the
sequence of advertisements leading to it, is based on one of those appearing in [36]. Within an IGP, we
describe routes as the association of a NLRI together with an interior cost and a next-hop.
Routes IGP “ P ˆ N8 ˆ V
We will be using the subprefix relation Ď as well as the total order which was used on advertising peers
ďV . For the distance metric, we introduce ď8
a ď8 b ”
$’&’%
false a “ 8 ^ b P Nats
true b “ 8
a ď b a, b P N
which behaves in the same way as the less-than order for natural numbers with the exception that 8 is
greater than any other element in N. The preference on routes is reminiscent of the one in eBGP with
the exception for the use of the total ordering on the distance. The ÀBR relation favours routes having
a lower interior cost and further breaks ties on the next-hop.
ÀBR ” “ ~ˆ ď8 ~ˆ ďV
The ground set we will be using is obtained by reducing all the subsets of Routes IGP to their minimal
elements, including an element I for which we will make additional assumptions. In particular, we assume
that I “ minÀBR pIq.
SI “
"
minÀBR
pRq | R Ď Routes IGP
*
Y tIu,
Whenever a router receives an advertisement for some destination from a neighbor, it performs a
lookup in its routing table. When there is no route known for the destination prefix, the route is
introduced in the routing table. In the case there is a route already known, the costs are compared
and the route with the least cost is kept in the routing table. A router can further be configured to
perform route aggregation on certain links. If a given aggregate route is configured on a specific interface
and multiple matching routes are known with different interior costs, the router will only advertise the
aggregate route and pick as its interior cost the least one among all child routes. Formally, we can express
this behaviour as
eroutesi “ minÀBR
˜ď
q
fi,q peroutesqq
¸
The functions fi,j implement the transformation of routes from the set E according to whether j is a
neighbor of i, the aggregation rules Ri,j configured on the link from j to i.
fi,j pEq “
#
∅ i is not a neighbor of j
minÀBR
`
aggregate´ routesi,jpEq Y remaining ´ routesi,jpEq
˘
i is a neighbor of j
(6.19)
Given a set of aggregation rules Ri,j configured at router j with respect to i, the weight of the link from
i to j and a set of routes E, the transformation that the routes undergo produces a set where
• All the routes pne, ce, veq from E that fall under the prefix of an aggregation rule, ne < na P Ri,j ,
are replaced by a unique route with prefix na, with its cost equal to the ce to which the weight of
the link traversed is added and j as the next-hop
aggregate´ routesi,jpEq “ tpna, ωpi, jq ` cb, jq | na P Ri,j ^ pnb, cb, hbq P B ^ nb < nau
• All the routes pne, le, veq from E for which there is no aggregation rule with a covering prefix,
E na P Ri,j : ne < na, have their cost increased by the weight of the link and their next-hop set
to j.
remaining ´ routesi,jpEq “ tpnb, ωpi, jq ` cb, jq | pnb, cb, hbq P B : @ na P Ri,j :  pnb < naqu
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The result conceals all the child routes behind a general prefix but increases the interior cost of each
resulting route with that of the link traversed and only the best resulting routes are advertised. These
functions can be expressed in terms of the multiplicative law. Given a set of routes B, the left term of
the union represents the aggregation rules of A resulting from the presence of one or more child routes
in B matching those aggregation rules.
aggregate pA,Bq “ tpna, ca ` cb, haq | pna, ca, haq P A ^ pnb, cb, hbq P B ^ nb Ď nau
remaining pA,Bq “ tpnb, ca ` cb, haq | pna, ca, haq P A ^ pnb, cb, hbq P B : @ pna, ca, haq P A :  pnb Ď naqu
The first set contains the aggregate routes of A for which one or more matching routes are found in B
while the second is the set of routes in B for which no corresponding aggregate rule exists in A with their
advertising router updated. Whether a route matches an aggregation rule or not, its associated interior
cost is increased by the distance associated with the link used. Given a set of aggregation rules A and a
set of routes B, we have
AbI B “
$’&’%
A B “ I
B A “ I
minÀBR paggregate pA,Bq Y remaining pA,Bqq otherwise
(6.20)
The multiplicative law defined incorporates the same behaviour as the functions fi,j . The application of
the minimum operation in the last case has an interesting consequence. When aggregation is performed
in RIPv2, a choice must be made for the interior cost associated to the aggregate route. In this case, the
rule is to pick the least interior cost across all the child routes and use it as the value for the aggregate
route. If two routes with interior costs 1 and 2 get aggregated under a common prefix, the aggregate
route will have an interior cost of 1. As it is advertised, the interior cost will be updated based on the
link used.
A “ tp10.2.0.0{16, 1,R0qu
B “ tp10.2.6.0{24, 1,B3q, p10.2.7.0{24, 2,B2qu
AbI B “ minÀBR ptp10.2.0.0{16, 2,R1q, p10.2.0.0{16, 3,R1quq
“ tp10.2.0.0{16, 2,R1qu
We provide a construction to express a given configuration of the internal routers in terms of sets of
routes. If i and j are two routers with the interior cost of the link given by ωpi, jq and the aggregation
rules Ri,j are configured on the interface connected to the link that goes to j, we can construct the
corresponding multiplicative operand A according to
A “
$’&’%
∅ ωpi, jq “ 8 pl, ωpi, jq, jq( ωpi, jq ‰ 8 ^ Ri,j “ ∅
tpnr, ωpi, jq, jq | nr P Ri,ju otherwise
(6.21)
Suppose that two routes are known at routerR1, respectively for prefixes 10.2.6.0/24 and 10.2.7.0/24,
with different costs and R1 is configured to aggregate under the prefix 10.2.0.0/16 for the interface
leading to R0. The resulting aggregate routes that R0 receives from R1 would be given by
tp10.2.0.0{16, 2,R1q, p10.2.0.0{16, 3,R1qu “ tp10.2.0.0{16, 1,R1qu bI tp10.2.6.0{24, 1,B3q, p10.2.7.0{24, 2,B2qu
We define ‘I to keep only routes that are minimal with respect to the ÀIGP relation. In effect, given
two sets of routes A and B, only the ones with the most specific prefixes will be kept. Furthermore, when
multiple routes exist for one NLRI, the one with the least interior cost is kept.
A‘I B “
#
minÀBR pAYBq A ‰ I ‰ B
AYB otherwise (6.22)
The structure we use to model this simplified IGP has a ground set defined . The various proofs of
the properties are given as the two subsequent lemmas.
IGP “
ˆ"
minÀBR
pRq | R Ď Routes IGP
*
Y tIu,‘I ,bI
˙
(6.23)
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Lemma 6.3.1. The additive law ‘I is associative, commutative, idempotent and admits ∅ as an
identity.
Proof. We recall that given that ÀBR is a preorder, for any two sets A and B we have
minÀBR
pAYBq “ minÀBR
ˆ
minÀBR
pAq YB
˙
(6.24)
associativity. The proof directly follows from Statement 6.24.
pA‘I Bq ‘I C “ minÀBR
ˆ
minÀBR
pAYBq Y C
˙
“ minÀBR ppAYBq Y Cq (By 6.24)
“ minÀBR pAY pB Y Cqq (associativity of Y)
“ minÀBR
ˆ
AYminÀBR pB Y Cq
˙
(By 6.24)
“ A‘I pB ‘I Cq
• commutativity of ‘I follows from the commutativity of Y
A‘I B “ minÀBR pAYBq “ minÀBR pB YAq “ B ‘I A
• idempotency holds given the idempotency of Y and the fact that A “ minÀBR pAq for all
elements A of the ground set
A‘I A “ minÀBR pAYAq
“ minÀBR pAq
“ A
• The empty set is an identity for ‘I given that it is an identity for the underlying Y operation.
A‘I ∅ “ minÀBR pAY∅q “ minÀBR pAq “ minÀBR p∅YAq “ ∅‘I A
Lemma 6.3.2. The multiplicative law bI admits the empty set as an annihilator, I as an identity.
Proof. • The proof that ∅ is an annihilator for bI works by assuming either operand to be equal
to it followed by simplification. In either case, both terms of the union can be shown to reduce to
the empty set which leaves us with the empty set.
• The proof that I is an identity follows directly from Definition (6.20).
We conclude that the structure IGP is an idempotent prebimonoid. By using Construction (6.21),
we can construct an adjacency matrix based on a given input network. Let G “ pV,Aq be a directed
graph with a weight function ω : A ÞÑ N8 and a function providing the set of aggregation rules configured
on each link from i to j, Ri,j . The adjacency matrix A can be produced by applying Construction (6.21
for each entry i, j to be produced.
Note that the adjacency matrix obtained in this way does not correctly represent the reality of the
aggregation behaviour observed in [36]. In particular, the configuration of aggregation rules on some
interfaces impact the outgoing advertisements on other interfaces of the same router depending on the
activated rules. Due to the lack of thorough understanding of this behaviour, we are unable to define the
exact method by which the adjacency matrix can be constructed in every case.
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ISP 2
AS 65002
10.2.0.0/16
B0
B1
B2B3
R0
R1
3
2
10.2.6.0/24 10.2.7.0/24
10.1.0.0/16
10.3.0.0/16
Figure 6.15: Detailed infrastructure of ISP 2 giving rise to reachability issues. All the unlabelled links
are assumed to have a cost of 1 associated with them.
As was the case in the model of eBGP, the matrices produced according to this construct do not
satisfy left-inflationarity.
A “ tp10.0.0.0{8, r1s,B0qu
B “ tp10.1.0.0{16, r0s, I1q, p10.4.0.0{16, r0s, I4qu
AbE B “ tp10.0.0.0{8, r1s,B0qu
B ‘E pAbE Bq “ tp10.0.0.0{8, r1s,B0q, p10.1.0.0{16, r0s, I1q, tp10.4.0.0{16, r0s, I4quu
As a consequence, we cannot make any claims regarding the convergence of Algorithm 4. However,
the matrices produced according to this construct satisfy left-distributivity. The proof of this is very
similar to that of Lemma 6.2.4. Furthermore, we can define the reduction function φIGP which relates
the contents of the matrices to the effective routes.
φIGPi pLq “ minÀBR
˜ď
j
Li,j
¸
It is possible to prove that at each iteration, the effective routes can be obtained from the contents of
the corresponding matrix. This allows us to claim the applicability of our approach to route aggregation
performed within the network as long as the metrics involved are left-distributive.
φIGPi pLkq “ erouteski
Let us now apply this contraption to a scenario involving a forwarding loop. Its occurence within the
network of ISP 2, Figure 6.15 comes from the fact that B1 accepts as the best route for 10.0.0.0/8 a
route that it originally injected into the network and passed through routers R0 and R1 before coming
back.
In Figure 6.15, routers B0 and B1 are assumed to have an aggregation rule for prefix 10.0.0.0/8
configured on their respective links to R0. Given that both routers receive route advertisements for
10.1.0.0./16 and 10.3.0.0/16 respectively from their external peers, they will both start advertising
routes for the prefix 10.0.0.0/8. However the configuration of the rule at B1 has the consequence that
it will not advertise routes falling under the prefix 10.0.0.0/8 to R1. The sequence of events which
leads to a forwarding loop can be summarized as follows
1 R0 receives two routes for 10.0.0.0/8, one from B0 with an interior cost of 3 and another one
from B1 with interior cost 1. As a consequence, R0 installs an entry for this new destination in its
routing table with B1 as the next-hop
2 R1 receives a route advertisement from R0 for 10.0.0.0/8 with interior cost 2 and installs an
entry for this previously unknown destination in its routing table with R0 as the next-hop
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Router Destination Interior cost NEXT_HOP
B0 10.0.0.0/8 4 R0
B1 10.0.0.0/8 3 R1
R0 10.0.0.0/8 1 B1
R1 10.0.0.0/8 2 R0
Figure 6.16: External routes in the routing tables after stabilisation of the distance-vectoring method.
3 B1 receives a route advertisement from R1 for 10.0.0.0/8 with interior cost 3 and installs an
entry for this previously unknown destination in its routing table with R1 as the next-hop
The resulting entries for the prefix 10.0.0.0/8 in the routing tables exhibit a forwarding loop involving
the cycle B1Ñ R1Ñ R0Ñ B1. Note that B0 would have an entry for the prefix 10.1.0.0/16 while
the routing table of B1 would contain an entry for the 10.3.0.0/16. The consequence is that any traffic
bound for 10.3.0.0/16 from any router will reach B1 who will be able to get it out of the loop towards
its intended destination. On the other hand, all traffic bound for any address in 10.0.0.0/8 but not in
10.3.0.0/16 will remain trapped in the forwarding loop. In practice, this problem is solved by having B1
install a sink-route for 10.0.0.0/8. Any traffic whose destination address matches the aggregate route
10.0.0.0/8 but not any more specific route would be dropped by the router. Given the four vertices
tB0,B1,R0,R1u on Figure 6.15, the weights on the arcs connecting them and the only aggregation rule
for the prefix 10.0.0.0/8 configured on the arcs B0Ñ R0 and B1Ñ R0.
The entries of the adjacency matrix associate the aggregation rules with the distance of the link used
and the next-hop. In order to mitigate the size of the matrices involved, we restrict ourselves to the routers
B0, B1, R0 and R1. The unexpected behaviour that R1 does not receive any route advertisements
from B1 for 10.0.0.0/8 is expressed by setting the corresponding entry AR1,B1 to the multiplicative
annihilator.
A “
»——–
B0 B1 R0 R1
B0 ∅ ∅ pl, 3,R0q ∅
B1 ∅ ∅ pl, 1,R0q pl, 1,R1q
R0 p10.0.0.0{8, 3,B0q p10.0.0.0{8, 1,B1q ∅ pl, 1,R1q
R1 ∅ ∅ pl, 1,R0q ∅
fiffiffifl
We only give the fixpoint limited to the columns B0 and B1 from which the forwarding loop arises.
We can relate the entries of the fixpoint to those of the forwarding table by applying the φIGPi function
to each row of L. The result includes the forwarding loop B1Ñ R1Ñ R0Ñ B1.
L “
»——–
B0 B1
B0 I Y tp10.0.0.0{8, 6,R0qu p10.0.0.0{8, 4,R0q
B1 p10.0.0.0{8, 4,R1q I Y tp10.0.0.0{8, 3,R0qu
R0 p10.0.0.0{8, 3,B0q p10.0.0.0{8, 1,B1q
R1 p10.0.0.0{8, 4,R0q p10.0.0.0{8, 2,R0q
fiffiffifl
The application of the reduction function to the fixpoint produces the following sets of effective routes
introduced in the routing table. The set of initial routes here could be replaced by any routes known
prior to the injection process. For instance, the only initial route assumed for B0 in the injection process
is for 10.1.0.0/16 while B1 has an effective route for 10.3.0.0/16. We can see that routers R1, R0
and B1 are involved in a forwarding loop.
φIGP pLB0q “ tp10.0.0.0{8, 4,R0qu Y I
φIGP pLB1q “ tp10.0.0.0{8, 3,R1qu Y I
φIGP pLR0q “ tp10.0.0.0{8, 1,B1qu Y I
φIGP pLR1q “ tp10.0.0.0{8, 2,R0qu Y I
We have shown how the model can be used to detect forwarding loops by using the exact aggregation
matrixA which results from the configured rules along with the unexpected behaviour pointed out in [36].
At this stage, we are unable to provide a sufficient condition for their absence. Even in the presence of
some form of left-inflationarity to guarantee the convergence of Algorithm 4 to a fixpoint, this
property does not suffice to exclude the formation of forwarding loops.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
Route aggregation is a mecanism that is well integrated into the way routers discover and construct their
forwarding and routing tables. In this work, we proposed to model the behavior of aggregation at two
different levels with a unified approach involving idempotent prebimonoids. We deliberately chose to
limit ourselves to a subset of the metrics that describe routes in real-world implementation to simplify
the model while keeping it easily extensible to encompass the complete set of metrics. This allowed us to
study only the way prefixes and route aggregation can be modelled within an algebra framework. While
we limited ourselves to a subset of metrics involved in route selection and left aside some considerations,
the result hints at the adequacy of the algebraic approach to model the way information pertaining to
network prefixes is exchanged among routers to construct the tables they use for forwarding purposes.
The conclusions of this attempt is that while the resulting algebra satisfies the properties of an
idempotent prebimonoid, they lack left-inflationarity, be it in general or in the specific adjacency
matrices that we use to encode aggregation scenarios. As such, the known results regarding the con-
vergence of the algorithms to compute a fixpoint to a left equation cannot be applied to give a positive
answer. On the other hand, in our attempts to model IGP, we identified the need for new results given
that even when the computation does converge, forwarding loops may arise. By expanding the amount
of information placed into the entries of the matrices used, we effectively propose an expression of the
computation of the routes that exist between any two routers of a given infrastructure and relate this
computation to the one a path-vectoring or distance-vectoring method relies on.
While these limitations do limit the applicability of the model at the moment, it seems to be a
viable way to approach route aggregation problems in order to study the root causes for the formation of
forwarding loops. We identify several shortcomings that need addressing in order to bring it even closer
to reality.
7.1 Computation of effective routes
In this thesis, we introduced a formalization of the way BGP speakers compute the effective routes they
use for forwarding purposes. This model captured the general approach underlying path-vectoring and
distance-vectoring whereby each router performs some transformation on its effective routes to produce
the routes that it advertises to its peers. The distance between this model and the reality could be
reduced by introducing more refinement into the functions fi,j underlying the computation. In particular,
the separation between origination and aggregation requires more study before obtaining a satisfying
representation of the way the path-vectoring method works. On the other hand, while some attributes are
determined by the process of aggregation such as AS_SEQUENCE or the internal cost, others may influence
it. Specifically, we have the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute in mind which can prevent the aggregation of
certain routes. While the extension of the attributes used beyond the AS_SEQUENCE and advertising peer,
the attributes that influence aggregation should receive a careful treatment to properly reflect the results
encoded in the fixpoint.
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7.2 Applicability to non-distributive metrics
In our proof of the consistency of the results obtained by the computation of a fixpoint and the computa-
tion of the effective routes, we relied on the left-distributivity and monotonicity of the underlying
metric involved. Recent work showed that non-distributive metrics are often used within a network.
One best known example is when the bandwidth is part of the process which ranks paths, an infor-
mation that is often involved in QoS and other traffic engineering methods. The question of whether
monotonicity of the metric is necessary for the consistency of the fixpoint computation and the path-
vectoring process is an important point that requires addressing.
7.3 Conditions for the absence of forwarding loops
It is customary to consider that strict inflationarity is a sufficient condition for the algorithm to
converge to loop-free paths. In our approach, we expanded the information contained within the ma-
trices with the consequence that this condition is not sufficient enough in the context of a multipath
problem where network prefixes are part of the entries of the matrices. Beside the consequence that
inflationarity does not hold, we showed in the context of IGP that even under convergence, forward-
ing loops may arise. These results agree with those presented in [36] as to why forwarding loops form in
the first place. This discovery hints at the need for new results which would shed light on the convergence
when matrices that are not strictly inflationary are used with an algorithm from the Bellman-Ford
family.
7.4 Full set of BGP metrics
We chose to limit ourselves to three pieces of information pertaining to routes by only considering the
impact of the AS_SEQUENCE and the advertising peer in the Decision Process. In practice, BGP speakers
consider a whole range of additional metrics to make its choice of best routes. Some of these metrics
have been studied and formalized in the past as algebraic structure related to semirings. Given that they
all admit some form of preference relation along with rules to transform them under exchange between
routers, they could be naturally included within our approach but the consequences in terms of the
resulting algebraic structure would require further study.
7.5 Simple loop detection
The standard version of BGP incorporates restrictions on the routes that are allowed to be considered for
Phase II of its Decision Process. One of those restriction is on the loop-freedom of the AS_SEQUENCE of
received routes. In practice, upon assigning a preference, a router will scan the AS_SEQUENCE and consider
the route ineligible if it contains its own AS number. At the level of IGP, the protocols used include
mecanism some form of loop-detection in the form of the split horizon or poisoned reverse mecanism. The
loop-freedom on AS_SEQUENCE and split horizon could be integrated into the prebimonoid to bring the
results encoded in the fixpoints much closer to those observed in the real-world under a given configuration.
7.6 Unexpected behavior of RIPv2
Le & al. showed that when route aggregation is configured in RIPv2 on some interface of a router has
the consequence that some routes are no longer advertised out of some other interfaces. This peculiar
behavior depends on the specific aggregate routes which are activated at some point due to the reception
of a matching child route. This masking behavior is not well expressible in the current form of our
model which only reduces the sets of routes based on the aggregation rules that are configured. At this
stage, the prebimonoid we propose is not easily extensible to incorporate such a dropping of routes.
Another issue is the process by which an adjacency matrix is produced given a certain configuration of
the internal routers. The adjacency matrix used to illustrate the formation of the forwarding loop had
to be produced by hand. The question of whether the adjacency matrix can be consistently produced
from the configurations of the internal routers requires further inquiry. In [36], the authors argued that
the problem of identifying whether a set of configured aggregation rules results in forwarding loops is
NP-hard. While this conclusion does not bode well for practical applications of our model to detect
forwarding loops, a sufficient condition for their absence would be enough for its usefulness.
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